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Abstract

In this dissertation we describe two contributions to the state of the art in
reasoning about liveness and safety, respectively.

Programs for multiprocessor machines commonly perform busy waiting for
synchronization. We propose the first separation logic for modularly verifying
termination of such programs under fair scheduling. Our logic requires the
proof author to associate a ghost signal with each busy-waiting loop and allows
such loops to iterate while their corresponding signal s is not set. The proof
author further has to define a well-founded order on signals and to prove that
if the looping thread holds an obligation to set a signal s′, then s′ is ordered
above s. By using conventional shared state invariants to associate the state
of ghost signals with the state of data structures, programs busy-waiting for
arbitrary conditions over arbitrary data structures can be verified.

Moreover, we present the first study of completeness thresholds for bounded
memory safety proofs. Specifically, we consider heap-manipulating programs
that iterate over arrays without allocating or freeing memory. In this
setting, we present the first notion of completeness thresholds for program
verification which reduce unbounded memory safety proofs to bounded ones.
Furthermore, we demonstrate that we can characterise completeness thresholds
for simple classes of array traversing programs. Finally, we suggest avenues of
research to scale this technique theoretically, i.e., to larger classes of programs
(heap manipulation, tree-like data structures), and practically by highlighting
automation opportunities.
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Beknopte samenvatting

In dit proefschrift beschrijven we twee bijdragen aan de state-of-the-art in
redeneren over respectievelijk liveness en safety.

Programma’s voor multiprocessor machines maken gebruik van busy waiting
voor synchronisatie. Wij stellen de eerste separation logic voor om modulair de
beëindiging van zulke programma’s onder fair scheduling te verifiëren. Onze
logica vereist dat de auteur van het bewijs een ghost signal toekent aan elke busy
waiting lus. Deze lussen mogen itereren zolang hun corresponderende signaal s
niet is ingesteld. De auteur van het bewijs moet daarnaast een welgefundeerde
orderelatie op signalen definiëren, en moet daarbovenop bewijzen dat als de
looping thread een obligatie van een signal s′ bezit, dat s′ groter is dan s. Door
klassieke gedeelde toestandsinvarianten te gebruiken om de toestand van ghost
signals te associëren met de toestand van datastructuren, kunnen programma’s
met busy waiting geverifiëerd worden, voor arbitraire condities over arbitraire
datastructuren.

Daarnast presenteren we de eerste studie naar completeness thresholds voor
bounded memory safety bewijzen. Specifiek beschouwen we heap-manipulerende
programma’s die itereren over arrays zonder het toekennen of vrijgeven van
geheugen. In deze context presenteren we de eerste notie van completeness
thresholds voor programmaverificatie die unbounded memory safety bewijzen
reduceren tot bounded bewijzen. Tevens laten we zien dat we completeness
thresholds kunnen karakteriseren voor eenvoudige klassen van programma’s die
arrays doorlopen. Tot slot suggereren we theoretische onderzoekspistes voor gro-
tere klassen van programma’s (heapmanipulatie, boomachtige datastructuren),
en praktische mogelijkheden voor bewijsautomatisatie.
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Chapter 1

Introduction

Critical software is everywhere and almost every piece of critical infrastructure
depends on it, in one way or another. The electrical power we use every day is
produced by power plants whose safety heavily depends on the correctness of a
variety of software systems. For instance, in case of an emergency dedicated
shutdown systems [113, 179] are responsible to automatically power down
reactors and prevent disaster. But also a power plant’s normal operation
is heavily software controlled. Specifically, they rely on sophisticated networks
of hardware sensors and software components, called supervisory control and
data acquisition (SCADA) systems [95]. These collect data and make automatic
decisions about the plant’s operation or assist human decision makers. Their
correctness is critical to any power plant’s safety. Moreover, the complex
networks that supply our homes every day with electricity, gas and water are
also operated by SCADA systems [171]. They can typically be accessed remotely,
which makes them vulnerable to cyber attacks exploiting bugs [171, 95].

To a similar extent, we critically rely on software when we travel. Many of
the safety features that cars offer nowadays are provided by software [140]:
ABS (anti-lock braking system) prevents wheels from locking during emergency
braking. ACC (adaptive cruise control) ensures a safe distance to the vehicle
ahead. ESC (electronic stability control) is yet another service helping the car
to stay on track by controlled breaking. Just to name a few.

Aircrafts use onboard software to control about every aspect of their journey.
They navigate via GPS software [160]. Dedicated software controls the slats and
flaps – the parts of the wing used to alter or keep the altitude [31]. The most
critical part of any flight, the landing, is also computer guided [160]. Faults in
any of these programs can have critical consequences. The two groundings of
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2 INTRODUCTION

Boeing 737 MAX planes in October 2018 and March 2019 should serve as a sad
reminder of that [89]. 1

Correctness Properties It is easy to agree that correctness is essential for
critical systems. Though, what exactly it means for software to be correct
differs from case to case. Two important classes of correctness properties are
safety and liveness [111, 4].

Safety We call a program safe if something bad never happens. For instance, a
program is memory safe if it never accesses invalid memory (e.g. unallocated or
already freed memory). This is typically the most basic property that we want
for every program, since we need it to ensure any other correctness property. A
very common class of memory safety errors are array out-of-bounds accesses,
where we read or write memory past the array bounds. This type of error is
often exploited in cyber attacks [96, 48, 75].

Another safety property that we commonly care about in concurrent applications
is data race freedom [11]. A data race occurs when a thread (non-atomically)
writes a memory cell (or any other shared resource) concurrently with another
thread writing or reading it. Whenever that happens the outcome is undefined
or non-deterministic if the involved operations are atomic. In the worst case,
a concurrent write can corrupt the memory cell. If the subsequent program
depends on the memory cell’s value, its behaviour becomes unpredictable. Even
worse, depending on the concrete programming language used, the semantics of
the entire program might become undefined.

Liveness Liveness is the counterpart to safety. We call a program live if
something good eventually happens. For instance, we often want computations
to terminate, because we care about their result. Non-terminating computations
block the entire subsequent program. Hence, termination is a commonly desired
liveness property, even though the name liveness suggests otherwise.

Imagine a distributed banking system processing monetary transactions. For
each transaction, it would debit the specified amount from the sending account,
send it to the recipient’s institution and then add it to their account. One of
the most important properties of such a system is that the transferred money
eventually arrives on the recipient’s account, which is also a liveness property.

1We should note that the software was only one of multiple flaws that ultimately led to
the groundings.
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Approaches to Correctness Over the years the community came up with
different approaches to reduce the number of bugs and thereby improve
the correctness of software systems. It remains, however, very difficult to
reason about programs. Many interesting properties are undecidable, e.g.,
memory safety [157], deadlock freedom [80] 2 and termination [156]. In a
nutshell this means that for sufficiently complex programs it is not possible to
reason precisely and automatically about every possible execution.

Testing Test driven development [78], i.e., writing tests first and implementing
the actual functionality later, has proven valuable in finding bugs early on.
However, as Dijkstra said: “Program testing can be used to show the presence
of bugs, but never to show their absence!” [60] Even for relatively simple
programs, the number of tests we had to write to cover every possible scenario,
would be infeasibly large. Approaches like property based testing [33] and
fuzzing [129] try to tackle this issue by automatically generating test cases and
thereby increasing coverage. However, due to the sheer number of possible
inputs and runtime behaviours, even automatic testing is not sufficient to
guarantee that we did not miss any bug. The situation gets even worse when we
move from sequential, single-threaded software to concurrent, multi-threaded
computations. In the latter case, we not only have to explore all possible inputs
but also all possible thread interleavings to ensure that our software works as
expected. By that the number of required test cases explodes exponentially.
Meanwhile, the main advantage of testing is its simplicity.

Bounded Model Checking Model checking [37, 146] is an alternative approach
to automatically find bugs by exhaustively simulating every possible program
execution. Since programs do not necessarily terminate, neither does model
checking them. Moreover, the number of different states that the program might
be in and which we have to check grows exponentially with the complexity of
the program, the number of possible inputs and the length of the executions.
This is known as the state space explosion problem [27, 36, 142, 35] and it makes
straight-forward model checking unfeasible, even for terminating programs.

Bounded model checking (BMC) [15] overcomes this issue by bounding both
the length of executions and the input size. That is, when we bounded model
check a program sorting lists of integers, we specify an input size bound S and
a depth bound D. Then the model checker simulates all executions for lists
with up to S elements and it stops the simulation after D program steps.

2The cited work concerns communicating finite state machines, but the work applies
straightforwardly to deadlock freedom in concurrent programs.
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Compared to testing, BMC is a much more exhaustive approach to ensure
program correctness. Over the years, BMC has become an established technique
in industry, though still far less widespread or well-known than testing. At
this point we have industrial grade bounded model checkers like CBMC [39]
and ESBMC [46] that are relatively easy to use. Writing a CBMC proof for
instance requires little more than specifying the bounds S and D as well as which
correctness properties the model checker should look for. The rest happens
automatically. Since CBMC simulates concrete executions, it can report a
counterexample for every found bug. Just like with testing, this makes it easy
for the developer to understand and fix the problem.

The main selling point of bounded model checkers is that they manage to
strike a compromise between usability and exhaustiveness. It achieves this by
under-approximating the program behaviour, i.e., exploring a (small) subset
of finite prefixes of concrete program executions. However, as with all under-
approximating approaches it does not suffice to ensure that the program we
checked is correct. Maybe we missed a bug that only shows up for bigger inputs
or longer program executions. To make things worse, the state space explosion
makes it usually only feasible to check small inputs.

Deductive Verification The approaches we discussed so far focus on finding
bugs. With every bug we find and fix our program converges a bit more towards
correctness. With these approaches we can, however, never be certain that no
bug is hiding in a corner that we didn’t explore. One way to overcome this
limitation is deductive verification [173, 92]. The underlying idea is that we
analyse the program and use mathematical reasoning to rule out every possible
error. When this succeeds, we know for sure that the program is correct. Hence,
it is the most powerful correctness approach among the ones discussed here.

So why do we bother with testing or model checking at all? For once, to
validate the scenarios considered by our proof. Yet also because proofs are
hard! In order to logically reason about the behaviour of a program we have to
understand how it works and – even worse – why it should be correct. That
is, we have to manually come up with a correctness argument in the form
of specifications, invariants and inductive proofs. The deductive verifier then
checks that every proof step we took is correct and that our argument holds.
This requires not only a detailed understanding of the software’s inner workings
but also expertise in the logic the deductive verifier is built upon. This makes
deductive verification hard to access for developers without any background in
formal logic. In contrast, testing and BMC allow us to more or less treat the
program as a black box.

Another difference is that a deductive verifier never executes the program. That
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means that we never look at any concrete program state in an execution. Instead
we deduce correctness from the program’s static structure. Our correctness
argument must be general enough to cover all possible executions. This often
forces us to over-generalise in the sense that our argument also covers impossible
executions, especially for loops and recursion. As a result, it is not possible to
verify every correct program.

Nevertheless, deductive verification (complemented by validation testing) is
the best approach that we have to truly ensure correctness of complex critical
systems. For some applications failure is not an option and the stakes are high
enough to warrant the tedious correctness proofs. Over the years, many research
tools such as VeriFast [99], VerCors [18], Viper [132], Why3 [70], and VCC [43]
have been developed. While their focus is primarily academic, some are also
used in industrial projects such as the verification of FreeRTOS [153, 55] or
cloud infrastructure [44]. Moreover, a small number of industrial grade tools
such as Dafny [116] and AdacCore Spark [125] exist with a long track record
in critical areas like cryptography and security [44, 158, 1, 86, 68]. Meanwhile,
works like loop invariant synthesis [145, 117] and – recently – the application of
large language models [185, 183] try to make deductive verification simpler and
thereby more accessible to the masses.

Advantages and Disadvantages Testing is a good way to find bugs early
in the development cycle. It requires little expertise and the results are easy
to understand. But given the very limited guarantees it entails, testing alone
is clearly insufficient to guarantee correctness of any critical system. Yet, it
complements deductive verification well and serves as an easy way to validate
proof assumptions.

In contrast, BMC provides much stronger guarantees. Nonetheless, it succeeds
in preserving the main advantages of testing: It is fairly easy to apply. Especially
because it allows us to treat most of the target program as a black box. And it
yields real, i.e., non-spurious, counterexamples when it fails. The combination
makes it easy to find and fix bugs. Its main drawback is that BMC proofs are
unsound, because they only explore a subset of all inputs and only bounded
executions. Consequently, no matter how big we set the bounds, we can never
be certain that no bug hides in some dark corner we did not explore.

Deductive verification, in contrast, is sound and yields unbounded guarantees.
This makes it an appropriate approach for critical systems, where we cannot
tolerate any failure. Yet, it should be complemented by validation, e.g., testing,
to ensure the proof considers the right scenarios. Deductive proofs are hard,
though, and require significant expertise. At the same time, the approach is
incomplete. That is, many programs are impossible to verify even though they
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are fully correct. Hence, choosing the right correctness approach is a trade-off
between the degree of guarantees we desire and resources we are willing to
spend.

Termination of Busy Waiting In concurrent programs responsibilities are
often distributed across threads. The same holds for dependencies. It is very
common for a thread A to depend on data produced by another thread B. Both
threads can run concurrently until A arrives at a point where it needs to access
said data. Whenever that happens A has to wait until the data arrives. That
is, the thread is blocked until B finishes the computation it is responsible for.
We call this pattern blocking concurrency. One possible implementation that
we focus on in this dissertation is for A to loop until the awaited data arrives
and to check the status in every iteration. We call this busy waiting [128].

Such a system can easily get stuck if one thread fails to adhere to its responsibility
or if we accidentally end up with cyclic dependencies. Ensuring that this not the
case, i.e., that the system is live, is far from trivial. Even more so to formally
prove it live. Every such proof has to show that A’s wait loop eventually
terminates. To achieve that, we can first tie A’s busy waiting to the progress
of B. In a next step, we can prove that B eventually produces the data A is
waiting for.

We see that reasoning about whether or not A’s busy waiting eventually
terminates, forces us to take B’s progress into account. Hence, reasoning
about such liveness properties and dependencies is difficult to achieve modularly,
i.e., thread-locally. In § 3 we present the first work that allows us verify
termination of busy waiting modularly. We present a separation logic [155, 138]
and a new type of ghost resource [103] that we call ghost signal.

Ghost resources are objects that do not exist during the runtime of a program.
Instead we only introduce them for the sake of our proof. Naturally, we have
to make sure that they can be introduced and erased without affecting the
program’s semantics or control flow. Intuitively, a ghost signal is a witness of
some other thread promising to do something. For instance, suppose thread A
possesses a ghost signal tied to the data A is waiting for. Then it knows that
another thread promised to produced said data. Hence, we can use it in a
thread-local proof to justify that A’s busy waiting eventually terminates.

Completeness Thresholds BMC is unsound by construction since there’s
always a chance that we chose our bounds too small to find all bugs. While this
is obviously a big disadvantage, it is also where BMC’s usability comes from. In
general, bounded proofs such as the one that we see in BMC are easy to automate
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since they only explore a finite set of finite, concrete program executions. Also
for that reason, failed proofs yield non-spurious counterexamples. The latter
help developers by showing them precisely under which circumstance the bugs
occur. The same does not hold for unbounded proofs like the ones we get with
deductive verification.

BMC proofs are often justified by the intuition that if there is a bug in a program,
then it also tends to show up for small inputs and early in an execution. The
problem is that we do not know when this intuition is true and when it is not.
If we knew that it was correct for certain programs, it would allow us to turn
bounded proofs into unbounded ones.

Though, we know at least that this intuition holds for bounded proofs of specific
properties ϕ over finite state transition systems T [15, 40, 28]. To formalise
it, the model checking community came up with the concept of completeness
thresholds (CTs) [40]: Intuitively, such a threshold is a number k that is large
enough such that if T violates ϕ, then there is also a violation that can be
reached with at most k steps. In other words, if there is a bug, we can find it
by exploring all finite path prefixes up to the length k.

Any bounded proof that exceeds the threshold is sound. From a verification point
of view it would make more sense to call it a soundness threshold. Unfortunately,
the model checking and verification communities use the terms sound and
complete in opposite ways. For the verification community, soundness means
that any proven property indeed holds. The model checking community calls
this completeness, because the proof did not miss any bugs.

In § 4 we present the first notion of CTs for program verification. In particular,
we define them in the context of memory safety proofs and show that we can
extract them for array traversing programs. The programs we study do not
correspond to finite transition systems. Hence, we cannot reuse the existing
results or approaches to CTs from the model checking literature. Though,
to highlight the connection to previous CT research in the model checking
community, we chose to continue the terminology instead of calling them
soundness thresholds. Yet, apart from the term CT we continue to use sound
and complete in the verification sense.

For us, a CT is not a number k. Instead it is a subdomain Q ⊆ X of an input
domain X that is big enough to ensure that a bounded proof only exploring Q
covers all relevant cases. Suppose we want to prove memory safety of a program
that iterates over an array of size s ∈ N. How can we know whether it is
sufficient to check memory safety for arrays of size s < 10? In § 4 we show that
we can extract that knowledge from the program’s verification condition and
thereby reduce unbounded memory safety proofs to bounded ones.





Chapter 2

State of the Art

2.1 Deductive Liveness Verification of Concurrent
Software

We can broadly classify major deductive approaches to reason about concurrent
software along two dimensions: (i) The abstraction level and (ii) the foundation.

Abstraction Level Most popular approaches [135, 139, 184, 176, 177, 104, 122],
like the one we propose in § 3, work directly with the target program and reason
about the effects of every single instruction. A less widespread alternative is
contextual refinement. The idea is to reason about a more abstract model
instead of the actual program we want to verify. In this context, a refinement
is a program transformation that preserves the properties we are interested
in and at the same time abstracts implementation details away. Refinement-
based works include Turon et al. [175], Gu et al. [82], Boussabbeh et al. [20],
de Carvalho Gomes et al. [51]. Works that employ a mixture of both approaches
include: CaReSL [174], LiLi [120, 121], Conditional Contextual Refinement [166].

Logical Foundation The second dimension is the foundation we choose to base
our reasoning on. While the landscape of logical foundations is vast, most fall
into one of two broad categories: (i) Type-based reasoning and (ii) program
logics à la Floyd-Hoare.

9
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(i) The foundation for all type-based approaches is the Curry-Howard
correspondence which equates logical propositions P with types T and
consequently proofs of P with values of type T . Dependent type theories
like the calculus of constructions [45] form the basis of popular state-of-the-art
proof assistants like Coq [54] and Lean [57, 52]. Due to their expressiveness,
they mostly serve as a trusted foundation to mechanise and check higher-level
reasoning. For instance, Iris [104] and Verifiable C/VST-Floyd [8, 29] are
both higher-order separation logics mechanised in Coq. The expressiveness of
dependent types comes at the cost of automation. Meanwhile refinement types
are sufficiently restricted such that assertions/typings can be automatically
checked by SMT solvers. One of the most notable projects using refinement
types for automatic program verification is Liquid Haskell [178]. More recent
works include Flux [114] to verify Rust code and CN [144] which combines
refinement types and separation logic to verify C programs.

(ii) The central idea of Hoare-logic is that we specify the behaviour of a program
in the form of pre- and post conditions. This simple paradigm proved very
effective to reason about imperative programs. Since its introduction, many
successors have been proposed [135, 139, 184, 176, 177, 104, 122]. One notable
step along the evolution of Hoare-style logics is the Owicki-Gries method [139],
which introduced some of the concepts we still use today, such as ghost variables,
critical sections and resource invariants. Another notable, though not very
wide-spread, type of Hoare-style logics is rely-guarantee reasoning [184] and its
successor deny-guarantee reasoning [62].

Most notably, separation logic [155, 138] became the de-facto standard to
reason about heap-manipulating programs. Dynamic frames [105] and implicit
dynamic frames [165] are conceptually similar and used in verifiers such as
Dafny [116], though certainly less wide-spread than separation logic. In
particular, concurrent separation logic [155, 138] is now the de-facto standard
to reason about concurrent, imperative programs. The key idea is fine-grained
reasoning about ownership of resources. This is also the foundation for the
approach we present in § 3. Over the years, separation logic has been extended
by many concepts to address the challenges that arise when we try to reason
about concurrent programs. Higher-order ghost state [103] makes very expressive
invariants and specifications possible. Fractional permissions [22, 26] allow us to
distribute permissions among threads in a fine-grained manner that for instance
differentiates between read and write permissions.

Proving Liveness Hoare-style logics – and in particular separation logic – are
by construction safety logics. There are, however, several extensions that allow
us to prove liveness properties by reducing them to safety ones. Obligations [107]
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allow us to prove finite blocking by reasoning about responsibility distribution
among threads. Obligations are a very versatile concept that can be used to
reason about many different forms of blocking, e.g., acquisition of locks [19, 118],
reading from channels [19, 118], waiting for a heap cell to be set (§ 3). Call
permissions [100] support reasoning about termination of loops and function
calls by forming a decreasing measure.

Non-Blocking Concurrency We can divide the landscape of concurrent
programs into blocking and non-blocking ones. In case of the former, threads’
progress depends on that of other threads. Non-blocking ones are in contrast
programs where different threads cannot block each other’s progress. Several
previous works such as Moir and Anderson [130], Hurault and Quéinnec [94],
Gotsman et al. [79], da Rocha Pinto et al. [50] focus on verifying liveness
properties of non-blocking algorithms. Notably, Total-TaDA [50] is a total
correctness logic that supports proving termination of concurrent, non-blocking
programs. Moreover, it also allows us to prove non-impedance, i.e., that threads
cannot prevent each other’s progress.

Blocking Concurrency Boström and Müller [19] propose a technique to verify
blocking behaviour in non-terminating, concurrent programs. They consider
blocking behaviour that stems from primitive blocking operations: Reading
from built-in channels, acquiring built-in locks, joining another thread, i.e.,
waiting until it terminates. Their approach is based on several techniques that
we also reuse for the work we present in § 3. In particular, they use obligations,
decreasing measures and levels to prove that waiting terminates.

A non-primitive form of blocking behaviour is busy-waiting, where a thread waits
by looping until the desired event occurs. Liang and Feng [120, 121] propose
LiLi, a separation logic to verify liveness of blocking constructs implemented via
busy waiting. Their proofs rely on contextual, liveness preserving refinement.
Ghost signals (§ 3) allow the sound generation of fuel to justify indefinite
waiting in a context that provably leads to termination. Tada Live [64], a
separation logic published in parallel to our ghost signal paper, also allows to
prove termination of busy waiting loops. We discuss it in more depth in § 5.

Condition variables are another way to implement blocking behaviour. Threads
can register to wait for access to a specific resource and are woken up when the
resource becomes available. In their paper de Carvalho Gomes et al. [51] propose
technique to verify liveness of Java programs that synchronise via condition
variables. The liveness property they consider is that each thread which enters
a critical section eventually leaves it, which is essentially a termination property.
They reduce termination to reachability in coloured Petri Nets. The latter can
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be checked by existing Petri Net analysis tools. Hamin and Jacobs [84] show
that we can also use obligations to reason about the liveness of code that uses
condition variables for synchronisation.

2.2 Reducing Unbounded to Bounded Proofs

The fundamental idea behind model checking is to express a problem as property
of a transition system and then exhaustively check that it holds for all paths.
This is often unfeasible for two reasons: (i) The system contains infinite paths
that can never be fully checked. (ii) The state space explosion problem [27, 36,
142, 35]. Transition systems grow very fast with the complexity of the original
problem we care about. Since our computational resources are limited, we can
often only check a small prefix of the entire system.

The model checking community came up with two fundamentally different
approaches to overcome this limitation: (i) Heavily reducing the state space via
abstractions and (ii) approximating unbounded proofs by bounded ones.

Simplification by Abstraction Predicate abstraction [81] over-approximates
concrete states in a finite transition system by abstract states expressed in terms
of hand-crafted predicates. Coming up with suitable predicates is hard and
leads to spurious counterexamples [12]. To counter this issue, Clarke et al. [34]
proposed counterexample-guided abstraction refinement (CEGAR). Each found
counterexample is checked against the concrete transition system to determine
whether it is spurious. When that is the case, we automatically refine our
abstractions to ensure that the refined abstract transition system does not
permit the spurious counterexample anymore. A special form of this approach is
lazy abstraction [88] where we limit the refinement to states where the previous
abstraction yields a spurious counterexample. This reduces the size increase
inherent to abstraction refinement. Another abstraction refinement approach
worth mentioning is property-directed reachability (PDR) [24, 66, 93]. While
both CEGAR and PDR use counterexamples to refine state abstractions, a
major difference is that PDR preserves a precise transition relation [93].

Approximating Proofs Bounded model checking (BMC), i.e., approximating
unbounded proofs by bounded ones, was originally introduced by Biere et al. [15]
and is now a wide-spread technique. State-of-the-art software-model checkers
such as CBMC [39] and ESBMC [46] use this paradigm. Instead of aiming for
an exhaustive check, they only focus on a small prefix of the transition system.
One way is to keep the transition system as is, but to set a depth bound that
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limits the length up to which path prefixes are explored [15]. Checkers typically
also allow for more fine-grained bounds, such as separate bounds for specific
input sizes and loop depths. Fine-grained bounds essentially allow the user to
trim specific parts of the transition system.

Completeness Thresholds While this approach is very popular, it only gives
us bounded guarantees that can not straight-forwardly be extrapolated to the
entire transition system. However, in the very paper introducing BMC Biere
et al. [15] already observed that finite, lasso-shaped prefixes (i.e., prefixes ending
in a backloop) can represent the behaviour of infinite lasso-shaped paths. Thus
they can serve as finite witnesses of infinite behaviour. This might sound profane
at first glance, but it is actually a very fundamental insight. As Biere et al.
showed, it allows us to extract unbounded guarantees from bounded proofs,
given the right circumstances. The concept was later popularised by Clarke
et al. [40] under the term completeness threshold. Consider a finite transition
system T and a property of interest ϕ. We call a number k ∈ N a completeness
threshold (CT) for T and ϕ if the following holds: If ϕ holds for all path prefixes
up to length k, then ϕ holds for all paths in T , i.e., T |=k ϕ ⇒ T |= ϕ.

Notice that the term CT is used inconsistently in the literature. While Clarke
et al. [40] use the definition above, Kroening and Strichman [109] refer to a CT
as the minimal k with T |=k ϕ ⇒ T |= ϕ. We stick to the original definition.

Since their introduction, CTs have been studied extensively for finite state
transition systems [15, 40, 109, 28, 2, 87, 10, 126, 108]. Finding minimal CTs
is in general just as hard as checking the unbounded system [110]. Moreover,
the question when we can soundly extrapolate a bounded proof to the entire
system highly depends on the property ϕ we are trying to prove. Hence, the
research focuses on finding over-approximations specific to certain types of
formulas. Existing works characterise CTs in terms of key properties of the
transition system T . For instance, the diameter is a CT for the simple LTL safety
properties Gp (i.e. □p), where p is local [15, 110]. Meanwhile the recurrence
diameter is a CT for simple LTL liveness properties Fp (i.e. ♢p) [110]. In this
context, the diameter of T is the maximal distance between two nodes in T
and the recurrence diameter is the length of the longest loop-free path in T .
That is, whenever we want to model check a simple safety or liveness property,
it suffices to run a bounded proof up to the diameter or recurrence diameter.
That way, we can get sound unbounded guarantees from a bounded proof.

That sounds great, but we should note that both CTs pose very large bounds,
which are typically too big to explore in practice. Both are often exponential
in the number of state variables in T [108]. Moreover, since both are hard to
compute, they are typically over-approximated as well [108, 141, 17], leading
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to even larger CTs. They are also worse-case tight in terms of the chosen key
property [110]. Hence, we cannot hope to find smaller CTs for Gp or Fp that
are expressible purely in terms of T ’s diameter or recurrence diameter. To make
things worse, CTs for more complex LTL formulas have much larger CTs that
can be quadratic, super-polynomial and even exponential [28, 110].

An interesting combination of CTs and CEGAR is Sinha et al.’s Short-Small-
World (S2W ) work [164]. They use counterexamples to determine which parts
of their state should be represented precisely. The rest can be abstracted
away, which makes the system smaller and easier to model check. Finally, they
compute an over-approximation of the reduced system’s reachability diameter
and use it as CT to bounded model check their system. If BMC fails, they collect
the found counterexample and return to the CEGAR phase. The CT guarantees
S2W ’s soundness. In addition, it also guarantees “short” counterexamples
(relatively speaking), making them easier to process in the CEGAR phase.

All existing, non-abstracting works on CTs focus on finite state transition
systems. Software that processes arbitrary large data structures, e.g., arrays
or lists, corresponds, however, in general to infinite state transition systems.
Hence, the key properties we typically use to describe CTs, like the (recurrence)
diameter, are in general infinite. The same holds thereby for the existing CT
approximations. In other words, we cannot reuse existing results to reason
about CTs for software that processes arbitrary large data. In § 4 we present the
first notion of CTs for memory safety proofs and show how to extract them from
the program’s verification condition. In this work we consider array-traversing
programs and focus on CTs for input variables, in particular on CTs for the
size of the traversed array. Hence, for us, CTs are not depth bounds k ∈ N but
subdomains. Let {A} c {B} be a program specification and let x be an input
variable with domain X. A subdomain Q ⊆ X is a CT for x in {A} c {B} if
correctness of the specification on Q implies the unbounded specification, i.e.,

|= ∀x ∈ Q. {A} c {B} ⇒ |= ∀x ∈ X. {A} c {B}.

In § 4 we illustrate the concept by characterising CTs for a simple array traversal
pattern. Moreover, in § 4 and § 5 we also sketch plans to characterise CTs
for complex programs that traverse a data structure (array, list, etc.) in a
memory-layout-preserving way. We also sketch plans our approach to arbitrary
correctness properties.

Reasoning about Coverage Intuitively, a subdomain Q ⊆ X is a CT if it
contains the right inputs to reach (and refute) all potentially problematic
behaviours of our program. In this sense, reasoning about CTs means reasoning
about a specific form of coverage. Coverage also plays a big role in traditional
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testing techniques, like fuzzing [129] and property-based testing [33]. Compared
to hand-written tests, automated approaches make it easier to reach a higher
coverage due to the bigger number of tests we can generate. Just as in the
context of BMC and CTs, the higher the coverage the stronger the guarantees
that our tests convey. The various notions of code coverage that we consider in
testing, e.g., method coverage, statement coverage, path coverage [6, 91], are
much weaker than what we need to reason about CTs. Furthermore, existing
testing works do not care about providing formal guarantees for the coverage
they achieve. Recently, Zhou et al. [186] proposed coverage types to reason
formally and automatically about coverage of test generators. Their approach
combines refinement types [178] and incorrectness logic [137] and supports
sophisticated structural notions of coverage.

Cut-Offs, Small Worlds, Small Models All of these terms are equivalent to
CTs but are mostly used in a different model checking subcommunity than CTs.
An exception that proves the rule is the Small-Short-World work by Sinha et al.
[164]. Many distributed protocols can be represented as a parameterised system
Pn = P1|| . . . ||Pn consisting of n identical and parallel processes Pi that each
can be represented by the same finite state transition system. Intuitively, a
distributed protocol should not behave wildly different for every possible number
of processes n. In other words, there should be a finite bound K big enough such
that K running processes P1|| . . . ||PK exhibit all interesting properties [134].
Emerson and Namjoshi [67] formalised this intuition in the context of token
rings [134]. Finding a small cut-off K then allows us to represent the finite
system PK = P1|| . . . ||PK in one finite transition system and use classic model
checking to reason about it. Note that this setting is fundamentally different
from the one considered by classic CTs à la Biere et al. [15] and Clarke et al.
[40]. In particular, it differs fundamentally from the setting we consider for our
CT work in § 4.

The technique is also known as small model or small world approach [164].
Since its introduction, it has proven a valuable technique to simplify reasoning
about a range of topologies, e.g., token rings, hybrid automata networks [102],
parameterised networks of timed automata [167], general composed network
topologies [41, 5]. Furthermore, it has since been applied to other domains where
systems can be represented by parameterised transition systems. For instance,
several works use cut-offs to simplify the verification of security properties in
hypervisors [73, 74, 164].

Franklin et al. [73] consider the verification of security properties concerning
page table accesses. They focus on a restricted setting that yields nice cutoffs
by construction: A guarded programming language and a restricted LTL for the
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specification of security properties ϕ(n), where n refers to the number of page
table entries. Page table accesses are modelled via array accesses. Neither their
programming nor specification language support programs or specifications ϕ(n)
that differentiate between array accesses at different indices. They show that
they can reduce any expressible security property ϕ(n) to ϕ(1). Impressively,
even though they consider such a restricted setting, they manage to verify
two realistic case studies: The access control mechanisms in the hypervisors
SecVisor [161] and sHype [159]. Franklin et al. [74] extend this work to address
separation properties over multi-level data structures such as nested page tables.

k-induction Another approach that has gained popularity since its introduction
is k-induction. Originally, Sheeran et al. [162] proposed k-induction as a SAT-
based technique to prove safety properties over finite transition systems. Since
then, the approach has been adopted to program verification [63, 83, 3, 76]
and integrated in the C model checker ESBMC [77]. As the name suggests,
k-induction is a generalised form of proofs by induction. The approach’s special
peculiarity is that we replace loop invariants by k unrolled loop iterations. This
eliminates the difficult task of manually finding or generating loop invariants.
Once a k has been set, the loop has been unrolled and once the right assertions
have been set to represent the inductive step, we can use standard BMC to
carry out the proof. We see that k-induction does not reduce unbounded
proofs to bounded ones. However, it reduces the task of finding a traditional
loop invariant to finding a big enough k such that k unrolled iterations carry
enough information to be representative of the loop’s general behaviour. Both
approaches are thus similar in spirit.



Chapter 3

Ghost Signals: Verifying
Termination of Busy Waiting

This chapter was previously published as:

T. Reinhard, and B. Jacobs. Ghost signals: Verifying Termination
of Busy Waiting. In Proceedings of 33rd International Conference on
Computer-Aided Verification (CAV) (2021), vol. 12760 of Lecture Notes
in Computer Science, Springer, pp. 27–50.
doi.org/10.1007/978-3-030-81688-9_2

3.1 Introduction

Programs for multiprocessor machines commonly perform busy waiting for
synchronization [133, 128]. In this chapter, we propose a separation logic [155,
138] to modularly verify termination of such programs under fair scheduling.
Specifically, we consider programs where some threads busy-wait for a certain
condition C over a shared data structure to hold, e.g., a memory flag being
set by other threads. By modularly, we mean that we reason about each
thread and each function in isolation. That is, we do not reason about thread
scheduling or interleavings. We only consider these issues when proving the
soundness of our logic. Assuming fair scheduling is necessary since busy-waiting
for a condition C only terminates if the thread responsible for establishing the
condition is sufficiently often scheduled to establish C.
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Busy waiting is an example of blocking behaviour, where a thread’s progress
requires interference from other threads. This is not to be confused with non-
blocking concurrency, where a thread’s progress does not rely on—and may
in fact be impeded by—interference from other threads. Existing proposed
approaches for verifying termination of concurrent programs consider only
programs that only involve non-blocking concurrent objects [50], or primitive
blocking constructs of the programming language, such as acquiring built-in
mutexes, receiving from built-in channels, joining threads, or waiting for built-in
monitor condition variables [118, 19, 84], or both [100]. Existing techniques that
do support busy waiting are not Hoare logics; instead, they verify termination-
preserving contextual refinements between more concrete and more abstract
implementations of busy-waiting concurrent objects [121, 106]. In contrast, we
here propose the first conventional program logic for modular verification of
termination of programs involving busy waiting, using Hoare triples as module
specifications.

In order to prove that a busy-waiting loop terminates, we have to prove that it
performs only finitely many iterations. To do this we introduce a special form of
ghost resources [103] which we call ghost signals. As ghost resources they only
exist on the verification level and hence do not affect the program’s runtime
behaviour. Signals are initially unset and come with an obligation to set them.
Setting a signal does not by definition correspond to any runtime condition.
So, in order to use a signal s effectively, anyone using our approach has to
prove an invariant stating that s is set if and only if the condition of interest
holds. Further, the proof author must prove that every thread discharges all its
obligations by performing the corresponding actions, e.g., by setting a signal
and establishing the corresponding condition by setting the memory flag.

In our verification approach we tie every busy-waiting loop to a finite set of
ghost signals S that correspond to the set of conditions the loop is waiting for.
Every iteration that does not terminate the loop must be justified by the proof
author proving that some signal s ∈ S has indeed not been set, yet. This way,
we reduce proving termination to proving that no signal is waited for infinitely
often.

Our approach ensures that no thread directly or indirectly waits for itself by
requiring the proof author (i) to choose a well-founded and partially ordered set
of levels Levs and (ii) to assign a level to every signal and by (iii) only allowing
a thread to wait for a signal if the signal’s level is lower than the level of each
held obligation. This guarantees that every signal is waited for only finitely
often and hence that every busy-waiting loop terminates. We use this to prove
that every program that is verified using our approach indeed terminates.

We start by gradually introducing the intuition behind our verification approach
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and the concepts we use. In § 3.2.1 and § 3.2.2 we present the main aspects
of using signals to verify termination. We start by treating them as physical
thread-safe resources and only consider busy waiting for a signal to be set. Then,
we drop thread-safety and explain how to prove data-race- and deadlock-freedom.
In § 3.2.3 and § 3.2.4 we generalize our approach to busy waiting for arbitrary
conditions over arbitrary data structures and then lift signals to the verification
level by introducing ghost signals.

In § 3.3 we sketch the verification of a realistic producer-consumer example
involving a bounded FIFO to demonstrate our approach’s usability and address
fine-grained concurrency in § 3.4. Further, we describe the available tool support
in § 3.5 and discuss integrating higher-order features in § 3.6. We conclude by
comparing our approach to related work and reflecting on it in § 3.7 and § 3.8.

We formally define our logic and prove its soundness in appendix § A. To keep
the presentation in this chapter simple, we assume busy-waiting loops to have a
certain syntactical form. In our technical report [151], included as appendix § B,
we present a generalised version of our logic and its soundness proof. Further,
we verify the realistic example presented in § 3.3 in full detail in appendix § A
and in the technical report (appendix § B), using the respective version of our
logic. We used our tool support to verify C versions of the bounded FIFO
example and the CLH lock. The tool we used and the annotated .c files can be
found at [98, 149, 148].

3.2 A Guide on Verifying Termination of Busy
Waiting

When we try to verify termination of busy-waiting programs, multiple challenges
arise. Throughout this section, we describe these challenges and our approach
to overcome them. In § 3.2.1 we start by discussing the core ideas of our logic.
In order to simplify the presentation we initially consider a simple language
with built-in thread-safe signals and a corresponding minimal example where
one thread busy-waits for such a signal. Signals are heap cells containing
Boolean values that are specially marked as being solely used for busy waiting.
Throughout this section, we generalize our setting as well as our example
towards one that allows to verify programs with busy waiting for arbitrary
conditions over arbitrary shared data structures. In § 3.2.2 we present the
concepts necessary to verify data-race-, deadlock-freedom and termination in the
presence of built-in signals that are not thread safe. In § 3.2.3 we explain how
to use these non-thread-safe signals to verify programs that wait for arbitrary
conditions over shared data structures. We illustrate this by an example waiting
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let sig := new_signal in
fork await is_set(sig);
set_signal(sig)

Figure 3.1: Minimal example with two threads communicating via a physical
thread-safe signal.

for a shared heap cell to be set. In § 3.2.4 we erase the signals from our program
and lift them to the verification level in the form of a concept we call ghost
signals.

3.2.1 Simplest Setting: Thread-Safe Physical Signals

We want to verify programs that busy-wait for arbitrary conditions over arbitrary
shared data structures. As a first step towards achieving this, we first consider
programs that busy-wait for simple Boolean flags, specially marked as being
used for the purpose of busy waiting. We call these flags signals. For now, we
assume that read and write operations on signals are thread-safe. Consider
a simple programming language with built-in signals and with the following
commands: (i) new_signal for creating a new unset signal, (ii) set_signal(x)
for setting x and (iii) await is_set(x) for busy-waiting until x is set. The main
thread creates the signal sig and forks a new thread that busy-waits for sig to
be set. Then, the main thread sets the signal. As we assume signal operations
to be thread-safe in this example, we do not have to care about potential data
races. Notice that like all busy-waiting programs, this program is guaranteed
to terminate only under fair thread scheduling: Indeed, it does not terminate if
the main thread is never scheduled after it forks the new thread. In this chapter
we verify termination under fair scheduling.
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Augmented Semantics

Obligations The only construct in our language that can lead to non-
termination are busy-waiting loops of the form await is_set(sig). In order to
prove that programs terminate it is therefore sufficient to prove that all created
signals are eventually set. We use so-called obligations [85, 84, 118, 107] to ensure
this. These are ghost resources [103], i.e., resources that do not exist during
runtime and can hence not influence a program’s runtime behaviour. They
carry, however, information relevant to the program’s verification. Generally,
holding an obligation requires a thread to discharge it by performing a certain
action. For instance, when the main thread in our example creates signal sig, it
simultaneously creates an obligation to set it. The only way to discharge this
obligation is to set sig.

We denote thread IDs by θ and describe which obligations a thread θ holds
by bundling them into an obligations chunk θ.obs(O), where O is a multiset of
signals. We denote multisets by double braces {[. . .]} and multiset union by ⊎.
Each occurrence of a signal s in O corresponds to an obligation by thread θ to
set s. Consequently, θ.obs(∅) asserts that thread θ does not hold any obligations.

Augmented Semantics In the real semantics of the programming language we
consider here, ghost resources such as obligations do not exist during runtime.
To prove termination, we consider an augmented version of it that keeps track
of ghost resources during runtime. In this semantics, we maintain the invariant
that every thread holds exactly one obs chunk. That is, for every running
thread θ, our heap contains a unique heap cell θ.obs that stores the thread’s
bag of obligations. Further, we let a thread get stuck if it tries to finish while
it still holds undischarged obligations. Note that we use the term finish to
refer to thread-local behaviour while we write termination to refer to program-
global behaviour, i.e., meaning that every thread finishes. For every augmented
execution there trivially exists a corresponding execution in the real semantics.

Fig. 3.2 presents some of the reduction rules we use to define the augmented
semantics. We use ĥ to refer to augmented heaps, i.e., heaps that can contain
ghost resources. A reduction step has the form ĥ, c

θ
⇝aug ĥ

′, c′, T expresses that
thread θ reduces heap ĥ (which is shared by all threads) and command c to
heap ĥ′ and command c′. Further, T represents the set of threads forked during
this step. It is either empty or a singleton containing the new thread’s ID and
the command it is going to execute, i.e., {(θf , cf )}. We omit it whenever it is
clear from the context that no thread is forked. Further, we denote disjoint
union of sets by ⊔.
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Aug-Red-NewSignal
id ̸∈ ids(ĥ) L ∈ Levs

ĥ ⊔ {θ.obs(O)},new_signal θ
⇝aug ĥ ⊔ {θ.obs(O ⊎ {[(id, L)]}), signal((id, L))}, id

Aug-Red-SetSignal
ĥ ⊔ {θ.obs(O ⊎ {[s]})}, set_signal(s.id) θ

⇝aug ĥ ⊔ {θ.obs(O), signalSet(s)}, tt

Aug-Red-Fork
θf ̸∈ thIds(ĥ)

ĥ ⊔ {θ.obs(O ⊎Of )}, fork c
θ
⇝aug ĥ ⊔ {θ.obs(O), θf .obs(Of )}, tt, {(θf , c)}

Aug-Red-Await
θ.obs(O) ∈ ĥ signal(s) ∈ ĥ signalSet(s) ̸∈ ĥ s.lev ≺L O

ĥ,await is_set(s.id) θ
⇝aug ĥ,await is_set(s.id)

Figure 3.2: Reduction rules for augmented semantics.
Our reduction rules comply with the intuition behind obligations we outlined
above. Aug-Red-NewSignal creates a new signal and simultaneously a
corresponding obligation. The only way to discharge it is by setting the signal
using Aug-Red-SetSignal.

Forking Whenever a thread forks a new thread, it can pass some of its
obligations to the newly forked thread, cf. Aug-Red-Fork. Forking a new
thread with ID θf also allocates a new heap cell θf .obs to store its bag of
obligations. Since this is the only way to allocate a new obs heap cell, we
will never run into a heap ĥ ⊔ {θ.obs(O)} ⊔ {θ.obs′(O′)} that contains multiple
obligations chunks belonging to the same thread θ. Remember that threads
cannot finish while holding obligations. This prevents them from dropping
obligations via dummy forks.

Levels In order to prove that a busy-waiting loop await is_set(sig) terminates,
we must ensure that the waiting thread does not directly or indirectly wait for
itself. We could just check that it does not hold an obligation for the signal it
is waiting for, but that is not sufficient as the following example demonstrates:
Consider a program with two signals sig1, sig2 and two threads. Let one thread
hold the obligation for sig2 and execute await is_set(sig1); set_signal(sig2).
Likewise, let the other thread hold the obligation for sig1 and let it execute
await is_set(sig2); set_signal(sig1).

To prevent such wait cycles modularly, we apply the usual approach [118, 21, 72].
For every program that we want to execute in our augmented semantics, we
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choose a partially ordered set of levels Levs. Further, during every reduction
step in the augmented semantics that creates a signal s, we pick a level L ∈ Levs
and associate it with s. Note that much like obligations, levels do not exist
during runtime in the real semantics. Signal chunks in the augmented semantics
have the form signal((id, L)) where id is the unique signal identifier returned
by new_signal. The level assigned to any signal can be chosen freely, cf.
Aug-Red-NewSignal. In practice, determining levels boils down to solving a
set of constraints that reflect the dependencies. In our example, however, the
choice is trivial as it only involves a single signal. We choose Levs = {0} and 0
as level for sig and thereby get signal((sig, 0)). Generally, we denote signal tuples
by s = (id, L). Now we can rule out cyclic wait dependencies by only allowing
a thread to busy-wait for a signal s if its level s.lev is smaller than the level of
each held obligation, cf. Aug-Red-Await 1. Given a bag of obligations O, we
denote this by s.lev ≺L O.

Proving Termination As we will explain below, the augmented semantics has
no fair infinite executions. We can use this as follows to prove that a program c
terminates under fair scheduling: For every fair infinite execution of c, show
that we can construct a corresponding augmented execution. (This requires
that each step’s side conditions in the augmented semantics are satisfied. Note
that we thereby prove certain properties for the real execution, like absence
of cyclic wait dependencies.) As there are no fair infinite executions in the
augmented semantics, we get a contradiction. It follows that c has no fair
infinite executions in the real semantics.

Soundness In order to prove soundness of our approach, we must prove that
there indeed are no fair infinite executions in the augmented semantics. This
boils down to proving that no signal can be waited for infinitely often. Consider
any program and any fair augmented execution of it. Consider the execution’s
program order graph, (i) whose nodes are the execution steps and (ii) which
has an edge from a step to the next step of the same thread and to the first
step of the forked thread, if it is a fork step. Notice that for each obligation
created during the execution, the set of nodes corresponding to a step made by
a thread while that thread holds the obligation constitutes a path that ends
when the obligation is discharged. We say that this path carries the obligation.

It is not possible that a signal is waited for infinitely often. Indeed, suppose
some signals S∞ are. Take smin ∈ S∞ with minimal level. Since smin is never

1For simplicity, our augmented semantics assumes that the level order and the level
associated with any object remains fixed for the entire execution. However, following the
approach presented in [115], it would be sound to add a step rule that allows a thread to
change the level of an object it has exclusive access to (cf. § 3.2.2).
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set, the path in the program order graph that carries the obligation must be
infinite as well. Indeed, suppose it is finite. The final node N of the path
cannot discharge the obligation without setting the signal, so it must pass the
obligation on either to the next step of the same thread or to a newly forked
thread. By fairness of the scheduler, both of these threads will eventually be
scheduled. This contradicts N being the final node of the path.

The path carrying the obligation for smin waits only for signals that are waited
for finitely often. (Remember that Aug-Red-Await requires the signal waited
for to be of a lower level than all held obligations, i.e., a lower level than that
of smin.) It is therefore a finite path. A contradiction.

Notice that the above argument relies on the property that every non-empty
set of levels has a minimal element. For this reason, for termination verification
we require that Levs is not just partially ordered, but also well-founded.

Program Logic

Directly using the augmented semantics to prove that our example program
terminates is cumbersome. In the following, we present a separation logic that
simplifies this task.

Safety We call a program c safe under a (partial) heap ĥ if it provides all
the resources necessary such that both c and any threads it forks can execute
without getting stuck in the augmented semantics. (This depends on the angelic
choices.) We denote this by safe(ĥ, c) [176] 2.

Consider a program c that is safe under an augmented heap ĥ. Let h be the
real heap that matches ĥ apart from the ghost resources. Then, for every
real execution that starts with h we can construct a corresponding augmented
execution.

Specifications We use Hoare triples {A} c {λr.B(r)} [92] to specify the
behaviour of a program c. Such a triple expresses the following: Consider any
evaluation context E, such that for every return value v, running E[v] from a
state that satisfies B(v) is safe. Then, running E[c] from a state that satisfies A
is safe.

2For a formal definition see appendix § A.4.2 and the technical report [151]
(appendix § B.10).
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Proof System We define a proof relation ⊢ which ensures that whenever
we can prove ⊢ {A} c{λr.B(r)}, then c complies with the specification
{A} c{λr.B(r)}. Fig. 3.3b presents some of the proof rules we use to define ⊢.
As we evolve our setting throughout this section, we also adapt our proof rules.
Rules that will be changed later are marked with a prime in their name. The
full set of rules is presented in the appendix (cf. Fig. A.7 and A.8). Our proof
rules PR-SetSignal′ and PR-Await′ are similar to the rules for sending and
receiving on a channel presented in [118].

Notice how the proof rules enforce the side-conditions of the augmented
semantics. Hence, all we have to do to prove that a program c terminates
is to prove that every thread eventually discharges all its obligations. That is,
we have to prove ⊢ {obs(∅)} c {obs(∅)}. Fig. 3.3a illustrates how we can apply
our rules to verify that our minimal example terminates.

3.2.2 Non-Thread-Safe Physical Signals

As a step towards supporting waiting for arbitrary conditions over shared
data structures, including non-thread-safe ones, we now move to non-thread-
safe signals. For simplicity, in this chapter we consider programs that use
mutexes to synchronize concurrent accesses to shared data structures. (Our
ideas apply equally to programs that use other constructs, such as atomic
machine instructions.) Fig. 3.4 presents our updated example.

As signal sig is no longer thread-safe, the two threads can no longer use it
directly to communicate. Instead, we have to synchronize accesses to avoid
data races. Hence, we protect the signal by a mutex mut created by the main
thread. In each iteration, the forked thread acquires the mutex, checks whether
sig has been set and releases it again. After forking, the main thread acquires
the mutex, sets the signal and releases it again.

Exposing Signal Values Signals are specially marked heap cells storing Boolean
values. We make this explicit by extending our signal chunks from signal(s) to
signal(s, b) where b is the current value of s and by updating our proof rules
accordingly. Upon creation, signals are unset. Hence, creating a signal sig now
spawns an unset signal chunk signal((sig, L),False) for some freely chosen level L
and an obligation for (sig, L), cf. PR-NewSignal′′. We present our new proof
rules in Fig. 3.6 and demonstrate their application in Fig. 3.5.

Data Races As read and write operations on signals are no longer thread-safe,
our logic has to ensure that two threads never try to access sig at the same
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{obs(∅)}
let sig := new_signal in PR-NewSignal′ with L = 0
{obs({[(sig, 0)]}) ∗ signal((sig, 0))} s := (sig, 0)
fork ({obs(∅) ∗ signal(s)}

await is_set(sig) s.lev = 0 ≺L ∅
{obs(∅) ∗ signal(s)});

{obs({[s]})}
set_signal(sig)
{obs(∅)}

(a) Proof outline for program from Fig. 3.1. Applied proof rule marked in purple.
Abbreviation marked in red. General hint marked in grey.

PR-NewSignal′

L ∈ Levs
⊢ {obs(O)} new_signal {λr. obs(O ⊎ {[(r, L)]}) ∗ signal((r, L))}

PR-SetSignal′

⊢ {obs(O ⊎ {[s]})} set_signal(s.id) {obs(O)}

PR-Fork′

⊢ {obs(Of ) ∗A} c {obs(∅) ∗B}
⊢ {obs(Om ⊎Of ) ∗A} fork c {obs(Om)}

PR-Await′

s.lev ≺L O

⊢ {obs(O) ∗ signal(s)} await is_set(s.id) {obs(O) ∗ signal(s)}

PR-Let
⊢ {A} c {λr. C(r)} ∀v. ⊢ {C(v)} c′[x 7→ v] {B}

⊢ {A} let x := c in c′ {B}

(b) Proof rules. Rules only used in this section marked with ′.

Figure 3.3: Verifying termination of minimal example with physical thread-safe
signal.
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let sig := new_signal in
let mut := new_mutex in
fork with mut await is_set(sig);
acquire mut;
set_signal(sig);
release mut

(a) Code.

with mut await c := (while acquire mut;
let r := c in
release mut;
¬r

do skip)

(b) Syntactic sugar. r not free in mut.

Figure 3.4: Minimal example with two threads communicating via a physical
non-thread-safe signal protected by a mutex.

time. Hence, in our logic possession of a signal chunk signal(s, b) expresses
(temporary) exclusive ownership of s. Further, our logic requires threads to
own any signal they are trying to access. Specifically, when a thread wants to
set sig, it must hold a chunk of the form signal((sig, L), b), cf. PR-SetSignal′′.
The same holds for reading a signal’s value, cf. PR-IsSignalSet′′. Note that
signal chunks are not duplicable and only created upon creation of the signal
they refer to. Therefore, holding a signal chunk for sig indeed guarantees that
the holding thread has the exclusive right to access sig (while holding the signal
chunk).

Synchronization & Lock Invariants After the main thread creates sig, it
exclusively owns the signal. The main thread can transfer ownership of this
resource during forking, cf. PR-Fork′, and thereby allow the forked thread
to busy-wait for sig. This would, however, leave the main thread without any
permission to set the signal and thereby discharge its obligation.

We use mutexes to let multiple threads share ownership of a common set of
resources in a synchronized fashion. Every mutex is associated with a lock
invariant P , an assertion chosen by the proof author that specifies which
resources the mutex protects. In our example, we want both threads to
share sig. To reflect the fact that the signal’s value changes over time, we
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{obs(∅)}
let sig := new_signal in PR-NewSignal′′ with L = 1
{obs({[(sig, 1)]}) ∗ signal((sig, 1),False)} PR-ViewShift & VS-SemImp
{obs({[(sig, 1)]}) ∗ ∃b. signal((sig, 1), b)} s := (sig, 1), P := ∃b. signal(s, b)
let mut := new_mutex in PR-NewMutex′′ with L = 0
{obs({[s]}) ∗ mutex(m,P )} PR-ViewShift{

obs({[s]}) ∗ mutex(m,P ) ∗ mutex(m,P )
}

& VS-CloneMut′′

fork ({obs(∅) ∗ mutex(m,P )}
with m await m.lev, s.lev ≺L ∅

{obs({[m]}) ∗ P} PR-Exists
∀b. {obs({[m]}) ∗ signal(s, b)}

is_set(sig)λr.obs({[m]})
∗ signal(s, b)
∧ r = b

 PR-ViewShift & VS-SemImpλr.obs({[m]}) ∗
if r then P
else signal(s,False)


{obs(∅) ∗ mutex(m,P )} PR-ViewShift & VS-SemImp
{obs(∅)});

{obs({[s]}) ∗ mutex(m,P )}
acquire mut; m.lev = 0 < 1 = s.lev{

obs({[s,m]}) ∗ locked(m,P )
∗ ∃b. signal(s, b)

}
PR-Exists

∀b.
{

obs({[s,m]}) ∗ locked(m,P )
∗ signal(s, b)

}
set_signal(sig);{

obs({[m]}) ∗ locked(m,P )
∗ signal(s,True)

}
PR-ViewShift & VS-SemImp

{obs({[m]}) ∗ locked(m,P ) ∗ P}
release mut
{obs(∅) ∗ mutex(m,P )} PR-ViewShift & VS-SemImp
{obs(∅)}

Figure 3.5: Proof outline for program 3.4, verifying termination with mutexes
& non-thread safe signals. Applied proof and view shift rules marked in purple.
Abbreviations marked in red. General hints marked in grey.
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PR-NewSignal′′

L ∈ Levs
⊢ {obs(O)} new_signal {λid. obs(O ⊎ {[(id, L)]}) ∗ signal((id, L),False)}

PR-SetSignal′′

⊢ {obs(O ⊎ {[s]}) ∗ signal(s,_)} set_signal(s.id) {obs(O) ∗ signal(s,True)}

PR-IsSignalSet′′

⊢ {signal(s, b)} is_set(s.id) {λr. signal(s, b) ∧ r = b}

PR-Await′′

m.lev, s.lev ≺L O signal(s,False) ∗R⇛ P

⊢ {obs(O ⊎ {[m]}) ∗ P} c {λr. obs(O ⊎ {[m]}) ∗ if r then P else signal(s,False) ∗R}
⊢ {obs(O) ∗ mutex(m,P )} with m.loc await c {obs(O) ∗ mutex(m,P )}

(a) Signals & busy waiting.

PR-NewMutex′′

L ∈ Levs
⊢ {P} new_mutex {λℓ.mutex((ℓ, L), P )}

PR-Acquire′′

⊢
{obs(O) ∗ mutex(m,P ) ∧m.lev ≺L O}

acquire m.loc
{obs(O ⊎ {[m]}) ∗ locked(m,P ) ∗ P}

PR-Release′′

⊢
{obs(O ⊎ {[m]}) ∗ locked(m,P ) ∗ P}

release m.loc
{obs(O) ∗ mutex(m,P )}

(b) Mutexes.

PR-Frame
⊢ {A} c {B}

⊢ {A ∗ F} c {B ∗ F}

PR-Exists
∀a ∈ A. ⊢ {a} c {B}

⊢ {
∨
A} c {B}

PR-Fork
⊢ {obs(Of ) ∗A} c {obs(∅)}

⊢ {obs(Om ⊎Of ) ∗A} fork c {obs(Om)}

PR-ViewShift
A⇛ A′ ⊢ {A′} c {B′} B′ ⇛ B

⊢ {A} c {B}

(c) Standard rules.

VS-SemImp
∀H. consistentlh(H) ∧H ⊨A A ⇒ H ⊨A B

A⇛ B

VS-Trans
A⇛ C C ⇛ B

A⇛ B

VS-CloneMut′′

mutex(m,P )⇛ mutex(m,P ) ∗ mutex(m,P )

(d) View shifts.

Figure 3.6: Proof rules & view shift rules for mutexes & non-thread safe signals.
Rules only used in this section marked with ′′.
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choose a lock invariant that abstracts over its concrete value. We choose
P := ∃b. signal((sig, L), b). Let us ignore the chosen signal level L for now.
Creating the mutex mut consumes this lock invariant and binds it to mut by
creating a mutex chunk mutex((mut, . . . ), P ), cf. PR-NewMutex′′. Thereby,
the main thread loses access to sig. The only way to regain access is by
acquiring mut, cf. PR-Acquire′′. Once the thread releases mut, it again loses
access to all resources protected by the mutex, cf. PR-Release′′.

Deadlocks We have to ensure that any acquired mutex is eventually released,
again. Hence, acquiring a mutex spawns a release obligation for this mutex
and the only way to discharge this obligation is indeed by releasing it, cf. PR-
Acquire′′ and PR-Release′′.

Any attempt to acquire a mutex will block until the mutex becomes available. In
order to prove that our program terminates, we have to prove that it does not get
stuck during an acquisition attempt. To prevent wait cycles involving mutexes,
we require the proof author to associate every mutex as well (just like signals)
with a level L. This level can be freely chosen during the mutex’ creation, cf. PR-
NewMutex′′. Mutex chunks therefore have the form mutex((ℓ, L), P ) where ℓ
is the heap location the mutex is stored at. Their only purpose is to record the
level and lock invariant a mutex is associated with. Hence, these chunks can
be freely duplicated as we will see later. Generally, we denote mutex tuples
by m = (ℓ, L). We only allow to acquire a mutex if its level is lower than the
level of each held obligation, cf. PR-Acquire′′. This also prevents any thread
from attempting to acquire mutexes twice, e.g., acquire mut; acquire mut or
with mut await acquire mut.

View Shifts When verifying a program, it can be necessary to reformulate the
proof state and to draw semantic conclusions. To allow this we introduce a so-
called view shift relation ⇛ [104]. By applying proof rule PR-ViewShift and
VS-SemImp we can strengthen the precondition and weaken the postcondition.
In our example, we use this to convert the unset signal chunk into the
lock invariant which abstracts over the signal’s value, i.e., signal(s,False) ⇛
∃b. signal(s, b).

The logic we present in this work is an intuitionistic separation logic that allows
us to drop chunks. 3 This allows us to simplify the postcondition of our fork

3This allows a thread to drop its obligations chunk obs(O). Note, however, that by dropping
this chunk the thread does not drop its obligations, but only its ability to show what its
obligations are. In particular the thread would be unable to present an empty obligations
chunk upon termination.
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proof rule’s premise from obs(∅) ∗ B to obs(∅), cf. PR-Fork, and drop all
unneeded chunks via a semantic implication obs(∅) ∗B ⇛ obs(∅).

We also allow to clone mutex chunks via view shifts, cf. VS-CloneMut′′. In our
example, this is necessary to inform both threads which level and lock invariant
mutex mut is associated with. That is, the main thread clones the mutex chunk
mutex(m,P ) and passes one chunk on when it forks the busy-waiting thread.

In § 3.2.4 we extend our view shift relation and revisit our interpretation of
what a view shift expresses. The full set of rules we use to define⇛ is presented
in the appendix (cf. Fig. A.6).

Busy Waiting In the approach presented in this chapter, for simplicity we only
support busy-waiting loops of the form with mut await c, which is syntactic
sugar for while acquire mut; let r := c in release mut; ¬r do skip where r
denotes a fresh variable. 4 In each iteration, the loop tries to acquire mut,
executes c, releases mut again and lets the result returned by c determine
whether the loop continues. Such loops can fail to terminate for two reasons:
(i) Acquiring mut can get stuck and (ii) the loop could diverge.

We prevent the loop from getting stuck by requiring mut’s level to be lower
than the level of each held obligation, cf. PR-Await′′. Further, we enforce
termination by requiring the loop to wait for a signal. That is, when verifying
a busy-waiting loop using our approach, the proof author must choose a fixed
signal and prove that this signal remains unset at the end of every non-finishing
iteration. This way, we can prove that the loop terminates by proving that
every signal is eventually set, just as in § 3.2.1. And just as before, our logic
requires the level of the waited-for signal to be lower than the level of each held
obligation.

Acquiring the mutex in every iteration makes the lock invariant available during
the verification of the loop body c. This lock invariant has to be restored at the
end of the iteration such that it can be consumed during the mutex’s release.
PR-Await′′ allows for an additional view shift to restore the invariant. In
our example, we end our busy-waiting loop’s non-finishing iterations with the
assertion signal(s,False). We use a semantic implication view shift to convert
the signal chunk into the mutex invariant ∃b. signal(s, b).

Choosing Levels In our example, we have to assign levels to the mutex mut
and to the signal sig. Our proof rules for mutex acquisition and busy waiting

4As we discuss in § 3.5, in the technical report accompanying this chapter (appendix B)
we present a more general logic that imposes no such syntactic restrictions.
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let x := cons(0) in
let mut := new_mutex in
fork with mut await [x] = 1;
acquire mut;
[x] := 1;
release mut

(a) Example program with busy
waiting for heap cell x to be set.

let x := cons(0) in
let sig := new_signal in
let mut := new_mutex in
fork with mut await [x] = 1;
acquire mut;
[x] := 1;
set_signal(sig);
release mut

(b) Example program 3.7a with addi-
tional signal sig inserted, marked in
green . sig and x are kept in sync.

[e] = e′ := (let r :=[e] in r = e′)

(c) Syntactic sugar. r free in e′.

Figure 3.7: Minimal example illustrating busy waiting for condition over heap
cell.

impose some restrictions on the levels of the involved mutexes and signals. By
analysing the corresponding rule applications that occur in our proof, we can
derive which constraints our level choice must comply with. Our example’s
verification involves one application of PR-Acquire′′ and one application
of PR-Await′′: (i) Our main thread tries to acquire mut while holding an
obligation to set sig. (ii) The forked thread busy-waits for sig while not holding
any obligations. Our assignment of levels must therefore satisfy the single
constraint m.lev <L s.lev. So, we choose Levs = {0, 1}, m.lev = 0 and s.lev = 1.

3.2.3 Arbitrary Data Structures

The proof rules we introduced in § 3.2.2 allow us to verify programs busy-waiting
for arbitrary conditions over arbitrary shared data structures as follows: For
every condition C the program waits for, the proof author inserts a signal s
into the program. They ensure that s is set at the same time the program
establishes C and prove an invariant stating that the signal’s value expresses
whether C holds. Then, the waiting thread can use s to wait for C. We illustrate
this here for the simplest case of setting a single heap cell in Fig. 3.7a.

The program involves three new non-thread-safe commands: (i) cons(v) for
allocating a new heap cell and initializing it with value v, (ii) [ℓ] := v for assigning
value v to heap location ℓ, (iii) [ℓ] for reading the value stored in heap location ℓ.
We use [ℓ] = v as syntactic sugar for let r :=[e] in r = e′.
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In our example, the main thread allocates x, initializes it with the value 0 and
protects it using mutex mut. It forks a new thread busy-waiting for x to be
set. Afterwards, the main thread sets x. As explained above, we verify the
program by inserting a signal sig that reflects whether x has been set, yet.
Fig. 3.7b presents the resulting code. The main thread creates the signal and
sets it when it sets x.

Heap Cells Verifying this example does not conceptually differ from the
example we presented in § 3.2.2. Fig. 3.8b presents the new proof rules we
need and Fig. 3.8a sketches our example’s verification. As with non-thread-safe
signals, we have to prevent multiple threads from trying to access x at the
same time in order to prevent data races. For this we use so-called points-to
chunks [155, 138]. They have the form ℓ 7→ v and express that heap location ℓ
stores the value v. When a thread holds such a chunk, it exclusively owns the
right to access heap location ℓ.

Heap locations are unique and the only way to create a new points-to chunk
is to allocate and initialize a new heap cell via cons(v), cf. PR-Cons. Hence,
there will never be two points-to chunks involving the same heap location. In
order to read or write a heap cell via [ℓ] or [ℓ] := e, the acting thread must first
acquire possession of the corresponding points-to chunk, cf. PR-AssignToHeap
and PR-ReadHeapLoc′′′.

Relating Signals to Conditions In our example, the forked thread busy-waits
for x to be set while our proof rules require us to justify each iteration by
showing an unset signal. That is, we must prove an invariant stating that the
value of x matches sig. As this invariant must be shared between both threads,
we encode it in the lock invariant: P := ∃v. x 7→ v ∗ signal(s, v = 1). This does
not only allow both threads to share the heap cell and the signal but it also
automatically enforces that they maintain the invariant whenever they acquire
and release the mutex.

3.2.4 Signal Erasure

In the program from Fig. 3.7b signal sig is never read and does hence not
influence the waiting thread’s runtime behaviour. Therefore, we can verify
the original program presented in Fig. 3.7a by erasing the physical signal and
treating it as ghost code.
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{obs(∅)}
let x := cons(0) in
{obs(∅) ∗ x 7→ 0}
let sig := new_signal in PR-NewSignal′′ with L = 1
let mut := new_mutex in PR-NewMutex′′ with L = 0
s := (sig, 1), m := (mut, 0)
P := ∃v. x 7→ v ∗ signal(s, v = 1)
{obs({[s]}) ∗ mutex(m,P ) ∗ mutex(m,P )}
fork ({obs(∅) ∗ mutex(m,P )}

with m await m.lev, s.lev ≺L ∅
{obs({[m]}) ∗ P}

∀v.
{

obs({[m]}) ∗ x 7→ v
∗ signal(s, v = 1)

}
[x] = 1
λr.obs({[m]})

∗ if r then P
else x 7→ v ∧ v ̸= 1

∗ signal(s,False)


{obs(∅)});

{obs({[s]}) ∗ mutex(m,P )}
acquire mut; m.lev = 0 < 1 = s.lev

∀v.
{

obs({[s,m]}) ∗ locked(m,P ) ∗ x 7→ v
∗ signal(s, v = 1)

}
[x] := 1;{

obs({[s,m]}) ∗ locked(m,P ) ∗ x 7→ 1
∗signal(s, v = 1)

}
set_signal(sig);{

obs({[m]}) ∗ locked(m,P ) ∗ x 7→ 1
∗ signal(s,True)

}
release mut
{obs(∅)}

(a) Proof outline for program 3.7b. Applied proof rules marked inpurple. Abbreviations
marked in red. General hints marked in grey.

PR-Cons
⊢ {True} cons(v) {λℓ. ℓ 7→ v}

PR-AssignToHeap
⊢ {ℓ 7→ _} [ℓ] := v {ℓ 7→ v}

PR-ReadHeapLoc′′′

⊢ {ℓ 7→ v} [ℓ] {λr. r = v ∗ ℓ 7→ v}
PR-Exp

[[e]] ∈ Values
⊢ {True} e {λr. r = [[e]]}

(b) Proof rules. Evaluation function [[·]]. Rules only used in this section marked
with ′′′.

Figure 3.8: Verifying termination of busy waiting for condition over heap cell.
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Ghost Signals Central aspects of the proof sketch we presented in Fig. 3.8a
are that (i) the main thread was obliged to set sig and that (ii) the value of
sig reflected whether x was already set. Ghost signals allow us to keep this
information but at the same to remove the physical signals from the code. Ghost
signals are essentially identical to the physical non-thread-safe signals we used
so far. However, as ghost resources they cannot influence the program’s runtime
behaviour. They merely carry information we can use during the verification
process.

View Shifts Revisited We implement ghost signals by extending our view shift
relation. In particular, we introduce two new view shift rules: VS-NewSignal
and VS-SetSignal presented in Fig. 3.9b. The former creates a new unset
signal and simultaneously spawns an obligation to set it. The latter can be used
to set a signal and thereby discharge a corresponding obligation. We say that
these rules change the ghost state and therefore call their application a ghost
proof step. With this extension, a view shift A⇛ B expresses that we can reach
postcondition B from precondition A by (i) drawing semantic conclusions or by
(ii) manipulating the ghost state. In Fig. 3.9a we use ghost signals to verify the
program from 3.7a.

Note that lifting signals to the verification level does not affect the soundness of
our approach. The argument we presented in § 3.2.1 still holds. We formalize
our logic and provide a formal soundness proof in appendix § A and in the
technical report [151] (appendix § B). The latter contains a more general version
of the presented logic that (i) is not restricted to busy-waiting loops of the form
with mut await c and that (ii) is easier to integrate into existing tools like
VeriFast [99], as explained in § 3.5.

3.3 A Realistic Example
To demonstrate the expressiveness of the presented verification approach, we
verified the termination of the program presented in Fig. 3.10a. It involves
two threads, a consumer and a producer, communicating via a shared bounded
FIFO with a maximal capacity of 10. The producer enqueues numbers 100,
. . . , 1 into the FIFO and the consumer dequeues those. Whenever the queue is
full, the producer busy-waits for the consumer to dequeue an element. Likewise,
whenever the queue is empty, the consumer busy-waits for the producer to
enqueue the next element. Each thread’s finishing depends on the other thread’s
productivity. This is, however, no cyclic dependency. For instance, in order to
prove that the producer eventually pushes number i into the queue, we only
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{obs(∅)}
let x := cons(0) in
{obs(∅) ∗ x 7→ 0}
new_ghost_signal; VS-NewSignal with L = 1{

∃sig. obs({[(sig, 1)]}) ∗ x 7→ 0
∗ signal((sig, 1),False)

}
s := (sig, 1)

∀sig. {obs({[s]}) ∗ x 7→ 0 ∗ signal(s,False)} P := ∃v. x 7→ v
∗ signal(s, v = 1)

let mut := new_mutex in PR-NewMutex′′ with L = 0{
obs({[s]}) ∗ mutex((mut, 0), P )
∗ mutex((mut, 0), P )

}
m := (mut, 0)

fork ({obs(∅) ∗ mutex(m,P )}
with m await m.lev, s.lev ≺L ∅

{obs({[m]}) ∗ P}

∀v.
{

obs({[m]}) ∗ x 7→ v
∗ signal(s, v = 1)

}
[x] = 1
λr.obs({[m]}) ∗

if r then P
else x 7→ v ∧ v ̸= 1

∗ signal(s,False)


{obs(∅)});

{obs({[s]}) ∗ mutex(m,P )}
acquire mut; m.lev = 0 < 1 = s.lev

∀v.
{

obs({[s,m]}) ∗ locked(m,P )
∗ x 7→ v ∗ signal(s, v = 1)

}
[x] := 1;
set_ghost_signal(s);{

obs({[m]}) ∗ locked(m,P )
∗ x 7→ 1 ∗ signal(s,True)

}
release mut
{obs(∅)}

(a) Proof outline for the program presented in Fig. 3.7a. Auxiliary commands hinting
at view shifts and general hints marked in grey (italic). Applied proof and view shift
rules marked in purple. Abbreviations marked in red.

VS-NewSignal
L ∈ Levs

obs(O)⇛ ∃id. obs(O ⊎ {[(id, L)]}) ∗ signal((id, L),False)

VS-SetSignal
obs(O ⊎ {[s]}) ∗ signal(s,_)⇛ obs(O) ∗ signal(s,True)

(b) Proof rules.

Figure 3.9: Verifying termination with ghost signals.
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need to rely on the consumer to pop i+ 10. A similar property holds for the
consumer.

Fine-Tuning Signal Creation To simplify complex proofs involving many
signals we refine the process of creating a new ghost signal. For simplicity, we
combined the allocation of a new signal ID and its association with a level
and a Boolean in one step. For some proofs, such as the one we outline in
this section, it can be helpful to fix the IDs of all signals that will be created
throughout the proof already at the beginning. To realize this, we replace view
shift rule VS-NewSignal by the rules presented in Fig. 3.10b and adapt our
signal chunks accordingly. With these more fine-grained view shifts, we start by
allocating a signal ID, cf. VS-AllocSigID. Thereby we obtain an uninitialized
signal uninitSig(id) that is not associated with any level or Boolean, yet. Also,
allocating a signal ID does not create any obligation because threads can only
wait for initialized (and unset) signals. When we initialize a signal, we bind its
already allocated ID to a level of our choice and associate the signal with False,
cf. VS-SigInit. This creates an obligation to set the signal.

Loops & Signals In our program, both threads have a local counter initially
set to 100 and run a nested loop. The outer loops are controlled by their
thread’s counter, which is decreased in each iteration until it reaches 0 and the
loop stops. For such loops, we introduce a conventional proof rule for total
correctness of loops, cf. Fig. A.7 in the appendix. Verifying termination of the
inner loops is a bit more tricky and requires the use of ghost signals.

So far, we had to fix a single signal for the verification of every await loop. We
can relax this restriction to considering a finite set of signals the loop may wait
for, cf. PR-Await presented in Fig. A.7 in the appendix. Apart from being a
generalisation, this rule does not differ from PR-Await′′ introduced in § 3.2.2.

Initially, we allocate 200 signal IDs id100
push, . . . , id

1
push, id

100
pop, . . . , id

1
pop. We are

going to ensure that always at most one push signal and at most one pop signal
are initialized and unset. The producer and consumer are going to hold the
obligation for the push and pop signal, respectively. The producer will hold
the obligation for sipush while i is the next number to be pushed into the FIFO
and it will set sipush when it pushes the number i into the FIFO. Meanwhile,
the consumer will use sipush to wait for the number i to arrive in the queue
when it is empty. Similarly, the consumer will hold the obligation for sipop while
number i is the next number to be popped from the FIFO and will set sipop
when it pops the number i. The producer uses sipop to wait for the consumer to
pop i from the queue when it is full. At any time, we let the mutex mut protect
the two active signals and thereby make them accessible to both threads.
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alloc_ghost_signal_IDs(idipop, idipush) for 1 ≤ i ≤ 100;
Lipop := 102 − i, Lipush := 101 − i, six := (idix, Lix) for 1 ≤ i ≤ 100
init_ghost_signals(s100

pop, s100
push);

{obs({[s100
pop, s

100
push]}) ∗ . . .}

let fifo10:= cons(nil) in
let mut:= new_mutex in
let cp:= cons(100) in
let cc:= cons(100) in
fork ( while ( cp decreases in each iteration.

with mut await ( Busy-wait for fifo10 not being full.
{obs({[scp

push, (mut, 0)]}) ∗ . . .} → Wait for consumer to pop.
let f:= [fifo10] in
if size(f) < 10 then ( If fifo10 not full, push next element.

let c:= [cp] in
[fifo10] := f ·⟨c⟩;
[cp] := c − 1;
set_ghost_signal(sc

push);
if c − 1 ̸= 0 then

init_ghost_signal(sc−1
push));

size(f) ̸= 10 ); if size(f) = 10 then wait for scp+10
pop

[cp] ̸= 0) L
cp+10
pop = 92 − cp < 101 − cp = L

cp
push

do skip);
while ( cc decreases in each iteration.

with mut await ( Busy-wait for fifo10 not being empty.
{obs({[scc

pop, (mut, 0)]}) ∗ . . .} → Wait for producer to push.
let f:= [fifo10] in
if size(f) > 0 then ( If fifo10 not empty, pop next element.

let c:= [cc] in
[fifo10] := tail(f);
[cc] := c − 1;
set_ghost_signal(sc

pop);
if c − 1 ̸= 0 then

init_ghost_signal(sc−1
pop ));

size(f) > 0 ); if size(f) = 0 then wait for scc
push

[cc] ̸= 0) Lcc
push = 101 − cc < 102 − cc = Lcc

push
do skip);
(a) Example program with two threads communicating via a shared bounded FIFO with
maximal size 10. Auxiliary commands hinting at view shifts & general hints marked
in grey (italic). Abbreviations marked in red. Hints on proof state marked in blue.

VS-AllocSigID
True⇛ ∃id. uninitSig(id)

VS-SigInit
obs(O) ∗ uninitSig(id)
⇛ obs(O ⊎ {[(id, L)]}) ∗ signal((id, L),False)

(b) Fine-grained view shift rules for signal creation.

Figure 3.10: Realistic example program.
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Choosing the Levels Note that we ignored the levels so far. The producer
and the consumer both acquire the mutex while holding an obligation for a
signal. Hence, we choose Levs = N, m.lev = 0 and s.lev > 0 for every signal s.
Both threads will justify iterations of their respective await loop by using an
unset signal at the end of such an iteration. Our proof rules allow us to ignore
the mutex obligation during this step. Hence, the mutex level does not interfere
with the level of the unset signal. Whenever the queue is full, the producer
waits for the consumer to pop an element and whenever the queue is empty, the
consumer waits for the producer to push. That is, the producer waits for si+10

pop
while holding an obligation for sipush and the consumer waits for sipush while
holding an obligation for sipop. So, we have to choose the signal levels such that
si+10

pop .lev < sipush.lev and sipush.lev < sipop.lev hold. We solve this by choosing
sipop.lev = 102 − i and sipush.lev = 101 − i.

Verifying Termination This setup suffices to verify the example program. Via
the lock invariant, each thread has access to both active signals. Whenever the
producer pushes a number i into the queue, it sets sipush which discharges the held
obligation and decreases its counter. Afterwards, if i > 1, it uses the uninitialized
signal chunk uninitSig(idi−1

push) to initialize si−1
push = (idi−1

push, 101 − (i − 1)) and
replaces sipush in the lock invariant by si−1

push before it releases the lock. If i = 1,
the counter reached 0 and the loop ends. In this case, the producer holds
no obligation. The consumer behaves similarly. Since we proved that each
thread discharged all its obligations, we proved that the program terminates.
Fig. 3.10a illustrates the most important proof steps. We present the program’s
verification in full detail in appendix § A.5.1 and in the technical report [151]
(appendix B.12.2). Furthermore, we encoded [149] the proof in VeriFast [99].

The number of threads in this program is fixed. However, our approach also
supports the verification of programs where the number of threads is not even
statically bounded. In the appendix in § A.5.2 we present and verify such a
program. It involves N producer and N consumer threads that communicate
via a shared buffer of size 1, for a random number N > 0 determined during
runtime.

3.4 Specifying Busy-Waiting Concurrent Objects

Our approach can be used to verify busy-waiting concurrent objects with respect
to abstract specifications. For example, we have verified [148] the CLH lock [90]
against a specification that is very similar to our proof rules for built-in mutexes
shown in Fig. 3.6. The main difference is that it is slightly more abstract: when
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a lock is initialized, it is associated with a bounded infinite set of levels rather
than with a single particular level. (To make this possible, an appropriate
universe of levels should be used, such as the set of lists of natural numbers,
ordered lexicographically.) To acquire a lock, the levels of the obligations held
by the thread must be above the elements of the set; the new obligation’s level
is an element of the set.

3.5 Tool Support

We have extended the VeriFast tool [98] for separation logic-based modular
verification of C and Java programs so that it supports verifying termination
of busy-waiting C or Java programs. When verifying termination, VeriFast
consumes a call permission at each recursive call or loop iteration. In the
technical report [151] (appendix § B) we define a generalised version of our logic
that instead of providing a special proof rule for busy-waiting loops, provides
wait permissions and a wait view shift. A call permission of a degree δ can be
turned into a wait permission of a degree δ′ < δ for a given signal s. A wait
view shift for an unset signal s for which a wait permission of degree δ exists
produces a call permission of degree δ, which can be used to fuel a busy-waiting
loop. When busy-waiting for some signal s, we can generate new permissions
to justify each iteration as long as s remains unset.

VeriFast allows threads to freely exchange permissions. This is useful to verify
termination of non-blocking algorithms involving compare-and-swap loops [100].
However, we must be careful to prevent self-fueling busy-waiting loops. Hence,
we restrict where a permission can be consumed based on the thread phase it
was created in. The main thread’s initial phase is ϵ. When a thread in phase p
forks a new thread, its phase changes to p.Forker and the new thread starts in
phase p.Forkee. We allow a thread in phase p to consume a permission only if
it was produced in an ancestor thread phase p′ ⊑ p.

The only change we had to make to VeriFast’s symbolic execution engine was
to enforce the thread phase rule. We encoded the other aspects of the logic
simply as axioms in a trusted header file. We used this tool support to verify the
bounded FIFO (§ 3.3) and the CLH lock (§ 3.4). The bounded FIFO proof [149]
contains 160 lines of proof annotations for 37 lines of code (an annotation
overhead of 435%) and takes 0.08s to verify. The CLH lock proof [148] contains
343 lines of annotations for 49 lines of code (an overhead of 700%) and takes
0.1s to verify.
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3.6 Integrating Higher-Order Features

The logic we presented in this chapter does not support higher-order features
such as assertions that quantify over assertions, or storing assertions in the
(logical) heap as the values of ghost cells. While we did not need such features
to carry out our example proofs, they are generally useful to verify higher-order
program modules against abstract specifications. The typical way to support
such features in a program logic is by applying step indexing [7, 112], where the
domain of logical heaps is indexed by the number of execution steps left in the
(partial) program trace under consideration. Assertions stored in a logical heap
at index n + 1 talk about logical heaps at index n; i.e., they are meaningful
only later, after at least one more execution step has been performed.

It follows that such logics apply directly only to partial correctness properties.
Fortunately, we can reduce a termination property to a safety property by
writing our program in a programming language instrumented with runtime
checks that guarantee termination. Specifically, we can write our program in
a programming language that fulfils the following criteria: It tracks signals,
obligations and permissions at runtime and has constructs for signal creation,
waiting and setting a signal. The fork command takes as an extra operand the
list of obligations to be transferred to the new thread (and the other constructs
similarly take sufficient operands to eliminate any need for angelic choice).
Threads get stuck when these constructs’ preconditions are not satisfied, such
as when a thread waits for a signal while holding the obligation for that signal.
We can then use a step-indexing-based higher-order logic such as Iris [104] to
verify that no thread in our program ever gets stuck. Once we established this,
we know none of the instrumentation has any effect and can be safely erased
from the program.

3.7 Related & Future Work

In recent work [154] we propose a separation logic to verify termination of
programs where threads busy-wait to be abruptly terminated. We generalize
this work to support busy waiting for arbitrary conditions.

In [100] we propose an approach based on call permissions to verify termination
of single- and multithreaded programs that involve loops and recursion. However,
that work does not consider busy-waiting loops. In the technical report [151]
(appendix § B), we present a generalised logic that uses call permissions and
allows busy waiting to be implemented using arbitrary looping and/or recursion.
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Furthermore, the use of call permissions allowed us to encode our case studies
in our VeriFast tool which also uses call permissions for termination verification.

Liang and Feng [120, 121] propose LiLi, a separation logic to verify liveness of
blocking constructs implemented via busy waiting. In contrast to our verification
approach, theirs is based on the idea of contextual refinement. In their approach,
client code involving calls of blocking methods of the concurrent object is verified
by first applying the contextual refinement result to replace these calls by code
involving primitive blocking operations and then verifying the resulting client
code using some other approach. In contrast, specifications in our approach are
regular Hoare-style triples and proofs are regular Hoare-style proofs.

In [97] we propose a Hoare logic to verify liveness properties of the I/O behaviour
of programs that do not perform busy waiting. By combining that approach with
the one we proposed in this chapter, we expect to be able to verify I/O liveness
of realistic concurrent programs involving both I/O and busy waiting, such as a
server where one thread receives requests and enqueues them into a bounded
FIFO, and another one dequeues them and responds. To support this claim, we
encoded the combined logic in VeriFast and verified a simple server application
where the receiver and responder thread communicate via a shared buffer [150].

3.8 Conclusion

We propose what is to the best of our knowledge the first separation logic for
verifying termination of programs with busy waiting. We offer a soundness proof
of the system presented in this chapter in appendix § A, and of a more general
system in the technical report [151] (appendix § B). Further, we demonstrated
its usability by verifying a realistic example. We encoded our logic and the
realistic example in VeriFast [149] and used this encoding also to verify the
CLH lock [148]. Moreover, we expect that our approach can be integrated into
other existing concurrent separation logics such as Iris [104].



Chapter 4

Completeness Thresholds for
Memory Safety of Array
Traversing Programs

This chapter was previously published as:

T. Reinhard, J. Fasse, and B. Jacobs. Completeness Thresholds
for Memory Safety of Array Traversing Programs. In Proceedings
of the 12th ACM SIGPLAN International Workshop on the State
Of the Art in Program Analysis (SOAP) (2023), ACM, pp. 47–54.
doi.org/10.1145/3589250.3596143

To streamline the notation, we replaced some constraints by constraint sets.

4.1 Introduction

Unbounded vs Bounded Proofs Many techniques have been developed to
convince ourselves of the trustworthiness of software. A fundamental pillar for
any higher-level property is memory safety. In memory-unsafe languages the
burden of proof lies with the programmer. Yet, it remains hard to prove and in
general requires us to write tedious, inductive proofs. One way to automate
the verification process is to settle on bounded proofs and accept bounded
guarantees.
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Consider a program c that searches through an array of size s. An unbounded
memory safety proof for c would yield that the program is safe for any possible
input, in particular for any array size, i.e., ∀s. memsafe(c(s)). A bounded proof
that only considers input sizes up to ten would only guarantee that the program
is safe for any such bounded array, i.e., ∀s ≤ 10. memsafe(c(s)).

Completeness Thresholds Approximating unbounded proofs by bounded ones
is a technique often used in model checking. Hence, the relationship between
bounded and unbounded proofs about finite state transition systems has been
studied extensively [15, 40, 109, 28, 2, 87, 10, 126]. For a finite transition
system T and a property of interest ϕ, a completeness threshold is any number
k such that we can prove ϕ by only examining path prefixes of length k in
T , i.e., T |=k ϕ ⇒ T |= ϕ [40] 1. Over the years, various works characterised
over-approximations of least completeness thresholds for different types of
properties ϕ. These over-approximations are typically described in terms of key
attributes of the transition system T , such as the recurrence diameter (longest
loop-free path) [109]. For instance, consider the class of global safety properties
of the form Gp for finite transition systems T , where p is a local property. We
know that the smallest completeness threshold for this class expressible solely
in terms of T ’s diameter is exactly diam(T ) [15, 110]. As safety property of the
form Gp, this also applies to memory safety of finite transition systems.

In general, heap-manipulating programs’ state space can be infinite. That
is because the program’s input data can be arbitrarily large and because
executions can be arbitrarily long. Therefore, the key attributes described above
will generally be infinite as well. This vast structural difference between the
programs we are interested in and the transition systems for which completeness
thresholds have been studied prevents us from reusing any of the existing
definitions or results.

4.2 Limitations of Bounded Proofs

Bounded Model Checking Generally, if we want unbounded memory safety
guarantees, we have to consider all possible input sizes and all possible executions.
This is often hard and requires us to write tedious inductive proofs. An
alternative is to give up on the idea of unbounded guarantees and to settle for

1Note that the term completeness threshold is used inconsistently in literature. Some
papers such as [40] use the definition above, according to which completeness thresholds are not
unique. Others like [109] define them as the minimal number k such that T |=k ϕ ⇒ T |= ϕ,
which makes them unique.
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1 for i in [L : s-R] do
2 !a[i+Z]

}
=: travZL,R(a, s)

Trav := {travZL,R | L,R,Z ∈ Z}

Figure 4.1: Class Trav of programs travZL,R traversing an array a of size s,
attempting to read elements. L,R,Z are constants.

bounded ones. One approach that has proven useful during development of
critical software is bounded model checking (BMC) [32].

The underlying idea is to approximate the original verification problem by a
finite model that we can check automatically. With this approach, we choose
a size bound S and only consider inputs with sizes up to S. Further, we also
only check finite execution prefixes. A common approach is to unwind loops
and recursion up to a certain depth.

The intuition behind this approach is that if the program contains errors, they
likely already occur for small input sizes and early loop iterations. As long as
BMC does not perform abstraction [35], all reported counterexamples are real
bugs. However, we should be careful not to forget that this way we only obtain
a bounded proof yielding bounded guarantees.

Array Traversal Pattern Consider the class of programs Trav presented in
Fig. 4.1 in a WHILE language with pointer arithmetic. Given a pointer a and
a variable s, such that a points to an array of size s, each program iterates
through the array and attempts to read elements. The class models a basic
programming pattern and common off-by-n errors [47]. We use upper case
letters for constants and lower case letters for (program) variables. A program
travZL,R from this class iterates from i = L to i = s − R (bounds incl.) and
attempts to read the array at index i+ Z. We use !x to express accesses to a
heap location x. Whether memory errors occur for a concrete instance travZL,R
depends on how the constants L, R, Z are chosen. We use it as minimal example
throughout this chapter.

What Could Go Wrong with Bounded Proofs? To illustrate the issue, let us
use BMC to check various instances of the array traversal pattern: (i) traversal
of the entire array: trav0

0,1, (ii) traversal of the array with accesses offset by two
from the index: trav2

0,1 and (iii) an additional reduction of the index variable’s
upper bound by one: trav2

0,2. It is easy to see that (i) is memory-safe while (ii)
and (iii) are not. However, before we run a model checking algorithm we have
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to choose appropriate bounds. The pattern we are looking at is quite simple.
So, we choose size bound S = 1 and unwinding depth D = 1 for the BMC
procedure. Note that the latter effectively means: we do not restrict the loop
depth for the input sizes we chose.

For the standard variant (i) we cannot find any errors within the bounds. This
is fine because the program is safe. In variant (ii) array accesses a[i + 2] are
incorrectly shifted to the right. This already leads to an out-of-bounds error
for arrays of size 1. This size falls within our chosen bounds, so BMC reports
this error and we can correct it. Finally, (iii)’s reduction of the index variable’s
range to [0, s − 2] means that the program only performs loop iterations for
arrays of size s ≥ 2. Consequently, it is trivially safe for the sizes 0 and 1. These
are the sizes our bounded proof explores. Hence, BMC does not report any
errors and leads us to wrongly believe that trav2

0,2 is safe.

4.3 Completeness Thresholds

As illustrated above, bounded proofs are in general unsound approximations of
unbounded proofs. A concrete approximation is sound iff we choose the bounds
large enough, such that we can be sure that we do not miss any errors. We focus
on bounding input sizes (in our examples array sizes), ignoring loop bounds
that do not depend on these parameters.

Recall from § 4.1 that completeness thresholds are a concept from model checking
of finite transition systems [40]. We borrow this terminology and apply it to
memory safety verification. Hence, for a program c(x) with input parameter
x ∈ X, we call any subdomain Q ⊆ X a completeness threshold (CT ) for x in
c if we can prove memory safety of c by only considering inputs from Q, i.e.,
∀x ∈ Q. memsafe(c(x)) ⇒ ∀x ∈ X. memsafe(c(x)).

Intuitive CT Extraction Returning to our example class of programs Trav
implementing the array traversal pattern. Some of these are memory safe, some
are not. So, let us try to compute completeness thresholds for these programs.
First, let’s take a look at the errors that might occur. This gives us an idea
which sizes a sound bounded proof must cover. Any instance travZL,R(a, s)
iterates ascendingly i = L, . . . , s − R and accesses a[i + Z]. For sizes s that
cause the ascending range L, . . . , s − R to be empty, we do not execute the
loop at all. Any such run is trivially memory safe. Therefore, any meaningful
bounded proof of travZL,R(a, s) must include sizes s with {L, . . . , s − R} ≠ ∅,
i.e., s ≥ L+R.
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Suppose s ≥ L+R. An error occurs if the index i+Z violates the array bounds,
i.e., if i+ Z < 0 or i+ Z ≥ s. Taking the index range into account, we see that
we get an error if L+Z < 0 or s−R+Z ≥ s holds. We can simplify the latter
to Z −R ≥ 0.

Note that neither L+ Z < 0 nor Z −R ≥ 0 depend on the array size s. This
means that as long as we focus on sizes above the threshold s ≥ L + R, the
concrete choice of s does not influence whether an error occurs or not. In other
words, it suffices for our bounded proof to only check a single (arbitrarily chosen)
size q ≥ L+R and then we can extrapolate the result, i.e.,

∀a. memsafe(travZL,R(a, q)) ⇒ ∀s.∀a. memsafe(travZL,R(a, s))

Hence, any set {q} for q ≥ L + R is a CT for the array size parameter s
in travZL,R. We just found a uniform characterization of CTs for the entire
class Trav. Note that {q} is not necessarily the smallest CT. For safe instances
such as trav0

0,1, the empty set ∅ is a valid CT as well.

Our Approach We study CTs for x in c(x) by studying its verification
condition (VC). The latter is an automatically generated logical formula of
the form ∀x ∈ X. vc(x) and proving it entails memory safety of c(x) for all
choices of x. Next, we currently simplify vc(x) by hand until it becomes
clear how the choice of x affects the validity of vc(x). Knowing this allows
us to partition the domain into X =

⋃
Qi. For each subdomain we get

vci(x) = ∀x ∈ Qi. vc(x). If possible, we simplify each vci(x) into vc′
i(x) based

on the restricted subdomain Qi with the goal to eliminate occurrences of x.
If vc′

i does not mention x we pick any element of Qi as representative Q′
i.

Otherwise, Q′
i = Qi. Hence,

⋃
Q′
i is a CT for x in c(x). In the following we

elaborate this in more detail.

4.3.1 Approximating CTs via Verification Conditions

Now that we have an intuition for the CTs of Trav, let’s turn our informal
argument from above into a formal one. Formal definitions of the language
and logic we consider and proofs for the presented lemmas can be found in the
technical report [147].

Hoare Triples We use Hoare triples [92] to express program specifications.
A triple {A} c {B} expresses that the following properties hold for every
execution that starts in a state which satisfies precondition A: Firstly, the
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execution does not encounter any runtime errors. Secondly, it either (i) does
not terminate or (ii) it terminates in a state complying with postcondition B.

In this work, we study the memory safety of programs that do not change the
shape of the data structures they process. Hence, we choose preconditions that
merely describe the memory layout of the data structures which our programs
receive as input. For the array traversal program, we choose the predicate
array(a, s) as precondition, which expresses that a points to a contiguous memory
chunk of size s. Given that our target programs do not change the memory
layout, specifications simplify to {A} c {A}. For the array traversal we get
{array(a, s)} travZL,R {array(a, s)}.

Definition 4.3.1 (Completeness Thresholds for Programs). Let {A} c {B}
be a program specification containing a free variable x with domain X. We call
a subdomain Q ⊆ X a completeness threshold for x in {A} c {B} if

|= ∀x ∈ Q. {A} c {B} ⇒ |= ∀x ∈ X. {A} c {B}

We omit spelling out the pre- and postconditions when they are clear from the
context. Instead we say that Q is a completeness threshold for x in program c.

Separation Logic We use a first-order affine/intuitionistic separation logic
with recursion predicates [136, 138, 155] to describe memory. Since we focus on
heap-manipulating programs, we use assertions to describe heaps. Separation
logic comes with a few special operators: (i) The points-to chunk x 7→ v
describes a heap containing a location x which holds the value v. We write
x 7→ _ to express that we do not care about the value stored in the heap cell.
(ii) The separating conjunction a1 ∗a2 expresses that a1 and a2 describe disjoint
heaps. Hence, x 7→ _ ∗ y 7→ _ implies that x ̸= y. (iii) The separating
implication a1 −∗ a2 can be read as a2 without a1. That is, combining the
heap described by a1 −∗ a2 with a disjoint heap described by a1 yields a heap
compliant with a2. (iii) In our logic, the persistence modality □ a means that a
does not describe resources and hence holds under the empty heap (cf. [104]).

We assume that array denotes a (recursively defined) predicate, such that
for every fixed size s, we can express it as iterated separating conjunction:
array(a, s) ≡ ∗

0≤k<s

a[k] 7→ _.

Verification Conditions A common way to verify programs is via verification
conditions [71, 143]. For any specification {A} c {B}, a verification
condition (VC ) is any logical formula vc, such that we can verify {A} c {B}
by proving vc, i.e., |= vc ⇒ |= {A} c {B}.
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Definition 4.3.2 (Verification Condition). We call an assertion a a verification
condition for {A} c {B} if

|= a ⇒ |= {A} c {B}.

Definition 4.3.3 (Completeness Thresholds for Assertions). Let a be an
assertion with a free variable x of domain X. We call a subdomain Q ⊆ X a
completeness threshold for x in a if

|= ∀x ∈ Q. a ⇒ |= ∀x ∈ X. a.

Consider a specification {A} c {B} with a free variable x ∈ X and a
corresponding VC ∀x ∈ X. vc. Suppose we get a completeness threshold
Q for x in vc. Knowing this threshold reduces correctness of the specification
to the bounded VC, i.e., |= ∀x ∈ Q. vc ⇒ {A} c {B}. That is, we can derive
unbounded guarantees from a bounded proof. We usually omit quantification
domains when they are clear from the context.

Weakest Liberal Preconditions A common way to generate VCs is via weakest
liberal preconditions [71, 61]. For any program c and postcondition B, the
weakest liberal precondition wlp(c, λr. B) is an assertion for which

∀A.
(
A |= wlp(c, λr. B) ⇒ |= {A} c {B} )

holds. That is, if the weakest liberal precondition holds for the starting state,
then c does either not terminate or it terminates in a state complying with
postcondition B. In particular, no memory error occurs during the execution.
The canonical VC for {A} c {B} is ∀x. A → wlp(c, λr. B) where x is the tuple
of variables occuring freely in A, c and B.

Limitations of CTs In general, VCs are over-approximations. Hence, CTs
derived from a VC do not always apply to the corrresponding program. Consider
the specification {array(a, s)} trav2

0,2 {array(a, s)} and any unsatisfiable
assertion vcfalse ≡ False. Then ∀s ∈ N. vcfalse is an over-approximating VC, since
False ⇒ |= {array(a, s)} trav2

0,2 {array(a, s)}. As discussed in § 4.2, a bounded
proof that only covers sizes 0, 1 does not discover the errors in trav2

0,2. Hence, the
set {0} is not a CT for x in {array(a, s)} trav2

0,2 {array(a, s)}. However, {0} is a
CT for s in vcfalse, since ∀s ∈ {0}. vcfalse ≡ False and False ⇒ |= ∀s ∈ N. vcfalse.
We see that we can only transfer a CT Q for some variable x derived from a VC
vc to the corresponding program, if vc does not over-approximate with regard
to x. (We are currently studying this connection.) Note that this is, however,
the case for the examples we discuss in this chapter. Though, even if vc does
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over-approximate, CT Q still applies to any proof considering a property at
least as strong as vc.

As the name suggests, VCs derived from weakest preconditions yield very weak
properties. It is reasonable to assume that often a bounded proof would imply
a bounded version of the wlp-based VC. Therefore, it is reasonable to use them
during our study of CTs.

Extracting CTs via VCs Applying the above approach to our specification
{array(a, s)} travZL,R(a, s) {array(a, s)}, we get a VC ∀a. ∀s. vctrav, where vctrav
is as follows 2:

vctrav :=array(a, s) → (#1)
array(a, s) (#2)
∗ □(∀i. (L ≤ i ≤ s−R) ∧ array(a, s) −∗ (#3)

∃v. a[i+ Z] 7→ v ∧ array(a, s))
∗ (array(a, s) −∗ array(a, s)) (#4)

Here, (#1) is the precondition describing our memory layout. The separating
conjunction (#2)-(#4) is the weakest precondition derived from our specification
and vctrav says that it should follow from precondition (#1).

The weakest precondition states that the memory layout must stay invariant
under the loop execution. (#2) says that it should hold before the loop starts.
(#3) demands that every loop iteration preserves the layout, i.e., that the
layout description is a loop invariant. (#4) states this invariant implies the
postcondition from our specification, which, again, is the unchanged memory
layout.

Remember that we use an affine separation logic. Clearly, this VC contains
many trivially obsolete parts. We can simplify vctrav to vc1:

2The weakest precondition calculus requires us to annotate loops with loop invariants. In
the setting we study, the initial memory layout is invariant under the program’s execution.
The preconditions we consider describe exactly the initial memory layout, nothing else. Hence,
we can reuse preconditions as loop invariants during the wlp computation.
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vctrav ≡ // Eliminate (#2), (#4)
array(a, s) →
□(∀i. (L ≤ i ≤ s−R) ∧ array(a, s) −∗

∃v. a[i+ Z] 7→ v ∧ array(a, s))
≡ // Persistency makes pre. obsolete

□(∀i. (L ≤ i ≤ s−R) ∧ array(a, s) −∗
∃v. a[i+ Z] 7→ v ∧ array(a, s))

≡ // array(a, s) equiv. to ∗
0≤k<s

a[k] 7→ _

∀i. (L ≤ i ≤ s−R) → (0 ≤ i+ Z < s)
=: vc1

This equivalent VC ∀a. ∀s. vc1 does reflect the intuition we developed when
analysing the program informally: For sizes s < L+R, the program does not
perform any loop iterations and hence it is trivially memory safe. For bigger
arrays, a memory error occurs iff index i+ Z violates the array bounds.

We can justify this intuition by partitioning the domain of s into N = {0, . . . , L+
(R− 1)} ∪ {L+R, . . . }. Let’s analyse vc1 for both subdomains separately. For
a size s− < L+R, we get

vc1(s−) ≡ ∀i. False → (0 ≤ i+ Z < s−) ≡ True

So, we do not have to bother checking sizes s < L + R. For bigger sizes
s+ ≥ L+R, we get

vc1(s+) ≡ ∀i. (L ≤ i ≤ s+ −R) → (0 ≤ i+ Z < s+)
≡ ∀i. (L ≤ i → 0 ≤ i+ Z) ∧ (i ≤ s+ −R → i+ Z < s+)
≡ ∀i. (L ≤ i → 0 ≤ i+ Z) ∧ (i ≤ −R → i+ Z < 0)
=: vc2.

Since s+ does not occur freely in vc2, the truth of vc1(s+) does not depend on the
choice of s+. Remember that we have, vctrav(s−) ≡ True and vctrav(s+) ≡ vc2.
Hence,

|= ∀a. ∀s. vctrav ⇔ |= ∀a. vctrav(s+)

We see that it suffices to check the original VC vctrav for any size s+ ≥ L−R
to prove memory safety of our array traversing program travZL,R. That is, {s+}
is a CT.

Characterizing CTs via Constraints Note that the constraint s ≥ L−R we just
derived is a uniform representation for the CTs of the entire class Trav. We often
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use constraint sets {k1, . . . , kn} to concisely characterize CTs. Each ki describes
a property that some element in our CT must cover to reach a specific potential
error. If ki is unsatisfiable, it means that the error is unreachable. Hence, a set
Q models the constraint set if it contains models k1, . . . , kn for each satisfiable
constraint, i.e., ̸|= ¬ki ⇒ |= ki[s 7→ ki]. For singleton constraint sets {k}, we
drop the set notation and just write k.

Overall, a constraint set formulates a property that is sufficiently strong so that
every subdomain covering it is a CT. For every program travZL,R ∈ Trav, every
subdomain Q′ ⊆ N is a CT for the array size s if Q′ ∩ {s ∈ N | s ≥ L−R} ≠ ∅.

4.3.2 Modularity of Completeness Thresholds

Unrelated Data Structures Consider the program
sumZ

L,R(a, s, n) that attempts to sum up all elements of array a and writes the
result to heap location n:

1 for i in [L : s-R] do
2 !n := !n + !a[i+Z]

}
=: sumZ

L,R(a, s, n)

Analogously to travZL,R it iterates through the array and attempts to read array
elements. Additionally, it uses the read value to update the sum stored at heap
location n. Let us assume that the array a and the result variable n do not
alias. We get the specification {A} sumZ

L,R {A} for A := array(a, s) ∗ n 7→ _.
We assume structured memory. Therefore, it is not possible to access n via an
array access a[...].

Intuitively, it is clear that the array size does not affect the memory accesses
to heap location n. Hence, the CTs for s in sumZ

L,R should be the same as the
ones for travZL,R. In fact, analysing the wlp-based VC for sumZ

L,R confirms this
intuition. It has the form ∀a.∀s.∀r. vcsum and we can rewrite vcsum into

vcsum ≡ vctrav ∗ (n 7→ _ → A)

where vctrav is the VC from § 4.3.1 for the array traversing program travZL,R.
Moreover, freeVars(A) = {n}. Since s does not occur freely in n 7→ _ → A,
we can ignore it while searching for a CT for s in vcsum.

Lemma 4.3.4 (VC Slicing). Let a, ax, ay be assertions with x ∈ freeVars(ax)
and x ̸∈ freeVars(ay) and a ≡ ax ∗ ay. Let Q ⊆ X be a CT for x in ax. Then,
Q is also a CT for x in a, i.e.,

|= ∀x ∈ Q. ∀y ∈ Y . a ⇒ |= ∀x ∈ X. ∀y ∈ Y . a
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1 for i in [L : s-R] do
(

2 n := a[i+Z];
3 complex_fct (n, y, k)
4 )

 =: compZL,R(a, s, y, k)

M(a, s) := array(a, s) ∗ complex_data(y, k)
Comp := {{M} compZL,R {M} | L,R,Z ∈ Z}

Figure 4.2: Class of programs involving a complex data structure and
computation that do not depend on the array size s.

We can extrapolate what we saw in the sumZ
L,R example to more complex

classes of programs. Consider the class Comp presented in Fig. 4.2. A program
compZL,R ∈ Comp receives two non-aliasing data structures: an array a of
size s and a complex data structure y of size k, described by the predicate
complex_data(y, k). compZL,R reads elements from array a, stores the result
in a local variable n and then calls a complex function complex_fct(n,y,k)
which does neither depend on a nor s. The VC vccomp will reflect this. That
is, analogous to the example above, it should be expressible as vccomp ≡
vctrav ∗ (complex_data(y, k) → . . . ) where the right conjunct does not depend
on s.

VC Slicing lemma 4.3.4 tells us that whenever we want to characterize a CT
for a specific parameter, we can ignore all separated VC conjuncts that do
not involve this parameter. Effectively, this means that we can ignore all the
complex parts of compZL,R that are not related to the array size while searching
for a CT for s. This allows us to reduce the search to the CTs of Trav.

Compositionality We can describe the CTs of complex programs in terms of
the CTs of their building blocks. Consider the program c1; c2 and suppose that
c1 and c2 are instances of patterns we studied before. So we know that each ci
corresponds to a VC ∀x. vci with a CT Qi for x. Let vc1;2 be the VC for c1; c2
that we want to prove. Suppose it can be rewritten into ∀x. vc1 ∧ vc2. Then,
we know that Q1 ∪Q2 is a CT for vc1;2. Therefore, our approach to studying
CTs is to study patterns and combinators.

Basic Patterns We view basic patterns such as the array traversal pattern
discussed above as the basic building blocks. They tend to occur frequently
in programs and they are sufficiently concise to extract CTs by studying their
VCs. In particular, we focus on traversal and access patterns that preserve the
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memory layout. For now, we focus on arrays, but we are going to generalize it
to arbitrary inductive data structures.

Managing Complexity One of our main goals is to describe CTs for interesting
classes of programs. VCs tend to become very complex very fast as a program
gets more complex. Hence, we need a way to deal with this complexity and to
break the CT analysis down into simpler problems. Following the structure of
the program we want to reason about is a natural approach.

Combinator Patterns In order to exploit the program structure while analysing
CTs, we need to study how control structures affect CTs. For instance,
as described above, we can characterize the CT of a sequence c1; c2 as the
union of the CTs derived from c1 and c2. Further, consider the command
if e then c1 else c2 and suppose that we can describe CTs for a size s in
each ci via a constraint set Ki. Then, we can describe the CT for the entire
command via the constraint set (e ∧K1) ∪ (¬e ∧K2).

4.4 Conclusion

Past approaches to program verification either targeted unbounded guarantees
and relied on unbounded, often inductive, proofs or they targeted bounded
guarantees and tried to approximate the program behaviour using techniques
like bounded model checking. We have, however, seen little interaction between
the two communities.

In this work we propose a new perspective on memory safety proofs that connects
unbounded and bounded proofs. We show that we can reduce unbounded
memory safety proofs to bounded ones for certain programs that traverse arrays
and preserve the memory layout. For any such program considering a few
select array sizes yields the same guarantees as considering arrays of all possible
sizes. We call this concept completeness thresholds in reference to a similar
concept from model checking of finite transition systems. Moreover, we show
that studying verification conditions are an adequate way to study completeness
thresholds.
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4.5 Related Work

Completeness thresholds were first introduced by Kroening and Strichman [109].
So far, the study of CTs has been limited to finite state systems. Indeed, the
well-known CTs for classes of LTL properties are defined with respect to the
(recurrence) diameter of the finite state system in question (e.g. [15, 110]).
Determining the worst-case execution time of a program and discovering upper
bounds on loops by iterative unrolling can also be used to determine CTs [65, 39].
For a possibly infinite state system those CTs can naturally be infinite as
well. By specializing in just one property, memory safety, we are able to
characterize and possibly find useful CTs for these systems as well. Model
checking for parameterized network topologies of identical (e.g. bisimilar [27] or
isomorphic [67]) processes features a related concept to completeness thresholds
called cutoff. That is, model-checking up to the cutoff implies correctness of
scaling the topology up to infinitely many processes. Positive results exist for
properties of such token rings [27, 67] but also other topologies [41, 5].

The model checking literature (cf. [42]) boasts a wealth of alternative approaches
to obtain unbounded guarantees on finite state systems, e.g., k-induction [16,
162], Craig interpolation [126] and property-directed reachability [24, 66] with
adaptions to the software verification setting (e.g. [63, 14, 13]).

Array-manipulating programs are well-studied across different domains [23, 25,
101, 30]. However, we consider our main contribution to be a novel approach
to connect unbounded and bounded proofs about memory safety. Ultimately,
as discussed in the outlook, we aim to generalize and automate our approach
to tree-like data structures. In that regard, Mathur et al. [124] consider the
special case of proving memory safety of heap-manipulating programs as well.
They prove that memory safety is decidable if the initial heap is forest-like and
the program only performs a single-pass over the data-structure (see also § 4.6).
They do not cover arrays and buffer overflows, but they support (de-)allocation.

4.6 Outlook

CTs for Programs Consider any program c with a free variable x and a
corresponding VC vc. Suppose we derived a CT Q for x in vc. In general, this
does not allow us to conclude that Q is also a CT for x in c. Intuitively, this
is only true if vc does not over-approximate with regard to x. This holds for
the programs and VCs studied in this chapter. While CTs for VCs still tell
us something about proofs targeting these VCs, our ultimate goal is to derive
thresholds for programs. Hence, we are currently studying this connection.
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Scalability In this work, we focus on a restricted array traversal pattern
to illustrate CTs. Our goal is to scale this approach to complex programs.
Therefore, we are currently studying more array traversal and access patterns
and combinators. This will allow us to better understand how the structure of
programs affects the relation between bounded and unbounded proofs. Knowing
this will allow us to characterise CTs for complex classes of programs that cover
errors besides off-by-n errors.

Afterwards, we are going to extend our approach to include arbitrary inductive
data types. In particular, we plan to describe CTs for a class of programs Sort
that includes (safe and unsafe) implementations of in-place sorting algorithms
involving nested loops. Once we managed that, we are going to investigate how
allocation and deallocation affect CTs.

Decidability The memory accesses we observe in sorting functions typically
mainly depend on the size of the sorted data structure, the traversal strategy
and a comparison relation <. Suppose we managed to derive finite CTs for the
class Sort. We conjecture that this will be sufficient to conclude decidability of
memory safety for Sort. Note that this targeted result would escape the scope
of the related work by Mathur et al. [124]. The latter showed decidability of
memory safety for a certain form of single-pass programs, i.e., programs that
traverse a datastructure exactly once.

Improving BMC Guarantees Bounded model checking suffers from the state
space explosion problem [36, 142, 35] with respect to the chosen bounds. It is
often only practical to check very small bounds on each parameter to keep the
verification time practical. We plan to automate the approach introduced in this
chapter and to leverage existing static analysis techniques (e.g. [180, 123, 9, 131])
to simplify the generated VCs. Once we are able to automatically compute
a small CT for one parameter, say the traversed data structure’s size, we
can adjust the corresponding bound. We can be sure that we didn’t miss to
check any size that could lead to memory errors. Hence, it would strengthen
the guarantees we get from our bounded proof. Ultimately, we would like to
integrate with the industrial-strength BMC tool CBMC [38, 39].

Further, it would speed up the verification time and free resources that can
be spend on exploring other parts of the program. That is, the lowered size
bound might allow us to increase other bounds that seem more important. We
would be able to do this while keeping the verification time stable and without
sacrificing guarantees.



Chapter 5

Conclusion and Future Work

In this thesis we described two contributions to the state of the art in reasoning
about liveness and safety, respectively. The following sections 5.1 and 5.2 reflect
on the contributions we presented in § 3 and § 4, respectively, and outline
directions for future work.

5.1 Liveness Verification

Ghost Signals In § 3 we presented the first separation logic to modularly
verify termination of concurrent programs involving busy waiting. Standard
separation logic only allows us to prove safety and partial correctness properties.
Safety properties are much better understood and easier to verify than liveness
properties. This is particularly true due the wealth of Hoare-style [92] logics that
have been developed for safety verification [135, 139, 184, 176, 177, 104, 122] .
Hoare triples {A} c {B} like the ones used in separation logic allow us to reason
locally and intuitively. The logic we presented in § 3 inherits these advantages
by extending separation logic. Moreover, extending a standard separation logic
made it easy to implement our approach in VeriFast, a separation logic based
program verifier for C.

Our approach to verifying termination is to reduce it to safety. We do this
by introducing a new type of ghost resource called ghost signal. These signals
only exist on the proof level and each is tied to an event a thread might wait
for. Creating a ghost signal also spawns an obligation – another ghost resource
– to perform said event. Our logic ensures that no thread terminates with
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undischarged obligations. It also takes care to rule out cyclic wait dependencies
that could lead to non-terminating wait loops. Since the latter two are safety
properties, we indeed reduced liveness to safety.

Busy waiting verification is an active area of research. In the remainder of this
section, we briefly discuss TaDA Live, the main new development in this area
since our work appeared. We also briefly discuss an ongoing project of our
research group continuing our ghost signal work. Afterwards, we briefly sketch
another active research area: Reasoning about liveness in step-indexed logics.

TaDA Live D’Osualdo et al. propose TaDA Live [64], a separation logic to
verify termination of programs that involve blocking, fine-grained concurrency,
e.g., busy waiting for a heap cell to be set. The paper was submitted in
parallel to our ghost signal paper (cf. § 3) and published shortly after it. Both
approaches share similarities such as the use of obligations and levels (or layers
in TaDA Live terms) to reason about dependencies. Those aside, their logic
differs widely from ours. TaDA Live offers a notion of liveness invariants □♢P ,
expressed in terms of subjective obligations and guards [62]. Their obligations
are subjective in the sense introduced by Ley-Wild and Nanevski [119]. That is,
they support two different perspectives: Local and environment. This makes
knowledge about the environment duplicable and a first class citizen in TaDA
Live. (The term duplicable should not be confused with Iris’ notion of duplicable
assertions [104]. In Iris, duplicable assertions are assertions that remain true
forever. This is not the case here, since in TaDA Live duplicable assertions are
not necessarily stable.)

TaDA Live offers a notion of abstract atomic specifications to specify blocking
behaviour. This allows them to assign reusable and provable specifications to,
e.g., spin and CLH locks. Moreover, TaDA Live’s liveness invariants offer a great
deal of flexibility and control to the client over when subjective obligations are
spawned and discharged. In general, the client is responsible for proving that it
enforces the liveness assumptions required by the lock specifications. This allows
them to verify programs where a lock is acquired in one thread but released
in another one. Our ghost signal work does not concern the question of how
to construct optimally abstract yet expressive specifications for busy-waiting
modules.

The expressiveness that TaDA Live offers comes at the price of a proof system
that is significantly more complex than ours. Hence, it is also harder to
mechanize. In particular, TaDA Live is an unstable separation logic. That is, not
all assertions are stable in the sense that assertions can generally be invalidated
by other threads. Meanwhile, assertions used as pre- or postconditions in Hoare
triples require stability since they describe locally owned resources. That is, if
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a relevant shared region protocol permits the environment to take a transition,
then we have to prove that this transition does not invalidate the assertion.
In contrast, we implemented our ghost signals and our CLH lock case study
in VeriFast [99]. Since VeriFast is a stable separation logic, it is difficult or
impossible to use it to implement TaDA Live. For the same reason, it is hard
or impossible to implement TaDA Live in the popular mechanised separation
logic Iris [104]. There is, however, a proof checker called Voila [182, 181] for
TaDA [49] a predecessor of TaDA Live.

Since the publication of our ghost signal paper, we focused on different research
areas. Meanwhile, our research group, specifically Fasse and Jacobs [69],
continues this line of work.

TaDA Live also supports specifying the abstract blocking behaviour of spin and
CLH lock [90] implementations as well as a flexible handling of obligations. The
ongoing work of Fasse and Jacobs [69] extends our ghost signal logic to support
more flexible, modular lock specifications for various lock implementations such
as spin, CLH, ticket [127] and cohort [58, 59] locks. In order to verify the
latter one, they need to treat the creation of obligations more flexibly than it
is currently the case in our ghost signal work. They achieve this flexibility by
letting the client create the obligations instead of the module. In the example
lock specifications we developed, every acquire call spawns an obligation to
release the lock. Since we do not allow threads to pass obligations to arbitrary
other threads, this means that we force the acquiring thread to eventually
release it. In a cohort lock, however, an acquired lock can be passed on to
another thread within the same cohort without releasing it. Our logic does not
support these hand-offs. By passing on the lock, the original owner loses their
chance to discharge their release obligation. Moreover, Fasse and Jacobs are
working on mechanising their logic in Iris.

Liveness and Step-Indexed Logics Reasoning about liveness in step-indexed
logics is an active research topic [170, 168, 172]. The main challenge is to
overcome the restriction that by default, step-indexed logics only allow reasoning
about finite execution prefixes.

Tassarotti et al. [170] focus on verifying liveness in concurrent settings that only
have bounded non-determinism (i.e. languages where each state has only finitely
many successors). This restriction allows them to extend Iris to reason about
fair termination-preserving refinement. Spies et al. [168] propose Transfinite
Iris which uses ordinals instead of natural numbers as step indices. Using
these transfinite step indices instead of finite ones allows them to reason about
termination and termination-preserving refinement in non-concurrent programs.
Timany et al. [172] propose Trillium, a separation logic framework to prove
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intensional refinement relations between a program and an abstract model given
as transition system. In particular, they consider liveness-preserving refinements
concerning concurrent programs under fair scheduling.

5.2 Completeness Thresholds

In § 4 we presented the first notion of completeness thresholds (CT) for software
verification, which allows to obtain unbounded guarantees from bounded proofs.
To be precise, we study CTs for memory safety proofs of array traversing
programs. Bounded verification approaches like bounded model checking (BMC)
offer a high degree of automation and convenience. Yet this comes at the expense
of soundness, since they only explore a finite number of finite execution prefixes.
Bounded model checkers require the user to set two types of bounds upfront:
(i) A bound for input data and (ii) a depth bound limiting the size of the
explored execution prefixes (or alternatively distinct depth bounds for each loop
and recursive function call). In this work, we focus on bounding input data. In
practice, coming up with meaningful bounds is very difficult and requires the
user to take both the target program into account and also the class of errors
they want to find.

Extracting CTs from VCs CTs are a concept originally developed in the
context of model checking finite state transition systems [15, 40]. In this context
CTs are natural numbers that bound the length of path prefixes a model checker
needs to explore to produce a sound proof. The finite nature of these transition
systems allows for the characterisation of CTs in terms of key properties of
the transition system. Programs processing arbitrarily large data structures,
however, correspond to infinite transition systems where said key properties
are often infinite. Naively applying existing approaches would hence lead to
infinite and thus unusable CTs. Instead we study a program’s verification
condition (VC). The VC reflects all potential memory errors that might arise
during the program execution. Most importantly, it shows how different classes
of concrete inputs influence the correctness of the program. In our work, we
show that we can extract a CT Q for a variable x by extracting a validity
preserving subdomain Y ⊆ X from a VC. We prove that Y is validity preserving
by restricting x in the VC to Y and then rewriting the VC until we eliminated x.
If this succeeds, the concrete choice of x ∈ Y does not affect whether or not
a memory error occurs in our program. That is, we can collapse the entire
subdomain Y to an arbitrary representative y ∈ Y . Hence, we found our CT
Q = X \ Y ∪ {y}.
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Increasing Trust in BMC The state space explosion problem and resource
constraints make it often only practical to explore small bounds. Especially
traversing over data structures drives up the computational costs. Obtaining
small CTs for the size of the traversed structure does not only allow us to
obtain unbounded guarantees with respect to one dimension of the proof. In
many cases it will also allow us to reduce the explored size bound and thereby
significantly speed up the proof. We can then reinvest the freed up computation
resources into checking more critical bounds. That is, we can increase another
bound while maintaining the proof’s overall performance. Hence, ultimately we
obtain a bounded proof we can trust significantly more.

As this is an ongoing project, there are several angles that we are going to study
further.

Limitations of CTs In general, VCs over-approximate a program’s correctness
behaviour. That is, it is possible that the VC does not hold, even though
the program is correct. We have to be careful about this when relating
CTs that we extracted from a VC back to the original program. We are
currently investigating this relationship and found that CTs for a variable x
extracted from a VC hold for the program iff the VC does not over-approximate
the influence of x on the correctness of the program. Note that this is
a significantly weaker restriction than requiring that the VC as a whole
does not over-approximate. In appendix § C we formalise this relationship
and call such VCs precise in x (cf. Def. C.7.2). Moreover, we prove a
soundness theorem (cf. Theo. C.8.3) stating that precision is a sufficiently
strong requirement to ensure soundness of any extracted CT with respect to
the original program specification.

Note that this applies to the array traversal pattern and its VC studied in § 4.
Loops are a common cause for over-approximations in VCs. Meanwhile, iteration
over data structures is a common cause for exponential blow ups in model
checking. Therefore, we are going to focus on common traversal patterns for
inductive data structures. We are going to study whether their VCs over-
approximate with respect to the size of the traversed data structures. In case we
find that they do not, we plan to manually compute CTs for the most common
patterns. Model checkers could then automatically search for these patterns
and directly apply our CTs to speed up the model checking process.

Scaling Ultimately, we want to extract CTs for realistic programs that are
much more complex than the array traversal pattern studied in § 4. To achieve
this, we are going to look into several different directions:
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(i) We are going to study the combinatorial properties of memory safety CTs. As
already sketched in the outlook of § 4, we can exploit the structure of a program
when extracting CTs. We are going to investigate how control structures allow
us to extract a CT by combining CTs from their respective sub-ASTs. Once
we know sufficiently many CT combinators, we will be a big step closer to
extracting CTs from realistic programs.

(ii) Consider a program that traverses an array, reads elements and uses the
read values for some further computation f not involving the array nor its
size s. Intuitively, f should not affect the CT for s. Yet, VCs tend to get very
complex very fast. Hence, proving that we can ignore the sub-VC corresponding
to f proves tricky on the VC level. Meanwhile, program slicing [180] is an
established technique that allows us to do exactly that: Slicing off the parts
of the program not affected by s. We are going to look into this. It seems
promising that (i) and (ii) together will allow us to compute array-size CTs for
realistic programs traversing arrays.

(iii) We are also going to investigate CTs for programs traversing inductive data
structures besides arrays, e.g., lists and trees. The mechanism of extracting
a CT remains the same regardless of the data structure. The VC, however,
and also the traversal patterns we need to study grow in complexity with the
traversed structure. We are confident that extending our results to lists will be
straight-forward. Though, we expect it to be more difficult to do the same for
tree structures. Mainly because of the complexity of common traversal patterns
like breadth-first-search.

Case Study Once we are able to extract CTs for realistic programs, we plan to
empirically evaluate their impact on the runtime of industrial-grade BMC proofs.
Our evaluation target will be FreeRTOS’s TCP/IP stack [56]. FreeRTOS [55]
is an open source, real-time operating system used by many commercial IoT
vendors. The FreeRTOS team heavily relies on CBMC – an industrial-strength,
open source bounded model checker – to ensure the correctness of their system.
In particular, the repository of their TCP stack contains many CBMC proofs
for functions traversing over TCP buffer arrays. We plan to select a number of
these functions, which we then manually transcribe to the WHILE language we
study in our CT work. Once we extracted CTs from those transcribed programs,
we are going to apply them to the existing CBMC proofs and measure the speed
up. We are going to run each proof with two sets of bounds: Once with its
original bounds and once with minimal bounds according to the extracted CTs.
The runtime difference, will then be the speed up we can attribute to our CTs.

We are aware that CTs extracted from transcribed programs are not a perfect
fit for the original C programs. There’s always a risk that the transcription
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misses some intricacies of C semantics. However, we are confident that these
experiments are sufficiently precise to convey insights into the magnitude of
speed up CTs allow for.

Generalise CTs At last, we are currently working on generalising CTs to
arbitrary correctness properties. We found that this is straight-forward for the
theoretical foundations of our work, i.e., the definition of CTs and all theorems
presented in § 4 and appendix § C.

In appendix § D we present a generalised CT theory that considers an abstract
notion of program correctness. Thereby, it covers both safety and liveness
properties such as memory safety and termination, but also more complex
functional correctness properties. In particular, it subsumes the memory
safety CT theory presented in appendix § C. We present a generalised notion
of precision (cf. Def. D.2.4) and a soundness theorem (cf. Theo D.2.11) for
the generalised theory. The latter states that (analogous to the special case,
cf. Theo. C.8.3) precision is a sufficiently strong requirement to ensure soundness
of any extracted CT with respect to the original program specification. Moreover,
we show that – following the intuition behind CTs – CTs are subdomains that
cover error equivalence classes (cf. Theo. D.2.20). This justifies extracting CTs
by factoring out potential error equivalence classes.

Most of the time, it is sufficient to treat correctness as an arbitrary predicate.
The same can, however, not be said for their combinatorial properties. Those
heavily depend on the studied correctness property. Memory safety CTs are
fairly easy to combine, because memory safety is essentially a local property,
as long as we do not change the memory layout relevant for the CT. We are
planning to look into more correctness properties and see whether we can from
that extract a locality requirement that allows for CT combinators similar to
the memory safety ones.
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Appendix A

Ghost Signals: Formalization
& Case Studies

This chapter formalizes the work described in chapter 3 and presents additional
case studies. The contents of this chapter were previously published on arXiv
in the form of an appendix of the extended version of the ghost signal paper:

T. Reinhard and Bart Jacobs. Ghost Signals: Verifying Termination
of Busy Waiting (Extended Version). arXiv, CoRR, abs/2010.11762,
2021. https://doi.org/10.48550/arXiv.2010.11762

In this appendix, we formalize our approach and prove its soundness. We
start in § A.1 by defining the notations we use. In § A.2 we define the simple
programming language we consider in this work. In § A.3 we define our logic
and in particular provide a full overview of all the proof and view shift rules we
use and state a soundness theorem. In § A.4 we prove our approach sound. Our
proof utilizes an annotated semantics that keeps track of ghost resources and
thereby connects the runtime and the verification level. We define it in § A.4.1.
Afterwards, in § A.4.2 we define a model for Hoare triples and prove that every
triple that we can derive with our proof rules also holds in our model. In § A.4.3
we use this model and the annotated semantics to prove our soundness theorem.
At last, in § A.5 we present two verification case studies. In § A.5.1 we provide a
detailed proof outline for the realistic example presented in § 3.3. In § A.5.2 we
present and verify a similar program but with a statically unbounded number
of producer and consumer threads.
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A.1 General

Definition A.1.1 (Projections). For any Cartesian product C =
∏
i∈I Ai and

any index k ∈ I, we denote the kth projection by πCk :
∏
i∈I Ai → Ak. We define

πCk ((ai)i∈I) := ak.

In case the domain C is clear from the context, we write πk instead of πCk .

Definition A.1.2 (Disjoint Union). Let A,B be sets. We define their disjoint
union as

A ⊔B := A ∪B

if A ∩B = ∅ and leave it undefined otherwise.

Definition A.1.3 (Bags). For any set X we define the set of bags Bags(X)
and the set of finite bags Bagsfin(X) over X as

Bags(X) := X → N,
Bagsfin(X) := {B ∈ Bags(X) | {x ∈ B | B(x) > 0} finite}.

We define union and subtraction of bags as

(B1 ⊎B2)(x) := B1(x) +B2(x),
(B1 \B2)(x) := max(0, B1(x) −B2(x)).

For finite bags where the domain is clear from the context, we define the following
set-like notation:

∅ := x 7→ 0,

{[x]} :=
{
x 7→ 1
y 7→ 0 for y ̸= x,

{[x1, . . . , xn]} :=
n⊎
i=1

{[xi]}.

Further, we define for any n ∈ N the notation:

n · {[x]} := {[x, . . . , x︸ ︷︷ ︸
n times

]}.

We define the following set-like notations for element and subset relationship:

x ∈ B ⇔ B(x) > 0,
B1 ⊆ B2 ⇔ ∀x ∈ B1. B1(x) ≤ B2(x),
B1 ⊂ B2 ⇔ ∃C ⊆ B1. C ̸= ∅ ∧ B1 = B2 \ C.
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For any bag B ∈ Bags(X) and predicate P ⊆ X we define the following
refinement:

{[x ∈ B | P (x)]} :=
{
x 7→ B(x) if P (x),
x 7→ 0 otherwise.

Definition A.1.4 (Disjoint Union). Let A,B be sets. We define their disjoint
union as

A ⊔B := A ∪B

if A ∩B = ∅ and leave it undefined otherwise.

A.2 Language

In this section and the next, we present our approach formally. In this section,
we define the programming language; in § A.3 we define the proof system.

We consider a simple imperative programming language with support for multi-
threading, shared memory and synchronization via mutexes. For its definition
we assume (i) an infinite set of program variables x ∈ X , (ii) an infinite set
of heap locations ℓ ∈ Locs, (iii) a set of values v ∈ Values which includes
heap locations, Booleans B = {True,False} and the unit value tt, (iv) a set of
operations op ∈ Ops and (v) an infinite, totally ordered and well-founded set of
thread IDs θ ∈ Θ.

Definition A.2.1 (Syntax). We define the sets of commands Cmds and
expressions Exps according to the syntax presented in Fig. A.1.

The language contains standard sets of pure expressions Exps and (potentially)
side-effectful commands Cmds. The latter includes commands for heap
allocation and manipulation, forking and loops. We define physical heaps [100]
(as opposed to logical heaps [100] presented in the next section) as a finite set
of physical resource chunks. A points-to chunk ℓ 7→ v expresses that heap
location ℓ points to value v [155, 100]. Moreover, we have chunks to represent
unlocked and locked mutexes.

Definition A.2.2 (Physical Resources). We define the set of physical resources
Rphys syntactically as follows:

rp ∈ Rphys ::= ℓ 7→ v | unlockedpRes(ℓ) | lockedpRes(ℓ)

ℓ ∈ Locs v ∈ Values
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x ∈ X : Program variables ℓ ∈ Locs : Heap locations
v ∈ Values ⊇ {tt} ∪ B ∪ Locs : Values op ∈ Ops : Operations

(a) Assumed sets and variables. X and Locs infinite.

e ∈ Exps ::= x | v | e = e | ¬e | op(ē)
c ∈ Cmds ::= e | while c do skip | fork c | let x := c in c |

if c then c | cons(e) | [e] | [e] := e | new_mutex |
acquire e | release e

E ∈ EvalCtxts ::= if □ then c | let x :=□ in c

(b) Expressions and commands.

with e await c := (while acquire e; let r := c in release e; ¬r do skip)
c ; c′ := (let r := c in c′)
e ̸= e′ := ¬(e = e)
e′′([e]) := (let r :=[e] in e′′(r))

(c) Syntactic sugar. e′′(y) expression with free variable y. r ∈ X not free in e, e′′, c′.

Figure A.1: Syntax.

Definition A.2.3 (Physical Heaps). We define the set of physical heaps as

Heapsphys := Pfin(Rphys)

and the function locspRes : Heapsphys → Pfin(Locs) mapping physical heaps to
the sets of allocated heap locations as

locspRes(h) := {ℓ ∈ Locs | unlockedpRes(ℓ) ∈ h ∨ lockedpRes(ℓ) ∈ h ∨
∃v ∈ Values. ℓ 7→ v ∈ h}.

We denote physical heaps by h.

We represent a program state by a physical heap and a thread pool, which we
define as a partial function mapping a finite number of thread IDs to threads.
Thread IDs are unique and never reused. Hence, we represent running threads
by commands and terminated ones by term instead of removing threads from
the pool. For the following definition, remember that we assume the set of
thread IDs Θ to be infinite and well-founded.

Definition A.2.4 (Thread Pools). We define the set of thread pools TP as the
set of finite partial functions mapping thread IDs to threads:

TP := Θ ⇀fin (Cmds ∪ {term}).
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The symbol term represents a terminated thread. We denote thread pools by P ,
thread IDs by θ and the empty thread pool by ∅tp, i.e.,

∅tp : Θ ⇀fin (Cmds ∪ {term}),
dom(∅tp) = ∅.

We define the operation +tp : TP × {C ⊂ Cmds | |C| ≤ 1} → TP as follows:

P +tp ∅ := P,
P +tp{c} := P [θnew := c] for θnew := min(Θ \ dom(P )).

We define the operational semantics of our language in terms of two small-step
reduction relations: ⇝st for single threads and ⇝tp for thread pools. Since
expressions are pure and their evaluation is deterministic we identify closed
expressions with their ascribed value. (i) h, c⇝st h

′, c′, T expresses that heap h
and command c are reduced in a single step to h′ and c′ and that this thread
forks a set of threads T . This set is either empty or a singleton as no step forks
more than one thread. (ii) h, P θ

⇝tp h
′, P ′ expresses that heap h and thread

pool P are reduced in a single step to h′ and P ′. ID θ identifies the thread
reduced in this step.

Definition A.2.5 (Evaluation of Closed Expressions). We define a partial
evaluation function [[·]] : Exps ⇀ Values on expressions by recursion on the
structure of expressions as follows:

[[v]] := v if v ∈ Values,
[[e = e′]] := True if [[e]] = [[e′]] ̸= ⊥,
[[e = e′]] := False if [[e]] ̸= [[e′]] ∧ [[e]] ̸= ⊥ ∧ [[e′]] ̸= ⊥,
[[¬e]] := False if [[e]] = True,
[[¬e]] := True if [[e]] = False,
[[e]] := ⊥ otherwise.

We identify closed expressions e with their ascribed value [[e]].

Definition A.2.6 (Evaluation Context). We define the set of evaluation
contexts EvalCtxts syntactically as follows:

E ∈ EvalCtxts ::= if □ then c | let x :=□ in c

c ∈ Cmds x ∈ X

For any c ∈ Cmds and E ∈ EvalCtxts, we define E[c] := E[□ 7→ c].

Note that for every c ∈ Cmds, E ∈ EvalCtxts, we have E[c] ∈ Cmds.
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Definition A.2.7 (Single Thread Reduction Relation). We define a reduction
relation ⇝st for single threads according to the rules presented in Figure A.2. A
reduction step has the form

h, c⇝st h
′, c′, T

for a set of forked threads T ⊂ Cmds with |T | ≤ 1.

For simplicity of notation, we omit T if it is clear from the context that no
thread is forked and T = ∅.

Definition A.2.8 (Thread Pool Reduction Relation). We define a thread
pool reduction relation ⇝tp according to the rules presented in Figure A.3. A
reduction step has the form

h, P
θ
⇝tp h

′, P ′.

As thread scheduling is non-deterministic, so is our thread pool reduction
relation ⇝tp. Consider the minimal example we presented in Fig. 3.7a in § 3.2.3
to illustrate busy waiting for a shared memory flag to be set. It does not
terminate if the main thread is never scheduled after the new thread was forked.
Hence, our verification approach relies on the assumption of fair scheduling.
That is, we assume that every thread is always eventually scheduled while it
remains running. Further, we represent program executions by sequences of
reduction steps. As we primarily consider infinite sequences in this work, we
define reduction sequences to be infinite to simplify our terminology.

Definition A.2.9 (Reduction Sequence). Let (hi)i∈N and (Pi)i∈N be infinite
sequences of physical heaps and thread pools, respectively. We call (hi, Pi)i∈N
a reduction sequence if there exists a sequence of thread IDs (θi)i∈N such that
hi, Pi

θi⇝tp hi+1, Pi+1 holds for every i ∈ N.

Definition A.2.10 (Fairness). We call a reduction sequence (hi, Pi)i∈N fair iff
for all i ∈ N and θ ∈ dom(Pi) with Pi(θ) ̸= term there exists some k ≥ i with

hk, Pk
θ
⇝tp hk+1, Pk+1.

A.3 Logic

In this section we formalize the logic we sketched in § 3.2. For the definition
we assume (i) an infinite set of ghost signal IDs id ∈ ID and (ii) an infinite,
partially ordered and well-founded set of levels L ∈ Levs. We denote the level
order relation by <L.
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ST-Red-EvalCtxt
h, c⇝st h

′, c′, T

h,E[c]⇝st h
′, E[c′], T

ST-Red-Fork
h, fork c⇝st h, tt, {c}

ST-Red-IfTrue
h, if True then c⇝st h, c

ST-Red-IfFalse
h, if False then c⇝st h, tt

ST-Red-Let
h, let x := v in c⇝st h, c[x 7→ v]

ST-Red-While
h,while c do skip⇝st h, if c then while c do skip

ST-Red-Cons
ℓ ̸∈ locspRes(h)

h, cons(v)⇝st h ∪ {ℓ 7→ v}, ℓ

ST-Red-ReadHeapLoc
ℓ 7→ v ∈ h

h, [ℓ]⇝st h, v

ST-Red-Assign
h ⊔ {ℓ 7→ v′}, [ℓ] := v ⇝st h ⊔ {ℓ 7→ v}, tt

ST-Red-NewMutex
ℓ ̸∈ locspRes(h)

h,new_mutex⇝st h ∪ {unlockedpRes(ℓ)}, ℓ

ST-Red-Acquire
h ⊔ {unlockedpRes(ℓ)},acquire ℓ⇝st h ⊔ {lockedpRes(ℓ)}, tt

ST-Red-Release
h ⊔ {lockedpRes(ℓ)}, release ℓ⇝st h ⊔ {unlockedpRes(ℓ)}, tt

Figure A.2: Single thread reduction rules.

TP-Red-Lift
P (θ) = c h, c⇝st h

′, c′, T

h, P
θ
⇝tp h

′, P [θ := c′] +tp T

TP-Red-Term
P (θ) = v

h, P
θ
⇝tp h, P [θ := term]

Figure A.3: Thread pool reduction rules
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Definition A.3.1 (Fractions). We define the set of fractions as

F := {f ∈ Q | 0 < f ≤ 1}

and denote fractions by f .

Definition A.3.2 (Obligations, Signals & Mutexes). We define the set of
obligations O and signals S as

O := (Locs ∪ ID) × Levs,
S := ID × Levs.

We denote bags of obligations by O ∈ Bags(O), signals by s ∈ S and mutexes by
m ∈ Locs× Levs. For convenience of notation, we define the following selector
functions:

(id,_).id := id for signals,
(ℓ,_).loc := ℓ for mutexes,
(_, L).lev := L for signals, mutexes and obligations.

Definition A.3.3 (Assertions). We define the set of assertions A according to
the syntax presented in Figure A.4.1 We omit the index set I in quantifications
when its choice becomes clear from the context and write ∃i. a(i) and ∀i. a(i)
instead of ∃i ∈ I. a(i) and ∀i ∈ I. a(i), respectively.

In § A.2, we used physical resources and heaps to model a program’s state.
We use assertions to capture which fraction of a physical resource and which
ghost resources a thread owns. Therefore, we have to interpret assertions in an
extended notion of state. We define logical heaps and logical resources [100] which
correspond to physical ones but additionally encompass ghost resources and
ownership. For instance, logical resources include signal chunks and initialized
mutex chunks are associated with a lock invariant. Rather than being a set of
resources, logical heaps map logical resources to fractions. This allows us to
express which portion of a resource a thread owns.

Definition A.3.4 (Logical Resources). We define the set of logical resources
Rlog syntactically as follows:

rl ∈ Rlog ::= ℓ 7→ v | signallRes((id, L), b) | uninitlRes(ℓ) |
mutexlRes((ℓ, L), a) | lockedlRes((ℓ, L), a, f) | obslRes(O)

1That is, we define A as the least fixpoint of F where F (A) = {True, False} ∪ {¬a | a ∈
A} ∪ {a1 ∧ a2 | a1, a2 ∈ A} ∪ · · · ∪ {

∨
A′ | A′ ⊆ A} ∪ . . . . Since F is a monotonic function

over a complete lattice, it has a least fixpoint according to the Knaster-Tarski theorem [169].
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A ⊆ A Index set I

a ∈ A ::= True | False | ¬a | a ∧ a | a ∨ a | a ∗ a | [f ]ℓ 7→ v
|
∨
A

| uninit(ℓ) | [f ]mutex((ℓ, L), a) | locked((ℓ, L), a, f)
| signal((id, L), b) | obs(O)

(a) Assertion syntax. We omit quantification domain I when it is clear from the
context.

a1 → a2 := ¬a1 ∨ a2
a1 ↔ a2 := (a1 → a2) ∧ (a2 → a1)
∃i ∈ I. a(i) :=

∨
{a(i) | i ∈ I}

∀i ∈ I. a(i) := ¬∃i ∈ I.¬a(i)

(b) Syntactic sugar.

Figure A.4: Assertions.

Further, we define the function getHLocslRes : Rlog → Locs mapping logical
resources to their respective (either empty or singleton) set of involved heap
locations as

getHLocslRes(ℓ 7→ v) := {ℓ},
getHLocslRes(uninitlRes(ℓ)) := {ℓ},
getHLocslRes(mutexlRes((ℓ, L), a)) := {ℓ},
getHLocslRes(lockedlRes((ℓ, L), a, f)) := {ℓ},
getHLocslRes(_) := ∅ otherwise.

Definition A.3.5 (Logical Heaps). We define the set of logical heaps as

H ∈ Heapslog := Rlog → {q ∈ Q | q ≥ 0}.

We define the empty logical heap ∅log as the constant zero function

∅log : rl 7→ 0.

We denote logical heaps by H, point-wise addition by + and multiplication with
non-negative rationals by ·, i.e.,

(H1 +H2)(rl) := H1(rl) +H2(rl),
(q ·H)(rl) := q · (H(rl))

for q ∈ Q with q ≥ 0. We give · a higher precedence than +. For convenience
of notation we represent logical heaps containing finitely many resources by sets
of resources as follows

{rl
1, . . . , r

l
n} :=

{
rl
i 7→ 1
x 7→ 0 if x ̸∈ {rl

1, . . . , r
l
n}.
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Definition A.3.6 (Logical Heap Predicates). Let H be a logical heap. We call
H complete and write completelh(H) if it contains exactly one obligations chunk,
i.e., if there exists a bag of obligations O with H(obslRes(O)) = 1 and if there
does not exist any bag of obligations O′ with O ̸= O′ and H(obslRes(O′)) > 0.

We call H finite and write finitelh(H) if it contains only finitely many resources,
i.e., if the set {rl ∈ Rlog | H(rl) > 0} is finite.

We call H consistent and write consistentlh(H) if (i) it contains only full
obligations chunks, i.e., if

H(obslRes(O)) ∈ N

holds for all O ∈ Bags(O) and if (ii) heap locations are unique in H, i.e.,
if there are no rl

1, r
l
2 ∈ Rlog with rl

1 ̸= rl
2, H(rl

1) > 0, H(rl
2) > 0 and with

getHLocslRes(rl
1) ∩ getHLocslRes(rl

2) ̸= ∅.

We interpret assertions in terms of a model relation. H ⊨A a expresses that
assertion a holds with respect to logical heap H. Further, we define the view
shift relation ⇛ and the proof relation ⊢ we sketched in § 3.2.
Definition A.3.7 (Assertion Model Relation). We define a model relation
⊨A ⊂ Heapslog × A for assertions by recursion on the structure of assertions
according to the rules presented in Figure A.5. We write H ⊨A a to express that
logical heap H models assertion a and H ̸⊨A a to express that H ⊨A a does not
hold.

Definition A.3.8. Let L ∈ Levs, O ∈ Bags(O). We define ≺L ⊂ Levs× O as

L ≺L O ⇐⇒ ∀o ∈ O. L <L o.lev.

Definition A.3.9 (View Shift). We define a view shift relation ⇛ ⊂ A × A
according to the rules presented in Fig. A.6.

Definition A.3.10 (Proof Relation). We define a proof relation ⊢ ⊂ A ×
Cmds × (Values → A) according to the rules presented in Fig. A.7 and A.8. We
state the provability of a Hoare triple in the form of ⊢ {A} c {λr.B(r)} where
r captures the value returned by c. To simplify the notation, we omit the result
value if it is clear from the context or irrelevant.

Following the intuition provided in § 3.2, we can prove that a program terminates
by proving that it discharges all obligations. The following theorem states that
this approach is sound.
Theorem A.3.11 (Soundness). Let ⊢ {obs(∅)} c {obs(∅)} hold. There exists
no fair, infinite reduction sequence (hi, Pi)i∈N with h0 = ∅ and P0 = {(θ0, c)}
for any choice of θ0.
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H ⊨A True
H ̸⊨A False
H ⊨A ¬a if H ̸⊨A a
H ⊨A a1 ∧ a2 if H ⊨A a1 ∧H ⊨A a2
H ⊨A a1 ∨ a2 if H ⊨A a1 ∨H ⊨A a2
H ⊨A a1 ∗ a2 if ∃H1, H2 ∈ Heapslog. H = H1 +H2 ∧

H1 ⊨A a1 ∧H2 ⊨A a2
H ⊨A [f ]ℓ 7→ v if H(ℓ 7→ v) ≥ f
H ⊨A

∨
A if ∃a ∈ A. H ⊨A a

H ⊨A [f ]uninit(ℓ) if H(uninitlRes(ℓ)) ≥ f
H ⊨A [f ]mutex(m,P ) if H(mutexlRes(m,P )) ≥ f
H ⊨A [f ]locked(m,P, fu) if H(lockedlRes(m,P, fu)) ≥ f
H ⊨A [f ]signal(s, b) if H(signallRes(s, b)) ≥ f
H ⊨A obs(O) if H(obslRes(O)) ≥ 1

Figure A.5: Assertion model relation. H ̸⊨A a expresses that H ⊨A a does not
hold.

VS-SemImp
∀H. consistentlh(H) ∧H ⊨A A ⇒ H ⊨A B

A⇛ B

VS-Trans
A⇛ C C ⇛ B

A⇛ B

VS-Or
A1 ⇛ B A2 ⇛ B

A1 ∨A2 ⇛ B

VS-NewSignal
L ∈ Levs

obs(O)⇛ ∃id. obs(O ⊎ {[(id, L)]}) ∗ signal((id, L),False)

VS-SetSignal
obs(O ⊎ {[s]}) ∗ signal(s,_)⇛ obs(O) ∗ signal(s,True)

VS-MutInit
L ∈ Levs

uninit(ℓ) ∗ P ⇛ mutex((ℓ, L), P )

VS-GhostLoop
∀n′. (I(n′) ∧ n′ > 0⇛ I(n′ − 1))

I(n) ∧ n ≥ 0⇛ I(0)

Figure A.6: View shift rules.
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PR-Frame
⊢ {A} c {B}

⊢ {A ∗ F} c {B ∗ F}

PR-ViewShift
A⇛ A′ ⊢ {A′} c {B′} B′ ⇛ B

⊢ {A} c {B}

PR-Exp
[[e]] ∈ Values

⊢ {True} e {λr. r = [[e]]}

PR-Exists
∀a ∈ A. ⊢ {a} c {B}

⊢ {
∨
A} c {B}

PR-Fork
⊢ {obs(Of ) ∗A} c {obs(∅)}

⊢ {obs(Om ⊎Of ) ∗A} fork c {λr. obs(Om) ∗ r = tt}

(a) Basic Proof Rules.

PR-If
⊢ {A} cb {λb. C(b) ∧ (b = True ∨ b = False)}

⊢ {C(True)} ct {B} C(False)⇛ B

⊢ {A} if cb then ct {B}

PR-Await
S ⊂fin S ∀O′′. (∃s. signal(s,False) ∗R(s,O′′)⇛ I(O′′) ∗ P ){

obs(O′ ⊎ {[m]}) ∗ I(O′) ∗ P
}

∀O′. ⊢ c
λb. ∃O′′. obs(O′′ ⊎ {[m]})

∗ if b
then P ∗B(O′′)
else ∃s ∈ S. signal(s,False) ∗R(s,O′′) ∗ s.lev ≺L O

′′

∗m.lev ≺L O
′′


⊢

{obs(O) ∗ [f ]mutex(m,P ) ∗ I(O) ∗m.lev ≺L O}
with m await c
{∃O′. obs(O′) ∗ [f ]mutex(m,P ) ∗B(O′)}

PR-While-Dec
∀n′. ⊢ {I(n′)} cb {λb. if b then ∃n′′. 0 ≤ n′′ < n′ ∧ I(n′′) else B}

⊢ {I(n) ∧ n ≥ 0} while cb do skip {B}

PR-Let
⊢ {A} c {λr. C(r)} ∀v. ⊢ {C(v)} c′[x 7→ v] {B}

⊢ {A} let x := c in c′ {B}

(b) Control Structures.

Figure A.7: Proof rules (part 1).
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PR-Acquire
m.lev ≺L O

⊢
{obs(O) ∗ [f ]mutex(m,P )}

acquire m.loc
{λr. r = tt ∗ obs(O ⊎ {[m]}) ∗ locked(m,P, f) ∗ P}

PR-Release

⊢
{obs(O ⊎ {[m]}) ∗ locked(m,P, f) ∗A}

release m.loc
{obs(O) ∗ [f ]mutex(m,P ) ∗B}

PR-NewMutex
⊢ {True} new_mutex {λℓ. uninit(ℓ)}

(a) Mutexes.

PR-Cons
⊢ {True} cons(v) {λℓ. ℓ 7→ v}

PR-ReadHeapLoc
⊢ {[f ]ℓ 7→ v} [ℓ] {λr. r = v ∗ [f ]ℓ 7→ v}

PR-AssignToHeap
⊢ {ℓ 7→ _} [ℓ] := v {λr. r = tt ∗ ℓ 7→ v}

(b) Heap Access.

Figure A.8: Proof rules (part 2).

A.4 Soundness

We already sketched the high-level intuition behind our soundness argument in
§ 3.2.1. In this section, we prove it formally. In § A.4.1 we define an annotated
reduction semantics that tracks which resources threads own (including ghost
resources). In § A.4.2 we define a model relation for Hoare triples and prove
that every specification we can derive with our proof rules also holds in our
model. In § A.4.3 we use the annotated semantics and the model relation to
prove the soundness theorem we stated above.

A.4.1 Annotated Semantics

During runtime, all threads share one physical heap where every thread is free
to access every resource. This does not reflect the notions of ownership and
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c ∈ Cmds+ ::= e | while c do skip | fork c |
let x := c in c | if c then c | cons(e) |
[e] | [e] := e |
new_mutex | acquire e | release e |

with S, ℓ await c | while n, c do skip
n ∈ N
S ⊂fin S finite set of signals

Figure A.9: Extended set of commands for intermediate representation.

lock invariants which we maintain on the verification level. It also does not
allow us to restrict actions based on levels, e.g., only allowing the acquisition
of a mutex if its level is lower than the level of each held obligation. Hence:
(i) We annotate every thread by a logical heap to express which resources it
owns (including ghost resources) and thereby obtain an annotated thread pool.
(ii) We represent the program state by an annotated heap that keeps track of
lock invariants and levels. In particular, we associate unlocked mutexes with
logical heaps to represent the resources they protect. Since annotated heaps
keep track of levels, they also keep track of signals.

Definition A.4.1 (Intermediate Representation). We define an extended set
of commands Cmds+ according to the syntax presented in Figure A.9.

For the rest of this appendix, commands c refer to the extended set of commands,
i.e., c ∈ Cmds+.

Definition A.4.2 (Annotated Resources). We define the set of annotated
resources AnnoRes as

ra ∈ AnnoRes ::= ℓ 7→ v | uninitaRes(ℓ) |
unlockedaRes((ℓ, L), a,H) | lockedaRes((ℓ, L), a, f) |
signalaRes((id, L), b)

where H does not contain any obligations chunks.

Definition A.4.3 (Annotated Heaps). We define the set of annotated heaps as

Heapsannot := Pfin(AnnoRes),
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the function locsah : Heapsannot → Pfin(Locs) mapping annotated heaps to the
sets of allocated heap locations as

locsah(ha) := {ℓ ∈ Locs | ∃v ∈ Values. ∃L ∈ Levs. ∃a ∈ A.
∃H ∈ Heapslog. ∃f ∈ F .
ℓ 7→ v ∈ ha ∨ uninitaRes(ℓ) ∈ ha ∨
unlockedaRes((ℓ, L), a,H) ∈ ha ∨
lockedaRes((ℓ, L), a, f) ∈ ha}

and the function idsah : Heapsannot → Pfin(ID) mapping annotated heaps to sets
of allocated signal IDs as

idsah(ha) := {id ∈ ID | ∃L ∈ Levs. ∃b ∈ B. signalaRes((id, L), b) ∈ ha}.

We denote annotated heaps by ha.

We call an annotated heap ha finite and write finiteah(ha) if there exists no chunk
unlockedaRes((ℓ, L), a,H) ∈ ha for which finitelh(H) does not hold.

Physical, annotated and logical heaps represent program states on different
abstraction levels. While each level focuses on different aspects of the program
state, they also share information. For instance, all three kinds of heaps use
points-to chunks. Also, annotated and logical heaps both have signal chunks.
Therefore, when referring to multiple kinds of heaps to talk about the same
program state, we have to ensure that their contents match and do not contradict
each other. We call such heaps compatible. The following definitions make this
precise.

Definition A.4.4 (Compatibility of Annotated and Physical Heaps). We
inductively define a relation ∼ah ph ⊂ Heapsannot × Rphys between annotated and
physical heaps such that the following holds:

∅ ∼ah ph ∅,
ℓ 7→ v ∪ ha ∼ah ph ℓ 7→ v ∪ h,

uninitaRes(ℓ) ∪ ha ∼ah ph unlockedpRes(ℓ) ∪ h,

unlockedaRes((ℓ, L), P,HP ) ∪ ha ∼ah ph unlockedpRes(ℓ) ∪ h,

lockedaRes((ℓ, L), P, f) ∪ ha ∼ah ph lockedpRes(ℓ) ∪ h,

signalaRes(s, b) ∪ ha ∼ah ph h,

where ha ∈ Heapsannot and h ∈ Heapsphys are annotated and physical heaps with
ha ∼ah ph h.

Definition A.4.5 (Compatibility of Annotated and Logical Heaps). We
inductively define a relation ∼ah lh ⊂ Heapsannot × Heapslog between annotated
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and logical heaps such that the following holds:

∅ ∼ah lh ∅log,
ha ∪ {ℓ 7→ v} ∼ah lh H + {ℓ 7→ v},
ha ∪ {uninitaRes(ℓ)} ∼ah lh H + {uninitlRes(ℓ)},
ha ∪ {unlockedaRes(m,P,HP )} ∼ah lh H + {mutexlRes(m,P )} +HP ,
ha ∪ {lockedaRes(m,P, f)} ∼ah lh H + {lockedlRes(m,P, f)}

+ (1 − f) · {mutexlRes(m,P )},
ha ∪ {signalaRes(s, b)} ∼ah lh H + {signallRes(s, b)},
ha ∼ah lh H + {obslRes(O)},

where ha ∈ Heapsannot and H ∈ Heapslog are annotated and logical heaps with
ℓ,m.loc ̸∈ locsah(ha), s.id ̸∈ idsah(ha) and ha ∼ah lh H.

We define annotated versions ⇝atp and ⇝ast of the relations ⇝tp and ⇝st,
respectively. The annotated reduction semantics we thereby obtain needs to
reflect ghost proof steps implemented by view shifts. Hence, we define ⇝atp
in terms of two relations: (i) ⇝ghost for ghost steps and (i) ⇝real for actual
program execution steps. The annotated semantics ensure that a reduction gets
stuck if a thread violates any of the restrictions formulated by our proof rules.

Definition A.4.6 (Annotated Single Thread Reduction Relation). We define
a reduction relation ⇝ast for annotated threads according to the rules presented
in Fig. A.10 and A.11. A reduction step has the form

ha, H, c⇝ast h
a′, H ′, c′, T a

for a set of annotated forked threads T a ⊂ Heapslog × Cmds with |T a| ≤ 1.

It indicates that given annotated heap ha and a logical heap H, command c can
be reduced to annotated heap ha′, logical heap H ′ and command c′. The either
empty or singleton set T a represents whether a new thread is forked in this step.

For simplicity of notation we omit T a if it is clear from the context that no
thread is forked and T a = ∅.

Definition A.4.7 (Annotated Thread Pools). We define the set of annotated
thread pools TPa as the set of finite partial functions mapping thread IDs to
annotated threads:

TPa := Θ ⇀fin Heapslog × (Cmds+ ∪ {term}).

We denote annotated thread pools by P a and the empty thread pool by ∅atp, i.e.,

∅atp : Θ ⇀fin Heapslog × (Cmds+ ∪ {term}),
dom(∅atp) = ∅.
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AST-Red-EvalCtxt
ha, H, c⇝ast h

a′, H ′, c′, T

ha, H,E[c]⇝ast h
a′, H ′, E[c′], T

AST-Red-Fork
ha, Hm + {obslRes(Om ⊎Of )} +Hf , fork c⇝ast
ha, Hm + {obslRes(Om)}, tt, {({obslRes(Of )} +Hf ), c)}

(a) Basic constructs.

AST-Red-IfTrue
ha, H, if True then c⇝ast h

a, H, c
AST-Red-IfFalse
ha, H, if False then c⇝ast h

a, H, tt

AST-Red-Let
ha, H, let x := v in c⇝ast h

a, H, c[x 7→ v]

(b) Control structures.

AST-Red-Cons
ℓ ̸∈ locsah(ha)

ha, H, cons(v)
⇝ast ha ∪ {ℓ 7→ v}, H + {ℓ 7→ v}, ℓ

AST-Red-ReadHeapLoc
ℓ 7→ v ∈ ha

ha, H, [ℓ]⇝ast h
a, H, v

AST-Red-Assign
h ⊔ {ℓ 7→ v}, H + {ℓ 7→ v}, [ℓ] := v ⇝ast h ⊔ {ℓ 7→ v′}, H + {ℓ 7→ v′}, tt

(c) Heap access.

AST-Red-NewMutex
ℓ ̸∈ locsah(ha)

ha, H,new_mutex⇝ast h
a ∪ {uninitaRes(ℓ)}, H + {uninitlRes(ℓ)}, ℓ

AST-Red-Acquire
f ∈ F m.lev ≺L O

ha ⊔ {unlockedaRes(m, a,HP )},
H + {obslRes(O)} + f · {mutexlRes(m,P )},
acquire m.loc
⇝ast ha ⊔ {lockedaRes(m,P, f)},

H + {obslRes(O ⊎ {[m]}), lockedlRes(m,P, f)} +HP ,
tt

AST-Red-Release
HP ⊨A P consistentlh(HP ) ∃O. H(obslRes(O)) ≥ 1

ha ⊔ {lockedaRes(m,P, f)}, H + {obslRes(O ⊎ {[m]}), lockedlRes(m,P, f)} +HP ,
release m.loc
⇝ast ha ⊔ {unlockedaRes(m,P,HP )}, H + {obslRes(O)} + f · {mutexlRes(m,P )},

tt

(d) Mutexes.

Figure A.10: Annotated single thread reduction rules (part 1).
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AST-Red-WhileDec-Init
n ≥ 0

ha, H,while c do skip⇝ast h
a, H,while n, c do skip

AST-Red-WhileDec
n ≥ 0

ha, H,while n, c do skip⇝ast h
a, H, if c then while n− 1, c do skip

AST-Red-Await-Init
S ⊂fin S r ∈ X

ha, H,with ℓ await c⇝ast h
a, H, if acquire ℓ; let r := c in release ℓ; ¬r

then with S, ℓ await c

AST-Red-Await
r ∈ X H(obslRes(O)) ≥ 1

(id, L) ∈ S L ≺L O H(signallRes((id, L),False)) ≥ 1
ha, H,with S, ℓ await c⇝ast h

a, H, if acquire ℓ; let r := c in release ℓ; ¬r
then with S, ℓ await c

(a) Loops and auxiliary commands.

Figure A.11: Annotated single thread reduction rules (part 2).

We define the extension operation +atp analogously to +tp, cf. Definition A.2.4.

For convenience of notation we define selector functions for annotated threads
as

(H, c).heap := H,
(H, c).cmd := c.

Definition A.4.8 (Ghost Reduction Relation). We define a thread pool
reduction relation ⇝ghost according to the rules presented in Fig. A.12 to express
ghost steps. A ghost reduction step has the form

ha, P a θ
⇝ghost h

a′, P a′.

We denote its reflexive transitive closure by ⇝∗
ghost.

Definition A.4.9 (Non-ghost Thread Pool Reduction Relation). We define a
thread pool reduction relation ⇝real according to the rules presented in Fig. A.13
to express real (i.e. non-ghost) reduction steps. A reduction step has the form

ha, P a θ
⇝real h

a′, P a′.
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GTP-Red-NewSignal
P a(θ) = (H + {obslRes(O)}, c) id ̸∈ idsah(ha)

H ′ = H + {signallRes((id, L),False), obslRes(O ⊎ {[id, L]})}

ha, P a θ
⇝ghost h

a ∪ {signalaRes((id, L),False)}, P a[θ := (H ′, c)]

GTP-Red-SetSignal
P a(θ) = (H + {signallRes(s,False), obslRes(O ⊎ {[s]})}, c)

H ′ = H + {signallRes(s,False), obslRes(O)}

ha ⊔ {signalaRes(s,False)}, P a θ
⇝ghost h

a ⊔ {signalaRes(s,True)}, P a[θ := (H ′, c)]

GTP-Red-MutInit
P a(θ) = (H + {uninitlRes(ℓ)} +HP , c) H ′ = H + {mutexlRes((ℓ, L), HP )}

HP ⊨A P consistentlh(HP ) ∃O. H(obslRes(O)) ≥ 1

ha ⊔ {uninitaRes(ℓ)}, P a θ
⇝ghost h

a ⊔ {unlockedaRes((ℓ, L), a,HP )}, P a[θ := (H ′, c)]

Figure A.12: Ghost thread pool reduction rules.

RTP-Red-Lift
θf = min(Θ \ dom(P a)) P a(θ) = (H, c) ha, H, c⇝ast h

a′, H ′, c′, T a

ha, P a θ
⇝real h

a′, P a[θ := (H ′, c′)] +atp T
a

RTP-Red-Term
P a(θ) = (H, v) H.obs = ∅

ha, P a θ
⇝real h

a, P a −atp θ

Figure A.13: Non-ghost thread pool reduction rules.

Definition A.4.10 (Annotated Thread Pool Reduction Relation). We define
the annotated thread pool reduction relation ⇝atp as

⇝atp := ⇝ghost ∪⇝real .

Note that the reduction relation ⇝atp indeed reflects the restrictions our proof
rules impose. For instance, proof rule PR-Await only allows a thread to wait
for a signal if the signal’s level is below the level of all held obligations. AST-
Red-Await ensures that any thread that does not comply with this restriction
gets stuck.
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Definition A.4.11 (Annotated Reduction Sequence). Let (ha
i)i∈N and (P a

i)i∈N
be infinite sequences of annotated heaps and annotated thread pools, respectively.
Let sig : N⇀ S be a partial function mapping indices to signals.

We call ((ha
i , P

a
i )i∈N, sig) an annotated reduction sequence if there exists a

sequence of thread IDs (θi)i∈N such that the following holds for every i ∈ N:

• ha
i , P

a
i
θi⇝atp h

a
i+1, P

a
i+1

• If this reduction step does not result from an application of RTP-Red-Lift
in combination with AST-Red-Await, then sig(i) = ⊥. If AST-Red-
Await is applied to some signal s, then sig(i) = s.

In case the signal annotation sig is clear from the context or not relevant, we
omit it and write (ha

i , P
a
i )i∈N instead of ((ha

i , P
a
i )i∈N, sig).

We call (ha
i , P

a
i ) an annotated machine configuration.

Definition A.4.12 (Fairness of Annotated Reduction Sequences). We call an
annotated reduction sequence (ha

i , P
a
i )i∈N fair iff for all i ∈ N and θ ∈ dom(P a

i )
with P a

i (θ).cmd ̸= term there exists some k ≥ i with

ha
k, P

a
k

θ
⇝real h

a
k+1, P

a
k+1.

Lemma A.4.13 (Preservation of Finiteness). Let (ha
i , P

a
i )i∈N be an annotated

reduction sequence with finiteah(ha
0) and finitelh(P a

0 (θ).heap) for all θ ∈ dom(P a
0 ).

Then, finitelh(P a
i (θ).heap) holds for all i ∈ N and all θ ∈ dom(P a

i ).

Proof. Proof by induction on i.

Lemma A.4.14 (Preservation of Completeness). Let (ha
i , P

a
i )i∈N be an

annotated reduction sequence with completelh(P a
0 (θ).heap) for all θ ∈ dom(P a

0 ).
Then, completelh(P a

i (θ).heap) holds for every i ∈ N and every θ ∈ dom(P a
i ).

Proof. Proof by induction on i.

Every thread of an annotated thread pool is annotated by a thread-local logical
heap that expresses which resources are owned by this thread. In the following
we define a function to extract the logical heap expressing which resources
are owned by threads of a thread pool (i.e. the sum of all thread-local logical
heaps).
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Definition A.4.15. We define the function ownedResHeapatp : TPa → Heapslog

mapping annotated thread pools to logical heaps as follows:

P a 7→
∑

θ∈ dom(P a)

P a(θ).heap

Annotated resources representing unlocked locks, i.e., unlockedaRes(m, a,Ha),
contain a logical heap Ha that expresses which resources are protected by this
lock. In the following, we define a function that extracts a logical heap from an
annotated heap ha expressing which resources are protected by unlocked locks
in ha.
Definition A.4.16. We define the function protectedResHeapah : Heapsannot →

Heapslog mapping annotated heaps to logical heaps as follows:

For any annotated heap ha let

LockInvs(ha) := {[HP ∈ Heapslog | ∃m ∈ Locs× Levs. ∃P ∈ A.
unlockedaRes(m,P,HP ) ∈ ha]}

be the auxiliary bag aggregating all logical heaps corresponding to lock invariants
of unlocked locks stored in ha. We define protectedResHeapah as

ha 7→
∑

HP ∈ LockInvs(ha)

HP .

We consider a machine configuration (ha, P a) to be consistent if it fulfils three
criteria: (i) Every thread-local logical heap is consistent, i.e., for all used thread
IDs θ, P a(θ).heap only stores full obligations chunks. (ii) Every logical heap
protected by an unlocked lock in ha is consistent. (iii) ha is compatible with
the logical heap that represents (a) the resources owned by threads in P a and
(b) the resources protected by unlocked locks stored in ha.
Definition A.4.17 (Consistency of Annotated Machine Configurations). We
call an annotated machine configuration (ha, P a) consistent and write
consistentconf(ha, P a) if all of the following hold:

• consistentlh(P a(θ).heap) for all θ ∈ dom(P a),

• ∀m. ∀P. ∀HP . unlockedaRes(m,P,HP ) ∈ ha → consistentlh(HP ),

• ha ∼ah lh ownedResHeapatp(P a) + protectedResHeapah(ha).
Lemma A.4.18 (Preservation of Consistency). Let (ha

i , P
a
i )i∈N be an annotated

reduction sequence with consistentconf(ha
0, P

a
0 ). Then, consistentconf(ha

i , P
a
i ) holds

for every i ∈ N.

Proof. Proof by induction on i.
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A.4.2 Hoare Triple Model Relation

We interpret program specifications {A} c {B} in terms of a model relation
⊨H {A} c {B} and an auxiliary safety relation safe(H, c).

In the annotated semantics we annotate threads by local logical heaps that
express which resources they own (including ghost resources) and use an
extended intermediate representation for commands. We say that an annotated
thread pool P a is an annotation of a plain thread pool P if they represent
matching information. That is, they must store matching threads under the
same thread IDs.

Definition A.4.19 (Command Annotation). We define the predicate annotcmd ⊂
Cmds+ × Cmds such that annotcmd(c+, c) holds iff c results from c+ by replacing
all subcommands of the form (i) while n, c′ do skip by while c′ do skip and
(ii) with S, e await c′ by with e await c′.

Definition A.4.20 (Thread Pool Annotation). We define a predicate annottp ⊂
TPa × TP such that:

annottp(P a, P )
⇐⇒

dom(P a) = dom(P ) ∧ ∀θ ∈ dom(P ). annotcmd(P a(θ).cmd, P (θ))

Intuitively, a command c is safe under a logical heap H if H provides the
necessary resources so that for every execution of c, there is a corresponding
annotated execution of c that does not get stuck. That is, if we consider a
reduction step from c to c′ in the plain operational semantics, then the resources
that thread c owns according to H, allow us to perform a corresponding sequence
of annotated reduction steps leading to c′. Specifically, we can perform a finite
number of ghost steps to manipulate ghost resources followed by one real step
to reduce c to c′. Furthermore, safety requires c′ to be safe under its respective
local logical heap. The same must hold for any potentially forked thread.

Definition A.4.21 (Safety). We define the safety predicate safe ⊆ Heapslog ×
Cmds coinductively as the greatest solution (with respect to ⊆) of the following
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equation:

safe(H, c)
⇐⇒

completelh(H) →
∀P, P ′.∀θ ∈ dom(P ).∀h, h′.∀P a.∀ha.

consistentconf(ha, P a) ∧ ha ∼ah ph h ∧
P (θ) = c ∧ P a(θ) = (H, c) ∧ annottp(P a, P ) ∧ h, P

θ
⇝tp h

′, P ′ →
∃PG, P a′. ∃hG, ha′.

ha, P a
θ

⇝∗
ghost h

G, PG ∧ hG, PG θ
⇝real h

a′, P a′ ∧ annottp(P a′, P ′) ∧
ha′ ∼ah ph h

′ ∧
∀(Hf , cf ) ∈ range(P a′) \ range(P a). safe(Hf , cf ).

We interpret Hoare triples {A} c {B} in terms of safety as follows: Let E be
an evaluation context that (when instantiated) is safe under any heap HB which
fulfills postcondition B, i.e., let E be a context for which∀v. ∀HB . HB ⊨A B(v) →
safe(HB , E[v]) holds. Then, any heap HA that satisfies precondition A provides
all resources necessary to safely run E[c], i.e., ∀HA. HA ⊨A A → safe(HA, E[c]).
Thereby, if the reduction of c under HA finishes and returns a value v, then
postcondition B(v) holds in the final state. In the following definition, we also
allow HA and HB to be embedded into arbitrary heap frames HF .

Definition A.4.22 (Hoare Triple Model Relation). We define the model relation
for Hoare triples ⊨H ⊂ A × Cmds × (Values → A) such that:

⊨H {A} c {λr.B(r)}
⇐⇒

∀HF . ∀E. (∀v. ∀HB . HB ⊨A B(v) → safe(HB +HF , E[v]))
→ ∀HA. HA ⊨A A → safe(HA +HF , E[c])

We can instantiate context E in above definition to let x :=□ in tt, which
yields the consequent safe(HA + HF , let x := c in tt). Note that this implies
safe(HA +HF , c). Also note that compliance with the frame rule directly follows
from above definition, i.e., ⊨H {A} c {B} implies ⊨H {A ∗ F} c {B ∗ F} for
any frame F . Further, every specification we can derive in our proof system
also holds in our model.

Lemma A.4.23 (Hoare Triple Soundness). Let ⊢ {A} c {B} hold, then also
⊨H {A} c {B} holds.

Proof. Proof by induction on the derivation of ⊢ {A} c {B}.
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A.4.3 Soundness Proof

In this section we prove our soundness theorem.

Constructing Annotated Executions Given a command c which provably
discharges all obligations and a fair reduction sequence for c, we can construct
a corresponding annotated reduction sequence (ha

i , P
a
i )i∈N. This is a useful tool

to analyse program executions as (ha
i , P

a
i )i∈N carries much more information

than the original sequence, e.g., which obligations a thread holds. Note that
our definition of fairness forbids (ha

i , P
a
i )i∈N to perform ghost steps forever and

that we use ha ∼ah lh H to express that ha is compatible with H.

Lemma A.4.24 (Construction of Annotated Reduction Sequences). Suppose
we can prove ⊨H {A} c {obs(∅)}. Let HA be a logical heap with HA ⊨A A and
completelh(HA) and ha

0 an annotated heap with ha
0 ∼ah lh HA. Let (hi, Pi)i∈N be

a fair plain reduction sequence with ha
0 ∼ah ph h0 and P0 = {(θ0, c)} for some

thread ID θ0 and command c.

Then, there exists a fair annotated reduction sequence (ha
i , P

a
i )i∈N with P a =

{(θ0, (HA, c))} and consistentconf(ha
i , P

a
i ) for all i ∈ N.

Proof. We can construct the annotated reduction sequence inductively from
the plain reduction sequence.

Program Order Graph In the remainder of this section, we prove that programs
where every thread discharges all obligations terminate. For this, we need
to analyse each thread’s control flow, i.e., the subsequence of execution steps
belonging to the thread. We do this by taking a sequence (hi, Pi)i∈N representing
a program execution, constructing an annotation (ha

i , P
a
i )i∈N carrying additional

information and then analysing its program order graph G((ha
i , P

a
i )i∈N) which

represents the execution’s control flow.

Definition A.4.25 (Program Order Graph). Let ((ha
i , P

a
i )i∈N, sig) be an

annotated reduction sequence. Let Nr be the set of names referring to reduction
rules defining the relations⇝real,⇝ghost and⇝ast. We define the set of annotated
reduction rule names N a where AST-Red-Await is annotated by signals as

N a := (Nr \ {AST-Red-Await})
∪ ({AST-Red-Await} × S)

We define the program order graph G(((ha
i , P

a
i )i∈N, sig)) = (N, E) with root 0

where E ⊂ N × Θ ×N a × N.
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A node a ∈ N corresponds to the sequence’s ath reduction step, i.e., to the step
ha
a, P

a
a

θ
⇝atp h

a
a+1, P

a
a+1 for some θ ∈ dom(P a

a). An edge from node a to node b
expresses that the bth reduction step continues the control flow of step a. For
any ℓ ∈ N, let θℓ denote the ID of the thread reduced in step ℓ. Furthermore, let
na
ℓ denote the name of the reduction rule applied in the ℓth step, in the following

sense:

• If ha
ℓ, P

a
ℓ

θ
⇝atp h

a
ℓ+1, P

a
ℓ+1 results from an application of RTP-Red-Lift

in combination with single-thread reduction rule nst other than AST-Red-
Await, then na

ℓ = nst.

• If ha
ℓ, P

a
ℓ

θ
⇝atp h

a
ℓ+1, P

a
ℓ+1 results from an application of RTP-Red-Lift in

combination with AST-Red-Await, then na
ℓ = (AST-Red-Await, sig(ℓ)).

• Otherwise, na denotes the applied (real or ghost) thread pool reduction
rule.

An edge (a, θ, na, b) ∈ N × Θ ×N a × N is contained in E if na = na
a and one of

the following conditions applies:

• θ = θa = θb and b = min({k > a | ha
k, P

a
k
θa⇝atp h

a
k+1, P

a
k+1}).

In this case, the edge expresses that step b marks the first time that thread
θa is rescheduled for reduction (after step a).

• dom(P a
a+1) \ dom(P a

a) = {θ} and
b = min {k ∈ N | ha

k, P
a
k

θ
⇝atp h

a
k+1, P

a
k+1}.

In this case, θ identifies the thread forked in step a. The edge expresses
that step b marks the first reduction of the forked thread.

In case the choice of reduction sequence ((ha
i , P

a
i )i∈N, sig) is clear from the

context, we write G instead of G(((ha
i , P

a
i )i∈N, sig)).

Observation A.4.26. Let (ha
i , P

a
i )i∈N be an annotated reduction sequence with

|dom(P a
0 )| = 1. The sequence’s program order graph G((ha

i , P
a
i )i∈N) is a binary

tree.

For any reduction sequence (ha
i , P

a
i )i∈N, the paths in its program order graph

G((ha
i , P

a
i )i∈N) represent the sequence’s control flow paths. Hence, we are going

to use program order graphs to analyse reduction sequences’ control flows.
We refer to a program order graph’s edges by the kind of reduction step they
represent. For instance, we call any edge (a, θ,R, b) a loop edge where R refers to
one of the rules related to the execution loops, i.e., AST-Red-WhileDec-Init,
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AST-Red-WhileDec, AST-Red-Await-Init or AST-Red-Await. In the
following, we prove that any path in a program order graph that does not
involve a loop edge is finite. This follows from the fact that the size of the
command reduced along this path decreases with each non-ghost non-loop step.

Lemma A.4.27. Let (ha
i , P

a
i )i∈N be a fair annotated reduction sequence. Let

p = (V,E) be a path in G((ha
i , P

a
i )i∈N). Let

R = { AST-Red-WhileDec-Init, AST-Red-WhileDec,
AST-Red-Await-Init } ∪ ({AST-Red-Await} × S)

be the set of names of single-thread reduction rules related to loops and let
L = {e ∈ E | π3(e) ∈ R} be the set of loop edges contained in p. Then, p is
infinite if and only if L is infinite.

Proof. If L is infinite, p is obviously infinite as well. So, suppose L is finite.

For any command, we consider its size to be the number of nodes contained in
its abstract syntax tree. By structural induction over the set of commands, it
follows that the size of a command c = P a(θ).cmd decreases in every non-ghost
reduction step ha, P a θ

⇝atp h
a′, P a′ that is not an application of RTP-Red-Lift

in combination with some r ∈ R.

Since L is finite, there exists a node x such that the suffix p≥x starting at node
x does not contain any loop edges. By fairness of (ha

i , P
a
i )i∈N, every non-empty

suffix of p≥x contains an edge corresponding to a non-ghost reduction step. For
any edge e = (i, θ, n, j) consider the command ce = P a

i (θ).cmd reduced in this
edge. The size of these commands decreases along p≥x. So, p≥x must be finite
and thus p must be finite as well.

Definition A.4.28. Let G = (V,E) be a subgraph of some program order graph.
We define the function awaitEdgesG : S → P(E) mapping any signal s to the
set of await edges in G concerning s as:

awaitEdgesG(s) := {(a, θ, (AST-Red-Await, s′), b) ∈ E | s′ = s}.

Furthermore, we define the set SG ⊂ S of signals being waited for in G and its
subset S∞

G ⊆ SG of signals waited-for infinitely often in G as follows:

SG := {s ∈ S | awaitEdgesG(s) ̸= ∅},
S∞
G := {s∞ ∈ SG | awaitEdgesG(s∞) infinite}.

Definition A.4.29 (Partial Order on Finite Bags). Let X be a set and <X ⊂
X ×X a partial order on X. We define the partial order ≺X ⊂ Bagsfin(X) ×
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Bagsfin(X) on finite bags over X as the Dershowitz-Manna ordering [53] induced
by <X :

A ≺X B ⇐⇒ ∃C,D ∈ Bagsfin(X). ∅ ≠ C ⊆ B
∧ A = (B \ C) ⊎D
∧ ∀d ∈ D. ∃c ∈ C. d <X c.

We define ⪯X ⊂ Bagsfin(X) × Bagsfin(X) such that

A ⪯X B ⇐⇒ A = B ∨ A ≺X B

holds.

Corollary A.4.30. The partial order ≺N ⊂ Bagsfin(N) × Bagsfin(N) is well-
founded.

Proof. Follows from [53] and and well-foundedness of <N.

Below we define a metric on commands in a graph that allows us to prove
that every control flow path in which no signal is waited-for infinitely often
is finite. We construct the metric in two steps. (i) We consider the maximal
degree for which the command contains a nested loop. Here, we consider an
uninitialized loop while c do skip as a doubly nested one since its reduction
in the annotated semantics involves its conversion into either a decrease loop or
into an await loop, cf. AST-Red-WhileDec-Init and AST-Red-Await-Init.
(ii) We use the extracted degree to construct a rank (in form of a finite bag
of degrees) that intuitively spoken measures the number of loop iterations the
command’s execution causes in the graph we consider.

Definition A.4.31 (Degree Extraction). We define the function ⟨·⟩ : Cmds → N
mapping augmented commands to degrees by recursion on the structure of
commands as follows:

⟨while c do skip⟩ := ⟨c⟩ + 2,
⟨while n, c do skip⟩ := ⟨c⟩ + 1,
⟨with S,m await c⟩ := ⟨c⟩ + 1,
⟨fork c⟩ := ⟨c⟩,
⟨let x := c in c′⟩ := max(⟨c⟩, ⟨c′⟩),
⟨if c then c′⟩ := max(⟨c⟩, ⟨c′⟩),
⟨c⟩ := 0 otherwise.

Definition A.4.32 (Rank Extraction). For any subgraph G of a program order
graph with S∞

G = ∅, we define the function ⟨⟨·⟩⟩G : Cmds → Bagsfin(N) mapping
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commands to finite bags of degrees by recursion on the structure of commands
as follows:

⟨⟨while c do skip⟩⟩G := {[⟨while c do skip⟩]},
⟨⟨while n, c do skip⟩⟩G := n · {[⟨while n, c do skip⟩]},

⟨⟨with S,m await c⟩⟩G :=
∣∣∣∣∣⋃
s∈S

awaitEdgesG(s)
∣∣∣∣∣ · {[⟨with S,m await c⟩]},

⟨⟨fork c⟩⟩G := ⟨⟨c⟩⟩G,
⟨⟨let x := c in c′⟩⟩G := ⟨⟨c⟩⟩G ⊎ ⟨⟨c′⟩⟩G,
⟨⟨if c then c′⟩⟩G := ⟨⟨c⟩⟩G ⊎ ⟨⟨c′⟩⟩G,
⟨⟨c⟩⟩G := ∅ otherwise.

We view paths in a program order graph as single-branched subgraphs. This
allows us to apply above definition on graphs to paths. In the proof of the
following lemma, we see that in any control flow path where every signal is
waited-for only finitely often, the rank of the reduced command decreases step
by step.
Lemma A.4.33. Let G((ha

i , P
a
i )i∈N) be a program order graph and let p = (V,E)

be a path in G with S∞
p = ∅. For every θ ∈ dom(P a

0 ) let P a
0 (θ).heap be finite

and complete. Then, p is finite.

Assume p is infinite. We prove a contradiction by assigning a decreasing metric
to every node along the path. For every i ∈ V , let p≥i be the suffix of p starting
at node i. Every node i ∈ V corresponds to a reduction step ha

i , P
a
i
θi⇝atp h

a
j , P

a
j .

In the following, we let ci := P a
i (θi) denote the command reduced in this step.

Consider the function f : V → Bagsfin(N), i 7→ ⟨⟨ci⟩⟩p≥i
mapping every node on

the path to the rank of the command whose reduction the node represents.

Consider the sequence (f(i))i∈V . Since every element is a finite bag of natural
numbers, we can order it by ≺N. We are going to prove a contradiction by
proving that the sequence is an infinitely descending chain.

Consider any edge e = (i, θ, r, j) ∈ E. There are only 4 cases in which f(i) ̸= f(j)
holds.

• r = AST-Red-WhileDec-Init:
In this case we have ci = while c do skip and cj = while n, c do skip
for some c, n. We get

f(j) = n · {[⟨c⟩ + 1]} ≺N {[⟨c⟩ + 2]} = f(i).

• r = AST-Red-WhileDec:
In this case we have ci = while n, c do skip and cj = if c then while n−
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1, c do skip for some n, c. We get

f(j) = {[⟨c⟩]} ⊎ (n− 1) · {[⟨c⟩ + 1]} ≺N n · {[⟨c⟩ + 1]} = f(i).

• r = AST-Red-Await-Init:
In this case we have ci = with m await c and
cj = if acquire m; let x := c in release m; ¬x then with S,m await c
for some m,x, c, S. We get

f(j) = {[⟨c⟩]} ⊎ |. . .| · {[⟨c⟩ + 1]} ≺N {[⟨c⟩ + 2]} = f(i).

• r = (AST-Red-Await, s′) for some s′:
In this case we have ci = with S,m await c and
cj = if acquire m; let x := c in release m;x then with S,m await c
for some m,x, c, S. We get

f(j) = {[⟨c⟩]} ⊎
∣∣∣⋃s∈S awaitEdgesp≥j

(s)
∣∣∣ · {[⟨c⟩ + 1]}

≺N

(
1 +

∣∣∣⋃s∈S awaitEdgesp≥j
(s)
∣∣∣) · {[⟨c⟩ + 1]}

=
∣∣∣⋃s∈S awaitEdgesp≥i

(s)
∣∣∣ · {[⟨c⟩ + 1]} = f(i)

By application of Lemma A.4.27 we get that p contains infinitely many of the
loop edges listed above. Hence, (f(i))i∈V is an infinitely decreasing chain. By
Corollary A.4.30, ≺N is well-founded. A contradiction. So, p is finite.

We proceed to prove that no signals are waited for infinitely often.

Lemma A.4.34. Let (ha
i , P

a
i )i∈N be a fair annotated reduction sequence

with P a
0 = {(θ0, (H0, c))}, finiteah(ha

0), completelh(H0), finitelh(H0) and also
consistentconf(ha

0, P
a
0 ). Let H0 contain no signal chunks. Further, let ha

0 contain
no chunks of the form unlockedaRes(m,P,HP ) where HP contains any signal
chunks. Let G be the program order graph of (ha

i , P
a
i )i∈N. Then, S∞

G = ∅.

Proof. Suppose S∞
G ̸= ∅. Since Levs is well-founded, the same holds for the set

{s.lev | s ∈ S∞}. Hence, there is some smin ∈ S∞ for which no z ∈ S∞ with
z.lev <L smin.lev exists.

Since neither the initial logical heap H0 nor any unlocked lock invariant
stored in ha

0 does contain any signals, smin must be created during the
reduction sequence. The reduction step creating signal smin is an application
of GTP-Red-NewSignal, which simultaneously creates an obligation to
set smin. By preservation of completeness, Lemma A.4.14, every thread-
local logical heap P a

i (θ).heap annotating some thread θ in some step i
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is complete. According to reduction rule AST-Red-Await, every await
edge (a, θ, (AST-Red-Await, smin), b) implies together with completeness
that in step a (i) thread θ does not hold any obligation for smin (i.e.
P a
a(θ).heap(obslRes(O)) = 1 for some bag of obligations O with smin ̸∈ O )

and (ii) smin has not been set, yet (i.e. signalaRes(smin,False) ∈ ha
a). Hence,

in step a another thread θob ̸= θ must hold the obligation for smin (i.e.
P a
a(θob).heap(obslRes(O)) = 1 for some bag of obligations O with smin ∈ O).

Since there are infinitely many await edges concerning smin in G, the signal is
never set.

By fairness, for every await edge as above, there must be a non-ghost reduction
step ha

k, P
a
k

θob⇝atp h
a
k+1, P

a
k+1 of the thread θob holding the obligation for smin

with k ≥ a. Hence, there exists an infinite path pob in G where each edge
(e, θob, n, f) ∈ edges(pob) concerns some thread θob holding the obligation for
smin. (Note that this thread ID does not have to be constant along the path,
since the obligation can be passed on during fork steps.)

The path pob does not contain await edges (e, θob, (AST-Red-Await, s∞), f)
for any s∞ ∈ S∞, since reduction rule AST-Red-Await would (together
with completeness of P a

e (θob).heap) require s∞ to be of a lower level than all
held obligations. This restriction implies s∞.lev <L smin.lev and would hence
contradict the minimality of smin. That is, S∞

pob
= ∅.

By preservation of finiteness, Lemma A.4.13, we get that every logical heap
associated with the root of pob is finite. This allows us to apply Lemma A.4.33,
by which we get that pob is finite. A contradiction.

Finally, we got everything we need to prove that any program that discharges
all its obligations terminates.

Lemma A.4.35. Let ⊨H {obs(∅)} c {obs(∅)} hold. There exists no fair, infinite
annotated reduction sequence (ha

i , P
a
i )i∈N with P a

0 = {(θ0, (H0, c))}, ha
0 = ∅ and

H0 = {obslRes(∅)}.

Proof. Suppose a reduction sequence as described above exists. We are going
to prove a contradiction by considering its infinite program order graph G.

Since P a
0 contains only a single thread, G is a binary tree with an infinite set of

vertices. By the Weak König’s Lemma [163] G has an infinite branch, i.e. an
infinite path p starting at root 0.

The initial logical heap H0 is complete and finite and the initial annotated
machine configuration (ha

0, P
a
0 ) is consistent. By Lemma A.4.34 we know
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that S∞
G = ∅. Since S∞

p ⊆ S∞
G , we get S∞

p = ∅. This allows us to apply
Lemma A.4.33, by which we get that p is finite, which is a contradiction.

Theorem B.10.7 (Soundness). Let ⊢ {obs(∅)} c {obs(∅)} hold. There exists
no fair, infinite reduction sequence (hi, Pi)i∈N with h0 = ∅ and P0 = {(θ0, c)}
for any choice of θ0.

Proof. Assume that such a reduction sequence exists. By Hoare triple soundness,
Lemma A.4.23, we get ⊨H {obs(∅)} c {obs(∅)} from ⊢ {obs(∅)} c {obs(∅)}.
Consider the logical heap H0 = {obslRes(∅)} and the annotated heap ha

0 = ∅.
It holds H0 ⊨A obs(∅), ha

0 ∼ah lh H0 (since H0 does not contain any logical
resources with an annotated counterpart) and ha

0 ∼ah ph h0 (since both heaps are
empty). This allows us to apply Lemma A.4.24, by which we can construct a
corresponding fair annotated reduction sequence (ha

i , P
a
i )i∈N that starts with

ha
0 = ∅ and P a

0 = {(θ0, (H0, c))}. By Lemma A.4.35 (ha
i , P

a
i )i∈N does not exist.

A contradiction.

A.5 Case Studies

In this section, we verify two example programs in detail. In § A.5.1 we verify
the realistic example program presented in § 3.3. It involves two threads
communicating via a shared bounded FIFO. In § A.5.2 we present and verify
a program similar to the one from § 3.3 but with an unbounded number of
producer and consumer threads. In order to lower the visual burden on the
reader, we use the following colour coding:

As in the paper body, we present the proof state in blue, applied proof and
view shift rules in purple, and abbreviations and definition in red. Since the
verification outlines we present in this section span multiple figures, we include
hints and explanations concerning other figures (e.g. a hint pointing to the
figure where an invariant was defined). To set these remarks and in general any
hints off from the essential parts of the proof, we present them in a grey and
italic font. We occasionally remind the reader of earlier proof steps performed
in a previous figure by repeating them in the same grey font at the beginning
of the current figure.

Further, we highlight how our proof steps effect the proof state as follows:
Consider a proof state of the form {A ∗ ℓ 7→ v}. (i) When a proof step
adds a new chunk C, we highlight it in green , i.e. {A ∗ ℓ 7→ v ∗ C }.
(ii) When a proof step removes the chunk A, we highlight this change by
underlying the removed part of the assertion with a dark grey background,
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{obs(∅)}
let fifo10 := cons(nil) in let mut := new_mutex in PR-Let (2x) & PR-Cons
∀ℓfifo10 , ℓmut. & PR-NewMutex

{obs(∅) ∗ ℓfifo10 7→ nil ∗ uninit(ℓmut) } PR-ViewShift & VS-AllocSigID
& PR-Exists (200x)

∀id1
pop, . . . id100

pop, id1
push, . . . , id100

push.

{ ∗i=1,...,100
uninitSig(idi

pop) ∗∗i=1,...,100
uninitSig(idi

push) ∗ . . .}

Li
pop := 102 − i, Li

push := 101 − i for 1 ≤ i ≤ 100

(Later L
i+10
pop < Li

push and Li
push < Li

pop must hold, cf. Figures A.19 and A.21.)

si
push := (idi

push, Li
push), si

pop := (idi
pop, Li

pop) for 1 ≤ i ≤ 100 PR-ViewShift & VS-SigInit{
uninitSig(id100

pop) ∗ uninitSig(id100
push) signal(s100

pop, False) ∗ signal(s100
push, False)

∗ obs({[ s100
pop, s100

push ]}) ∗ . . .

}
let cp := cons(100) in let cc := cons(100) in PR-Let & PR-Cons (2x)
∀ℓcp , ℓcc .

{ ℓcp 7→ 100 ∗ ℓcc 7→ 100 ∗ . . .} PR-ViewShift & VS-SemImp
obs({[s100

push, s100
pop]}) ∗ [ 1

2 ]ℓcp 7→ 100 ∗ [ 1
2 ]ℓcc 7→ 100 ∗ uninit(ℓmut)

∗ Pmut

∗∗i=1,...,99
(uninitSig(idi

push) ∗ uninitSig(idi
pop))

 For definition of lock invariant
Pmut cf. Fig. A.15.
PR-ViewShift & VS-MutInit

m := (ℓmut, 0)
(Later m.lev < Li

push and m.lev < Li
pop must hold

for all 1 ≤ i ≤ 100, cf. Figures A.19 and A.21.)
{ uninit(ℓmut) ∗ Pmut mutex(m, Pmut) ∗ . . .} PR-ViewShift & VS-SemImp

obs({[s100
push, s100

pop]}) ∗ [ 1
2 ]ℓcp 7→ 100 ∗ [ 1

2 ]ℓcc 7→ 100

∗∗i=1,...,99
(uninitSig(idi

push) ∗ uninitSig(idi
pop))

∗ [ 1
2 ]mutex(m, Pmut) ∗ [ 1

2 ]mutex(m, Pmut)


. . . Continued in Fig. A.18.

Figure A.14: Verification of realistic example 3.10a: Initialization.

i.e., { A ∗ ℓ 7→ v}. Note that in this case, the greyed out A ∗ is not a part
of the proof state anymore. (iii) When a proof step changes only part of a
chunk, we highlight this change in yellow . For instance, if the step changes
the value of heap location ℓ from v to v′, we highlight it in the resulting state
as {A ∗ ℓ 7→ v′ }.

A.5.1 Verification of Realistic Example

In this section, we verify the realistic example program from § 3.3 presented in
Fig. 3.10a. We present the full proof outline in Fig. A.14 – A.22. We scaled the
proof outlines down to fit them into the page layout. You can find the original
proof outlines in the extended version of the ghost signal paper [152] and in the
technical report [151].
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P ′
mut(vmut

fifo10
) := ∃vmut

cp , vmut
cc .

[ 1
2 ]ℓcp 7→ vmut

cp ∗ [ 1
2 ]ℓcc 7→ vmut

cc ∗ 0 ≤ vmut
cp ≤ 100 ∗ 0 ≤ vmut

cc ≤ 100 Producer & consumer
counters.

∗ ℓfifo10 7→ vmut
fifo10

∗ vmut
cc = vmut

cp + size(vmut
fifo10

) ∗ 0 ≤ size(vmut
fifo10

) ≤ 10 Bounded FIFO & its
relationship to counters

∗ vmut
fifo10

= (vcp + size(vmut
fifo10

)) :: . . . :: (vcp + 1) :: nil

∗
(

vmut
cp > 0 → signal((id

vmut
cp

push, L
vmut

cp
push), False)

)
Signal set by producer.

∗
(

vmut
cc > 0 → signal((id

vmut
cc

pop , L
vmut

cc
pop ), False)

)
Signal set by consumer.

Pmut := ∃vmut
fifo10

. P ′
mut(vmut

fifo10
)

Pmut
no:spush := ∃vmut

cp , vmut
cc .

Shorthand for lock
invariant without
push-signal chunk.

[ 1
2 ]ℓcp 7→ vmut

cp ∗ [ 1
2 ]ℓcc 7→ vmut

cc ∗ 0 ≤ vmut
cp ≤ 100 ∗ 0 ≤ vmut

cc ≤ 100

∗ ℓfifo10 7→ vmut
fifo10

∗ vmut
cc = vmut

cp + size(vmut
fifo10

) ∗ 0 ≤ size(vmut
fifo10

) ≤ 10

∗ vmut
fifo10

= (vcp + size(vmut
fifo10

)) :: . . . :: (vcp + 1) :: nil

∗
(

vmut
cp > 0 → signal((id

vmut
cp

push, L
vmut

cp
push), False)

)
∗
(

vmut
cc > 0 → signal((id

vmut
cc

pop , L
vmut

cc
pop ), False)

)
Pmut

no:spop := ∃vmut
cp , vmut

cc .
Shorthand for lock
invariant without
pop-signal chunk.

[ 1
2 ]ℓcp 7→ vmut

cp ∗ [ 1
2 ]ℓcc 7→ vmut

cc ∗ 0 ≤ vmut
cp ≤ 100 ∗ 0 ≤ vmut

cc ≤ 100

∗ ℓfifo10 7→ vmut
fifo10

∗ vmut
cc = vmut

cp + size(vmut
fifo10

) ∗ 0 ≤ size(vmut
fifo10

) ≤ 10

∗ vmut
fifo10

= (vcp + size(vmut
fifo10

)) :: . . . :: (vcp + 1) :: nil

∗
(

vmut
cp > 0 → signal((id

vmut
cp

push, L
vmut

cp
push), False)

)
∗
(

vmut
cc > 0 → signal((id

vmut
cc

pop , L
vmut

cc
pop ), False)

)
Figure A.15: Verification of realistic example 3.10a: Lock invariant.

Lp(n, Op) := 0 < n ≤ 100 ∗ ∗
i=1,...,n−1

uninitSig(id
i
push) Loop invariant of producer.

∗ (n > 0 ↔ Op = {[sn
push]}) ∗ (n = 0 ↔ Op = ∅)

Figure A.16: Verification of realistic example 3.10a: Producer’s loop invariant.

Lc(n, Oc) := 0 < n ≤ 100 ∗ ∗
i=1,...,n−1

uninitSig(id
i
pop) Loop invariant of consumer.

∗ (n > 0 ↔ Oc = {[sn
pop]}) ∗ (n = 0 ↔ Oc = ∅)

Figure A.17: Verification of realistic example 3.10a: Consumer’s loop invariant.
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. . . A.14 . . . Continuation of Fig. A.14.
obs({[s100

push, s100
pop]}) ∗ [ 1

2 ]ℓcp 7→ 100 ∗ [ 1
2 ]ℓcc 7→ 100

∗∗i=1,...,99
(uninitSig(idi

push) ∗ uninitSig(idi
pop))

∗ [ 1
2 ]mutex(m, Pmut) ∗ [ 1

2 ]mutex(m, Pmut)


fork ( PR-Fork obs({[s100

push]}) ∗ [ 1
2 ]ℓcp 7→ 100 ∗∗i=1,...,99

uninitSig(idi
push)

∗ [ 1
2 ]mutex(m, Pmut)

 Resources transferred to
producer thread.
PR-ViewShift & VS-SemImp

obs({[s100
push]}) ∗ [ 1

2 ]ℓcp 7→ 100

∗ ∗i=1,...,99
uninitSig(si

push) Lp(100, {[s100
push]})

∗[ 1
2 ]mutex(m, Pmut)

 For definition of producer loop
invariant Lp(n, O)
cf. Fig. A.16.

. . . A.19 . . . Producer loop in Fig. A.19.
obs({[s100

push]}) ∗ [ 1
2 ]ℓcp 7→ 100 ∗ Lp(100, {[s100

push]})

∗ [ 1
2 ]mutex(m, Pmut)

obs(∅)


);

obs({[ s100
push, s100

pop]}) ∗[ 1
2 ]ℓcp 7→ 100 ∗ [ 1

2 ]ℓcc 7→ 100

∗∗i=1,...,99
uninitSig(idi

push) ∗∗i=1,...,99
uninitSig(idi

pop)

∗[ 1
2 ]mutex(m, Pmut) ∗ [ 1

2 ]mutex(m, Pmut)


Resources remaining with
consumer thread.
PR-ViewShift & VS-SemImp


obs({[s100

pop]}) ∗ [ 1
2 ]ℓcc 7→ 100

∗ ∗i=1,...,99
uninitSig(idi

pop) Lc(100, {[s100
pop]})

∗ [ 1
2 ]mutex(m, Pmut)

 For definition of consumer loop
invariant Lc(n, O) cf.
Fig. A.17.

. . .
Continued in Fig. A.21
(consumer loop).

{ obs({[s100
pop]}) ∗ [ 1

2 ]ℓcc 7→ 100 ∗ Lc(100, {[s100
pop]}) ∗ [ 1

2 ]mutex(m, Pmut) obs(∅) }

Figure A.18: Verification of realistic example 3.10a: Main thread (consumer)
forks producer thread.
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∀ℓfifo10 , ℓmut, ℓcp , ℓcc .

. . .
Continuation of
Fig. A.18.

{obs({[s100
push]}) ∗ [ 1

2 ]ℓcp 7→ 100 ∗ Lp(100, {[s100
push]}) ∗ [ 1

2 ]mutex(m, Pmut)}
while ( PR-While-Dec

∀vcp .

{obs({[s
vcp

push ]}) ∗ [ 1
2 ]ℓcp 7→ vcp ∗ Lp( vcp , {[s

vcp

push ]}) ∗ [ 1
2 ]mutex(m, Pmut)}

m.lev = 0 < 101 − vcp = s
vcp
push.lev Justification for

application of:
with mut await ( PR-AwaitFor definition of producer loop invariant Lp(n, O),

∀Op. lock invariant Pmut and variations cf. Figures A.16 and A.15.{
obs( {[s

vcp
push]} Op ⊎ {[m]} ) ∗ [ 1

2 ]ℓcp 7→ vcp ∗ Lp(vcp , {[s
vcp
push]} Op )

∗ [ 1
2 ]mutex(m, Pmut) Pmut

}
PR-Exists

∀vmut
fifo10

.

{ Pmut P ′
mut(vmut

fifo10
) ∗ . . .}

let f :=[fifo10] in PR-Let
& PR-ReadHeapLoc

{Lp(vcp , Op) ∗ obs(Op ⊎ {[m]}) ∗ [ 1
2 ]ℓcp 7→ vcp ∗ P ′

mut(vmut
fifo10

)}

if size(f) < 10 then ( PR-If{
size(vmut

fifo10
) < 10 ∗ Lp(vcp , Op) ∗ obs(Op ⊎ {[m]}) ∗ [ 1

2 ]ℓcp 7→ vcp

∗ P ′
mut(vmut

fifo10
)

}
. . . A.20 . . . Production step presented in Fig. A.20.

∃O′
p. obs(O′

p ⊎ {[m]})
∗ if size(vmut

fifo10
) ̸= 10

then [ 1
2 ]ℓcp 7→ vcp − 1 ∗ Lp(vcp − 1, O′

p) ∗ P ′
mut(vmut

fifo10
)

else signal(s
vcp +10
pop , False) ∗ L

vcp +10
pop < L

vcp
push ∗ [ 1

2 ]ℓcp 7→ vcp
∗ Pmut

no:spop (vmut
fifo10

) ∗ Lp(vcp , O′
p)

 =: PostIfp

) else ({
size(vmut

fifo10
) = 10 ∗ Lp(vcp , Op) ∗ obs(Op ⊎ {[m]}) ∗ [ 1

2 ]ℓcp 7→ vcp

∗ P ′
mut(vmut

fifo10
)

}
PR-ViewShift
& VS-SemImp

size(vmut
fifo10

) = 10 ∗ Lp(vcp , Op) ∗ obs(Op ⊎ {[m]}) ∗ [ 1
2 ]ℓcp 7→ vcp

∗ P ′
mut(vmut

fifo10
)

PostIfp


);

{ Lp(vcp , Op) ∗ obs(Op ⊎ {[m]}) ∗ [ 1
2 ]ℓcp 7→ vcp ∗ P ′

mut(vmut
fifo10

) PostIfp }

size(fifo10) ̸= 10
PR-Exp
& PR-ViewShift
& VS-SemImp

{. . . ∗ if . . . then . . . P ′
mut(vmut

fifo10
) Pmut else . . .}

);
∃O′

p. obs( {[s
vcp
push]} O′

p) ∗ [ 1
2 ]ℓcp 7→ vcp − 1

∗ Lp( vcp − 1 , {[s
vcp
push]} O′

p )

∗ [ 1
2 ]mutex(m, Pmut)


[cp] ̸= 0 Remember that command is syntactic sugar.

PR-Let
& PR-ReadHeapLoc
& PR-Exp
& PR-ViewShift
& VS-SemImp{ if vcp − 1 ̸= 0

then obs({[s
vcp −1
push ]}) ∗ [ 1

2 ]ℓcp 7→ vcp − 1 ∗ Lp(vcp − 1, {[s
vcp −1
push ]})

∗ [ 1
2 ]mutex(m, Pmut)

else obs(∅)

}
)

{obs( {[s100
push]} ∅ ) ∗ [ 1

2 ]ℓcp 7→ 100 ∗ Lp(100, {[s100
push]}) ∗ [ 1

2 ]mutex(m, Pmut) }

. . .
Continued in
Fig. A.18.

Figure A.19: Verification of realistic example 3.10a: Producer loops.
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∀ℓfifo10 , ℓmut, ℓcp , ℓcc , vcp , Op, vmut
fifo10

.

. . . Continuation of Fig. A.19.
For definition of Pmut, Lp(n, O) and variations cf. Fig. A.15 and A.16.

{size(vmut
fifo10

) < 10 ∗ Lp(vcp , Op) ∗ obs(Op ⊎ {[m]}) ∗ [ 1
2 ]ℓcp 7→ vcp ∗ P ′

mut(vmut
fifo10

)} PR-ViewShift & VS-SemImp
[ 1

2 ]ℓcp 7→ vcp ∗ [ 1
2 ]ℓcp 7→ vmut

cp ℓcp 7→ vcp ∗ vcp = vmut
cp

∗ (vcp > 0 → signal(s
vmut

cp
push, False)) signal(s

vcp
push, False)

∗ (vcp > 0 ↔ Op = {[s
vcp
push]}) ∗ (vcp = 0 ↔ Op = ∅) Op = {[s

vcp
push]}

∗ . . .


let c :=[cp] in PR-Let & PR-ReadHeapLoc
[fifo10] := f ·(c :: nil); [cp] := c − 1 PR-AssignToHeap (2x)

{ℓfifo10 7→ vmut
fifo10

·(vcp :: nil) ∗ ℓcp 7→ vcp − 1 ∗ . . .} PR-ViewShift & VS-SetSignal

{obs({[ s
vcp
push, m]}) ∗ signal(s

vcp
push, True ) ∗ . . .} PR-ViewShift & VS-SemImp

{ (vcp − 1 = 0 ∨ vcp > 0) ∗ . . .} PR-ViewShift & VS-Or

case: vcp − 1 = 0 PR-ViewShift & VS-SemImpLast iteration, nothing left to do.

{obs({[m]}) ∗ [ 1
2 ]ℓcp 7→ 0 ∗ Pmut} PR-ViewShift & VS-SemImp

∃O′
p. obs(O′

p ⊎ {[m]})

∗ if size(vmut
fifo10

) ̸= 10

then [ 1
2 ]ℓcp 7→ vcp − 1 ∗ Lp(vcp − 1, O′

p) ∗ P ′
mut(vmut

fifo10
)

else signal(s
vcp +10
pop , False) ∗ L

vcp +10
pop < L

vcp
push ∗ [ 1

2 ]ℓcp 7→ vcp

∗ Pmut
no:spop (vmut

fifo10
) ∗ Lp(vcp , O′

p)


= PostIfp
For definition of PostIfp
cf. Fig. A.19.

case: vcp − 1 > 0 PR-ViewShift & VS-SigInitMust create signal for next iteration. obs({[ s
vcp −1
push , m]}) ∗∗i=1,...,vcp −2

uninitSig(idi
push)

∗ uninitSig(id
vcp −1
push ) signal(s

vcp −1
push , False) ∗ . . .

 PR-ViewShift & VS-SemImp

{PostIfp}

{PostIfp}
. . . Continued in Fig. A.19.

Figure A.20: Verification of realistic example 3.10a: Producer thread’s
production step.
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∀ℓfifo10 , ℓmut, ℓcp , ℓcc .

. . .
Continuation of
Fig. A.18.

{obs({[s100
pop]}) ∗ [ 1

2 ]ℓcc 7→ 100 ∗ Lc(100, {[s100
pop]}) ∗ [ 1

2 ]mutex(m, Pmut)}
while ( PR-While-Dec

∀vcc .

{obs({[s
vcc

pop ]}) ∗ [ 1
2 ]ℓcc 7→ vcc ∗ Lc( vcc , {[s

vcc
pop ]}) ∗ [ 1

2 ]mutex(m, Pmut)}

m.lev = 0 < 102 − vcc = s
vcc
pop .lev Justification for

application of:
with mut await ( PR-AwaitFor definition of consumer loop invariant Lc(n, O),

∀Oc. lock invariant Pmut and variations cf. Figures A.17 and A.15.{
obs( {[s

vcc
pop]} Oc ⊎ {[m]} ) ∗ [ 1

2 ]ℓcc 7→ vcc ∗ Lc(vcc , {[s
vcc
pop]} Oc )

∗ [ 1
2 ]mutex(m, Pmut) Pmut

}
PR-Exists

∀vmut
fifo10

.

{ Pmut P ′
mut(vmut

fifo10
) ∗ . . .}

let f :=[fifo10] in PR-Let
& PR-ReadHeapLoc

{Lc(vcc , Oc) ∗ obs(Oc ⊎ {[m]}) ∗ [ 1
2 ]ℓcc 7→ vcc ∗ P ′

mut(vmut
fifo10

)}

if size(f) > 0 then ( PR-If{
size(vmut

fifo10
) > 0 ∗ Lc(vcc , Oc) ∗ obs(Oc ⊎ {[m]}) ∗ [ 1

2 ]ℓcc 7→ vcc

∗ P ′
mut(vmut

fifo10
)

}
. . . A.22 . . . Consumption step presented in Fig. A.22.

∃O′
c. obs(O′

c ⊎ {[m]})

∗ if size(vmut
fifo10

) ̸= 0

then [ 1
2 ]ℓcc 7→ vcc − 1 ∗ Lc(vcc − 1, O′

c) ∗ P ′
mut(vmut

fifo10
)

else signal(s
vcc
push, False) ∗ L

vcc
push < L

vcc
pop ∗ [ 1

2 ]ℓcc 7→ vcc

∗ Pmut
no:spush (vmut

fifo10
) ∗ Lc(vcc , O′

c)

 =: PostIfc

) else ({
size(vmut

fifo10
) = 0 ∗ Lc(vcc , Oc) ∗ obs(Oc ⊎ {[m]}) ∗ [ 1

2 ]ℓcc 7→ vcc

∗ P ′
mut(vmut

fifo10
)

}
PR-ViewShift
& VS-SemImp

size(vmut
fifo10

) = 10 ∗ Lc(vcc , Oc) ∗ obs(Oc ⊎ {[m]}) ∗ [ 1
2 ]ℓcc 7→ vcc

∗P ′
mut(vmut

fifo10
)

PostIfc


);

{ Lc(vcc , Oc) ∗ obs(Oc ⊎ {[m]}) ∗ [ 1
2 ]ℓcc 7→ vcc ∗ P ′

mut(vmut
fifo10

) PostIfc }

size(fifo10) > 0
PR-Exp
& PR-ViewShift
& VS-SemImp

{. . . ∗ if . . . then . . . P ′
mut(vmut

fifo10
) Pmut else . . .}

);
∃O′

c. obs( {[s
vcc
pop]} O′

c) ∗ [ 1
2 ]ℓcc 7→ vcc − 1

∗ Lc( vcc − 1 , {[s
vcc
pop]} O′

c )

∗ [ 1
2 ]mutex(m, Pmut)


[cc] ̸= 0 Remember that command is syntactic sugar.

PR-Let
& PR-ReadHeapLoc
& PR-Exp
& PR-ViewShift
& VS-SemImp{

if vcc − 1 ̸= 0

then obs({[s
vcc −1
pop ]}) ∗ [ 1

2 ]ℓcc 7→ vcc − 1 ∗ Lc(vcc − 1, {[s
vcc −1
pop ]})

∗ [ 1
2 ]mutex(m, Pmut)

else obs(∅)

}
)

{obs( {[s100
pop]} ∅ ) ∗ [ 1

2 ]ℓcc 7→ 100 ∗ Lc(100, {[s100
pop]}) ∗ [ 1

2 ]mutex(m, Pmut) }

. . .
Continued in
Fig. A.18.

Figure A.21: Verification of realistic example 3.10a: Consumer loops.
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∀ℓfifo10 , ℓmut, ℓcp , ℓcc , vcc , Oc, vmut
fifo10

.

. . . Continuation of Fig. A.21.
For definition of Pmut, Lc(n, O) and variations cf. Figures A.15 and A.17.

{size(vmut
fifo10

) > 0 ∗ Lc(vcc , Oc) ∗ obs(Oc ⊎ {[m]}) ∗ [ 1
2 ]ℓcc 7→ vcc ∗ P ′

mut(vmut
fifo10

)} PR-ViewShift & VS-SemImp
[ 1

2 ]ℓcc 7→ vcc ∗ [ 1
2 ]ℓcc 7→ vmut

cc ℓcc 7→ vcc ∗ vcc = vmut
cc

∗ (vcc > 0 → signal(s
vmut

cc
pop , False)) signal(s

vcc
pop, False)

∗ (vcc > 0 ↔ Oc = {[s
vcc
pop]}) ∗ (vcc = 0 ↔ Oc = ∅) Oc = {[s

vcc
pop]}

∗ . . .


let c :=[cc] in PR-Let & PR-ReadHeapLoc
[fifo10] := tail(f); [cc] := c − 1 PR-AssignToHeap (2x)

{ℓfifo10 7→ tail(vmut
fifo10

) ∗ ℓcc 7→ vcc − 1 ∗ . . .} PR-ViewShift & VS-SetSignal

{obs({[ s
vcc
pop, m]}) ∗ signal(s

vcc
pop, True ) ∗ . . .} PR-ViewShift & VS-SemImp

{ (vcc − 1 = 0 ∨ vcc > 0) ∗ . . .} PR-ViewShift & VS-Or

case: vcc − 1 = 0 PR-ViewShift & VS-SemImpLast iteration, nothing left to do.

{obs({[m]}) ∗ [ 1
2 ]ℓcc 7→ 0 ∗ Pmut} PR-ViewShift & VS-SemImp

∃O′
c. obs(O′

c ⊎ {[m]})

∗ if size(vmut
fifo10

) ̸= 0

then [ 1
2 ]ℓcc 7→ vcc − 1 ∗ Lc(vcc − 1, O′

c) ∗ P ′
mut(vmut

fifo10
)

else signal(s
vcc
push, False) ∗ L

vcc
push < L

vcc
pop ∗ [ 1

2 ]ℓcc 7→ vcc

∗ Pmut
no:spush (vmut

fifo10
) ∗ Lc(vcc , O′

c)


= PostIfc
For definition of PostIfc
cf. Fig. A.21.

case: vcc − 1 > 0 PR-ViewShift & VS-SigInitMust create signal for next iteration. obs({[ s
vcc −1
pop , m]}) ∗∗i=1,...,vcc −2

uninitSig(idi
pop)

∗ uninitSig(id
vcc −1
pop ) signal(s

vcc −1
pop , False) ∗ . . .

 PR-ViewShift & VS-SemImp

{PostIfc}

{PostIfc}
. . . Continued in Fig. A.21.

Figure A.22: Verification of realistic example 3.10a: Consumer thread’s
consumption step.
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A.5.2 Case Study: Statically Unbounded Number of Commu-
nicating Parties

In this section we present and verify a program similar to the one from the
previous section, but where the number of producer and consumer threads
is not statically bounded. Fig. A.23 presents this program. It involves three
parties: the main thread, producer threads and consumer threads. The main
thread creates a shared buffer of size 1, generates a random number N > 0 and
spawns N producer and N consumer threads., which communicate via the shared
buffer. Each producer tries to push a single random number into the buffer. In
case the buffer is full, the producer busy-waits for it to become empty, i.e., it
busy-waits for a consumer to pop the number currently stored in the buffer.
After it pushed, the producer terminates. Each consumer tries to pop a single
number from the buffer. In case the buffer is empty, it waits for some producer
to push a number into the buffer. After it popped, the consumer terminates.

Threads Racing for Buffer Since the program is conceptionally similar to the
one from the previous section, the same holds for its termination proof. There
is, however, one fundamental difference. The previous program involved one
producer and one consumer. So, it was clear which thread would push the kth

element, set the kth push signal and discharge the corresponding obligation.
The same was true for the consumer and the pop signals. Now, N producers
and N consumers race for the buffer. We cannot statically determine which
ones will win. Therefore, we cannot statically decide which threads we should
delegate the push and pop obligations to.

Signals To solve this, we create N variations of every push and pop signal.
That is, we create signals skpush,i and skpop,i for 1 ≤ i, k ≤ N where i refers to the
i’s producer or consumer thread and k to the kth element pushed to or popped
from the buffer. We delegate the obligations for s1

push,i, . . . , s
N
push,i to the ith

producer and the obligations for s1
pop,i, . . . , s

N
pop,i to the ith consumer.

When the ith producer waits because the buffer is full and contains the kth

number, it sets all its remaining unset signals up to the kth one. That is, signals
skpush,i, . . . , s

N
push,i remain unset. (Reducing the number of obligations that a

producer holds while waiting for a consumer to pop, reduces the potential for
level conflicts and simplifies ordering the signals.) When the ith producer pushes
any number to the buffer, it sets all its remaining signals, before it terminates.
A consumer can use any unset skpush,j for any j to wait for the kth element to
arrive in the buffer. We proceed analogously with the consumers and their pop
signals. Similarly to the proof from the previous section, we include our signals
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let N := randomNat + 1 in Random number of threads.
let buf := cons(−1) in Shared buffer.

Negative value ↔ empty.
let mut := new_mutex in
let c := cons(N) in
while ( Main thread forks N producer

and N consumer threads.
fork ( Producer

with mut await ( Producer busy-waits for empty
buffer.

let b := [buf] in
if b < 0 then

[buf] := randomNat; Push random number to buffer.
b < 0

)
);
fork ( Consumer

with mut await ( Consumer busy-waits for
non-empty buffer.

let b := [buf] in
if b ≥ 0 then

[buf] := −1; Pop buffer value.
b ≥ 0

)
);
[c] :=[c] − 1;
c > 0

) do skip

Figure A.23: Program with statically unbounded number of threads
communicating via a shared buffer of size 1.
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VS-NewGCell
True⇛ ∃ℓ̂. ℓ̂ 7→ v̂

VS-SetGCell
ℓ̂ 7→ v̂ ⇛ ℓ̂ 7→ v̂′

Figure A.24: View shift rules for ghost variables.

in the lock invariant associated with the mutex that protects the shared buffer.
Thereby, we allow all threads to share the signals in a synchronised fashion.

Levels The ith producer uses some unset skpop,j to wait for the kth element to
be popped from the buffer. Meanwhile it holds obligations skpush,i, . . . , s

N
push,i.

Analogously, the ith consumer holds obligations skpop,i, . . . , s
N
pop,i while using

some unset skpush,j to wait for the kth element to be pushed. We assign one
common level Lkpush to all skpush,1, . . . , s

k
push,N and one common level Lkpop to all

skpop,1, . . . , s
k
pop,N. It must hold Lkpop < Ljpush for all j > k and Lkpush < Lhpop

for all h ≥ k. Hence, we chose Lkpush = 2 · k − 1 and Lkpop = 2 · k.

Ghost Variables In order to simplify the verification of this program, we
introduce ghost variables, which are standard [139, 103, 100]. Ghost variables
are ghost resources that behave like regular program variables, but since they
only exist on the verification level, they cannot affect the runtime behaviour.
We assume an infinite set of ghost locations LocsG with LocsG ∩ Locs = ∅ and a
set of ghost values ValuesG. We implement ghost variables in the form of ghost
heap cells and represent them by ghost points-to chunks ℓ̂ 7→ v̂. Fig. A.24
presents two new view shift rules for ghost variables. Rule VS-NewGCell
allows to create a new ghost variables and VS-SetGCell allows to change the
value of an existing one. Adding ghost variables does not affect the soundness
of our verification approach. In fact, the generalised logic we present and prove
sound in the technical report [151] (appendix § B) includes ghost variables. In
our termination proof, we introduce ghost variables wi and ri. Variable wi
tracks whether the ith producer has already pushed ("written") an element to
the buffer and ri tracks whether the ith consumer has already popped ("read")
an element from the buffer. These variables conveniently allow us to to refer to
the number of elements written to and read from the buffer in the lock invariant.
In Fig. A.25 – A.32, we present the full proof outline for our program from
Fig. A.23. We scaled the proof outlines down to fit them into the page layout.
You can find the original proof outlines in the extended version of the ghost
signal paper [152] and in the technical report [151].
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{obs(∅)}

let N := randomNat + 1 in let buf := cons(−1) in PR-Let (2x)
& PR-Cons

let mut := new_mutex in let c := cons(N) in
PR-Let (2x)
& PR-NewMutex
& PR-Cons

∀ℓbuf , ℓmut, ℓc.

{obs(∅) ∗ N > 0 ∗ ℓbuf 7→ −1 ∗ uninit(ℓmut) ∗ ℓc 7→ N }
PR-ViewShift
& VS-GhostLoop
& VS-NewSignal

Lk
push := 2 · k − 1, Lk

pop := 2 · k for 1 ≤ k ≤ N

Creating
N · N push
and N · N pop
signals.

Later Lk
pop < L

j
push and Lk

push < Lh
pop must hold for j > k and h ≥ k. cf. Fig. A.31

and A.32.

∃id1
push,1, id1

pop,1, . . . , idN
push,N, idN

pop,N.

obs({[ (id1
push,1, L1

push), (id1
pop,1, L1

pop), . . . , (idN
push,N, LN

push), (idN
pop,N, LN

pop), ]})

∗ N > 0 ∗ ℓbuf 7→ −1 ∗ uninit(ℓmut) ∗ ℓc 7→ N

∗ ∗
i,k=1,...,N

signal((id
k
push,i

, L
k
push), False) ∗ signal((id

k
pop,i, L

k
pop, False)


PR-Exists

∀id1
push,1, id1

pop,1, . . . , idN
push,N, idN

pop,N.

sk
push,i

:= (idk
push,i

, Lk
push), sk

pop,i
:= (idk

pop,i
, Lk

pop) for 1 ≤ i, k ≤ N
∃id1

push,1, id1
pop,1, . . . , idN

push,N, idN
pop,N. obs({[s1

push,1, s1
pop,1, . . . , sN

push,N, sN
pop,N]})

∗ N > 0 ∗ ℓbuf 7→ −1 ∗ uninit(ℓmut) ∗ ℓc 7→ N

∗∗
i,k=1,...,N

signal(s
k
push,i

, False) ∗ signal(s
k
pop,i, False)


PR-ViewShift
& VS-GhostLoop
& VS-NewGCell

A consumer can use any unset sk
push,i

to wait for the kth number to be pushed.

When producer i pushes, it sets all s
j
push,i

. When it waits for a consumer to pop

the kth number, it sets all s
j
push,i

for j ≤ k and keeps obligations for j > k.

So, if k < N numbers have been pushed, there exists some i s.t. s
k+1
push,i

is unset.

∃ℓ̂w
1 , ℓ̂r

1, . . . , ℓ̂w
N , ℓ̂r

N. obs({[s1
push,1, s1

pop,1, . . . , sN
push,N, sN

pop,N]}) ∗ N > 0

∗ ℓbuf 7→ −1 ∗ uninit(ℓmut) ∗ ℓc 7→ N ∗ ∗
i=1,...,N̂

ℓ
w
i 7→ False ∗ ℓ̂

r
i 7→ False

∗ ∗
i,k=1,...,N

signal(s
k
push,i

, False) ∗ signal(s
k
pop,i, False)


PR-Exists

Ghost heap cell ℓ̂w
i

/ ℓ̂r
i

records whether prod./cons. i has already pushed/popped.

∀ℓ̂w
1 , ℓ̂r

1, . . . , ℓ̂w
N , ℓ̂r

N.
∃ℓ̂w

1 , ℓ̂r
1, . . . , ℓ̂w

N , ℓ̂r
N. obs({[s1

push,1, s1
pop,1, . . . , sN

push,N, sN
pop,N]}) ∗ N > 0

∗ ℓbuf 7→ −1 ∗ uninit(ℓmut) ∗ ℓc 7→ N ∗∗
i=1,...,N̂

ℓ
w
i 7→ False ∗ ℓ̂

r
i 7→ False

∗ ∗
i,k=1,...,N

signal(s
k
push,i

, False) ∗ signal(s
k
pop,i, False)


PR-ViewShift
& VS-SemImp
& VS-MutInit

m := (mut, 0)

Later m.lev < Lk
push and m.lev < Lk

pop must hold. cf. Fig. A.31
and A.32.

obs({[s1
push,1, s1

pop,1, . . . , sN
push,N, sN

pop,N]}) ∗ mutex(m, P )

N > 0 ∗ ℓbuf 7→ −1 ∗ uninit(ℓmut) ∗ ℓc 7→ N ∗∗
i=1,...,N

[ 1
2 ]̂ℓw

i
7→ False ∗ [ 1

2 ]̂ℓr
i

7→ False

∗∗
i,k=1,...,N

signal(s
k
push,i

, False) ∗ signal(s
k
pop,i, False)


For definition of
lock invariant P
cf. Fig. A.26.

. . .
Continued in
Fig. A.30

Figure A.25: Verification of program A.23: Initialisation.
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P ′(vbuf , W, R, w1, . . . , wN, r1, . . . , rN)

:= ℓbuf 7→ vbuf ∧ vbuf ∈ Z ∧ N > 0 Shared buffer.
Negative ↔ empty.

∗ ∗
i=1,...,N

[ 1
2 ]̂ℓw

i
7→ wi ∗ W =

∣
{i ∈ {1, . . . , N} | wi = True}

∣ Ghost value wi tracks
whether producer i
already pushed.
W : Number of elements

written to buffer.

∗ ∗
i=1,...,N

[ 1
2 ]̂ℓr

i
7→ ri ∗ R =

∣
{i ∈ {1, . . . , N} | ri = True}

∣ Ghost value ri tracks
whether consumer i
already popped.
R: Number of elements

read from buffer.
∗ (vbuf ≥ 0 → W > 0 ∧ R < N)
∗ (vbuf < 0 ↔ R = W ) ∗ (vbuf ≥ 0 ↔ R = W − 1)

∗ ∗
i=1,...,N

k=W +1,...,N

signal(s
k
push,i

, wi) ∗ ∗
i=1,...,N

k=1,...,W

signal(s
k
push,i

, _)

Signals set by producers
& used by consumers
to wait when buffer is
empty.

∗ ∗
i=1,...,N

k=R+1,...,N

signal(s
k
pop,i, ri) ∗ ∗

i=1,...,N
k=1,...,R

signal(s
k
pop,i, _)

Signals set by consumers
& used by producers
to wait when buffer is
empty.

P := ∃vbuf ∈ Z. ∃W, R ∈ N. ∃w1, . . . , wN, r1, . . . , rN ∈ B.

P ′(vbuf , W, R, w1, . . . , wN, r1, . . . , rN)

Figure A.26: Verification of program A.23: Lock invariant.

Lf (c) := ℓc 7→ c ∧ 0 ≤ c ≤ N ∧ N > 0
Decreasing counter.
Prods. & cons.
c + 1, . . . , N already forked.

∗ obs({[sk
push,i

, sk
pop,i

| 1 ≤ i ≤ c ∧ 1 ≤ k ≤ N]}) Remaining obligations for threads
that have not been forked, yet.

∗∗
i=1,...,c

[ 1
2 ]̂ℓw

i
7→ False ∗ [ 1

2 ]̂ℓr
i

7→ False Ghost heap cells for unforked
consumers.

∗ [ 2·c
2·N ]mutex(m, P ) Partial mutex chunk for unforked

producers & consumers.

Figure A.27: Verification of program A.23: Fork loop invariant.

Li
p(O) := ∃npush. 1 ≤ npush ≤ N Lower bound for index of next element

that will be pushed by any thread.
∗ O = {[s

npush
push,i

, . . . , sN
push,i

]}

∗ [ 1
2 ]̂ℓw

i
7→ False

Figure A.28: Verification of program A.23: Loop invariant for producer i.

Li
c(O) := ∃npop. 1 ≤ npop ≤ N Lower bound for index of next element

that will be popped by any thread.
∗ O = {[s

npop
pop,i

, . . . , sN
push,i

]}

∗ [ 1
2 ]̂ℓr

i
7→ False

Figure A.29: Verification of program A.23: Loop invariant for consumer i.
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. . .
Continuation of
Fig. A.25 .

∀ℓbuf , ℓmut, ℓc, id1
push,1, id1

pop,1, . . . , idN
push,N, idN

pop,N, ℓ̂w
1 , ℓ̂r

1, . . . , ℓ̂w
N , ℓ̂r

N.
obs({[s1

push,1, s1
pop,1, . . . , sN

push,N, sN
pop,N]}) ∗ mutex(m, P )

∗ ℓc 7→ N ∗∗
i=1,...,N

[ 1
2 ]̂ℓw

i
7→ False ∗ [ 1

2 ]̂ℓr
i

7→ False

 PR-ViewShift
& VS-SemImp

obs({[s1
push,1, s1

pop,1, . . . , sN
push,N, sN

pop,N]}) ∗ mutex(m, P )

∗ ℓc 7→ N ∗∗
i=1,...,N

[ 1
2 ]̂ℓw

i
7→ False ∗ [ 1

2 ]̂ℓr
i

7→ False Lf (N)

 For definition of
fork loop invariant
cf. Fig. A.27.

while ( PR-While-Dec
∀vc.

{Lf ( vc )}
fork ( PR-Fork{

obs({[s1
push,vc

, . . . , sN
push,vc

]}) ∗ [ 1
N ]mutex(m, P )

∗ [ 1
2 ]̂ℓw

vc 7→ False

}
. . .

Producer loop on
Fig. A.31.

{obs( ∅ ) ∗[ 1
N ]mutex(m, P ) }

);

ℓc 7→ vc ∗∗
i=1,..., vc − 1

[ 1
2 ]̂ℓw

i
7→ False ∗ ∗

i=1,...,vc

[ 1
2 ]̂ℓr

i
7→ False

∗ [ 2·vc−1
2·N ]mutex(m, P )

∗ obs

(
{[s1

push,vc
, . . . , sN

push,vc
]} ⊎ {[s1

pop,vc , . . . , sN
pop,vc ]}

⊎ {[sk
push,i

, sk
pop,i

| 1 ≤ i ≤ vc − 1 ∧ 1 ≤ k ≤ N]}

)


fork ( PR-Fork{
obs({[s1

pop,vc , . . . , sN
pop,vc ]}) ∗ [ 1

N ]mutex(m, P )

∗ [ 1
2 ]̂ℓr

vc 7→ False

}
. . .

Consumer loop on
Fig. A.32.

{obs( ∅ ) ∗[ 1
N ]mutex(m, P ) }

);

ℓc 7→ vc ∗∗
i=1,..., vc − 1

[ 1
2 ]̂ℓw

i
7→ False ∗ [ 1

2 ]̂ℓr
i

7→ False

∗ [ 2·vc−2
2·N ]mutex(m, P )

∗ obs

(
{[s1

pop,vc , . . . , sN
pop,vc ]} ⊎

{[sk
push,i

, sk
pop,i

| 1 ≤ i ≤ vc − 1 ∧ 1 ≤ k ≤ N]}

)


[c] :=[c] − 1;

PR-Let
& PR-ReadHeapLoc
& PR-AssignToHeap
Remember that this
command is syntactic
sugar.

ℓc 7→ vc − 1 ∗∗
i=1,...,vc−1

[ 1
2 ]̂ℓw

i
7→ False ∗ [ 1

2 ]̂ℓr
i

7→ False

∗ [ 2·vc−2
2·N ]mutex(m, P )

∗ obs({[sk
push,i

, sk
pop,i

| 1 ≤ i ≤ vc − 1 ∧ 1 ≤ k ≤ N]})


{Lf (vc − 1)}
c > 0 PR-Exp

{Lf (vc − 1)} PR-ViewShift
& VS-SemImp

{if vc − 1 > 0 then Lf (vc − 1) else obs(∅)}
) do skip
{ Lf (N) obs(∅) }

Figure A.30: Verification of program A.23: Fork loop.
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. . .
Continuation of
Fig. A.30

∀ℓbuf , ℓmut, ℓc, id1
push,1, id1

pop,1, . . . , idN
push,N, idN

pop,N, ℓ̂w
1 , ℓ̂r

1, . . . , ℓ̂w
N , ℓ̂r

N.vc.

{obs({[s1
push,vc

, . . . , sN
push,vc

]}) ∗ [ 1
N ]mutex(m, P ) ∗ [ 1

2 ]̂ℓw
vc 7→ False} PR-ViewShift

& VS-SemImp{
obs({[s1

push,vc
, . . . , sN

push,vc
]}) ∗ L

vc
p ({[s1

push,vc
, . . . , sN

push,vc
]})

∗ [ 1
N ]mutex(m, P )

} For definition of
this producer’s
loop invariant L

vc
p (O)

cf. Fig. A.28.

m.lev = 0 < 2 · k − 1 = sk
push,vc

.lev for 1 ≤ k ≤ N Justification for
application of:

with mut await ( PR-Await

∀O.

For definition of

lock invariant P & P̂
cf. Fig. A.26.

{obs( O ⊎ {[m]} ) ∗ L
vc
p ( O ) ∗ P } PR-Exists

∀npush, vbuf , W, R, w1, . . . , wN, r1, . . . , rN.

P̂ := P ′(vbuf , W, R, w1, . . . , wN, r1, . . . , rN)

{obs({[ s
npush
push,vc

, . . . , sN
push,vc

, m]}) ∗ [ 1
2 ]̂ℓw

vc 7→ False ∗ P̂ }
PR-ViewShift
& VS-GhostLoop
& VS-SetSignal

{obs({[s
max(npush,W + 1)

push,vc
, . . . , sN

push,vc
, m]}) ∗ [ 1

2 ]̂ℓw
vc 7→ False ∗ P̂ }

if b < 0 then PR-If
{ vbuf < 0 ∗ . . .}

[buf] := randomNat
PR-AssignToHeap
& PR-ViewShift
& VS-SemImp{

∃v′
buf . ℓbuf 7→ v′

buf ∧ v′
buf ≥ 0

∗ [ 1
2 ]̂ℓw

vc 7→ False ∗ [ 1
2 ]̂ℓw

vc 7→ wvc ℓ̂w
vc 7→ False ∗ . . .

}
PR-ViewShift
& VS-SetGCell

{̂ℓw
vc 7→ True ∗ . . .}

PR-ViewShift
& VS-GhostLoop
& VS-SetSignal

obs({[ s
max(npush,W +1)
push,vc

, . . . , sN
push,vc

, m]})

∗ ∗
k=max(npush,W +1),...,N

signal(s
k
push,vc

, True ) ∗ . . .


PR-ViewShift
& VS-SemImp
Define P rest

p
such that
(∃i.

signal(s
R+1
pop,i

, False)

∗ P rest
p )

⇛ P
∃O′. obs(O′ ⊎ {[m]})
∗ if vbuf < 0

then P ∗ O = ∅
else L

vc
p (O′) ∗ ∃i. signal(s

R+1
pop,i

, False) ∗ P rest
p

∗ L
R+1
pop ≺L O′ ∗ m.lev ≺L O′

 =: PostIfp

else PR-ViewShift
& VS-SemImp

{ vbuf ≥ 0 ∧ R = W − 1 ∗ obs({[s
max(npush,W +1)
push,vc

, . . . , sN
push,vc

, m]}) ∗ . . .} PR-ViewShift
& VS-SemImp

L
R+1
pop = 2 · (R + 1) = 2 · W

< 2 · max(npush, W + 1) − 1 ≤ Lk
push

for max(npush, W + 1) ≤ k ≤ N.

m.lev = 0 < Lk
push for any k.

R < N ∧ P̂ ⇒ ∃i. ri = False ∧∗
j=1,...,N

signal(s
R+1
pop,j

, rj )

⇒ ∃i. signal(s
R+1
pop,i

, False)

Justification of
else branch in PostIfp.

{PostIfp}

{ obs({[s
max(npush,W +1)
push,vc

, . . . , sN
push,vc

, m]}) ∗ [ 1
2 ]̂ℓw

vc 7→ False ∗ P̂ PostIfp }

b < 0 PR-Exp
{PostIfp}

){
∃O′. obs( {[s1

push,vc
, . . . , sN

push,vc
]} O′ ) ∗ L

vc
p ({[s1

push,vc
, . . . , sN

push,vc
]})

∗ [ 1
N ]mutex(m, P ) ∗ O′ = ∅

}
PR-ViewShift
& VS-SemImp

{obs(∅)}

Figure A.31: Verification of program A.23: Producer loop.
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. . .
Continuation of
Fig. A.30 .

∀ℓbuf , ℓmut, ℓc, id1
push,1, id1

pop,1, . . . , idN
push,N, idN

pop,N, ℓ̂w
1 , ℓ̂r

1, . . . , ℓ̂w
N , ℓ̂r

N.vc.

{obs({[s1
pop,vc , . . . , sN

pop,vc ]}) ∗ [ 1
N ]mutex(m, P ) ∗ [ 1

2 ]̂ℓr
vc 7→ False} PR-ViewShift

& VS-SemImp{
obs({[s1

pop,vc , . . . , sN
pop,vc ]}) ∗ L

vc
c ({[s1

pop,vc , . . . , sN
pop,vc ]})

∗ [ 1
N ]mutex(m, P )

} For definition of
this consumer’s
loop invariant L

vc
c (O)

cf. Fig. A.29.

m.lev = 0 < 2 · k − 1 = sk
push,vc

.lev for 1 ≤ k ≤ N Justification for
application of:

with mut await ( PR-Await

∀O.

For definition of

lock invariant P & P̂
cf. Fig. A.26.

{obs( O ⊎ {[m]} ) ∗ L
vc
c ( O ) ∗ P } PR-Exists

∀npop, vbuf , W, R, w1, . . . , wN, r1, . . . , rN.

P̂ := P ′(vbuf , W, R, w1, . . . , wN, r1, . . . , rN)

{obs({[ s
npop
pop,vc , . . . , sN

pop,vc , m]}) ∗ [ 1
2 ]̂ℓr

vc 7→ False ∗ P̂ }
PR-ViewShift
& VS-GhostLoop
& VS-SetSignal

{obs({[s
max(npop, R + 1)

pop,vc , . . . , sN
pop,vc , m]}) ∗ [ 1

2 ]̂ℓr
vc 7→ False ∗ P̂ } PR-ViewShift

& VS-SemImp

{ [ 1
2 ]̂ℓr

vc 7→ False ∗ [ 1
2 ]̂ℓr

vc 7→ rvc ℓ̂r
vc 7→ False ∧ rvc = False ∧ R < N ∗ . . .}

if b ≥ 0 then PR-If

{ vbuf ≥ 0 ∗ . . .}

[buf] := −1 PR-AssignToHeap{
ℓbuf 7→ −1 ∗ . . .

}
PR-ViewShift
& VS-SetGCell

{̂ℓr
vc 7→ True ∗ . . .}

PR-ViewShift
& VS-GhostLoop
& VS-SetSignal

obs({[ s
max(npop,R+1)
pop,vc , . . . , sN

pop,vc , m]})

∗ ∗
k=max(npop,R+1),...,N

signal(s
k
pop,vc , True ) ∗ . . .


PR-ViewShift
& VS-SemImp
Define P rest

c
such that
(∃i.

signal(s
W +1
push,i

, False)

∗ P rest
c )

⇛ P
∃O′. obs(O′ ⊎ {[m]})
∗ if vbuf ≥ 0

then P ∗ O = ∅
else L

vc
c (O′) ∗ ∃i. signal(s

W +1
push,i

, False) ∗ P rest
c

∗ L
W +1
push ≺L O′ ∗ m.lev ≺L O′

 =: PostIfc

else PR-ViewShift
& VS-SemImp

{ vbuf < 0 ∧ R = W < N ∗ obs({[s
max(npop,R+1)
pop,vc , . . . , sN

pop,vc , m]}) ∗ . . .} PR-ViewShift
& VS-SemImp

L
W +1
push = 2 · (W + 1) − 1 = 2 · (R + 1) − 1

< 2 · max(npop, R + 1) ≤ Lk
pop for max(npop, R + 1) ≤ k ≤ N.

m.lev = 0 < Lk
pop for any k.

W < N ∧ P̂ ⇒ ∃i. wi = False ∧∗
j=1,...,N

signal(s
W +1
push,j

, wj )

⇒ ∃i. signal(s
W +1
push,i

, False)

Justification of
else branch
in PostIfc.

{PostIfc}

{ obs({[s
max(npop,R+1)
pop,vc , . . . , sN

pop,vc , m]}) ∗ . . . PostIfc }

b ≥ 0 PR-Exp
{PostIfc}

){
∃O′. obs( {[s1

pop,vc , . . . , sN
pop,vc ]} O′ ) ∗ L

vc
c ({[s1

pop,vc , . . . , sN
pop,vc ]})

∗ [ 1
N ]mutex(m, P ) ∗ O′ = ∅

}
PR-ViewShift
& VS-SemImp

{obs(∅)}

Figure A.32: Verification of program A.23: Consumer loop.



Appendix B

Ghost Signals: Generalised
Logic

This chapter formalizes a generalized version of the logic presented in chapter 3
and presents additional case studies. The contents of this chapter were previously
published as stand-alone technical report on Zenodo:

T. Reinhard and Bart Jacobs. Ghost Signals: Verifying
Termination of Busy Waiting (Technical Report). Zenodo, 2021.
https://doi.org/10.5281/zenodo.4775100

B.1 Universe

Throughout this work we assume the existence of the following sets:

• X : An infinite set of program variables.

• Locs: An infinite set of heap locations.

• LocsG: An infinite set of ghost locations.

• Levs, <L: An infinite, well-founded partially ordered set of levels.

• ∆, <∆: An infinite, well-founded partially ordered set of degrees.

• ID: An infinite set of IDs.
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• Θ: An infinite, totally ordered and well-founded set of thread IDs.

• Values: A set of values which includes:

– A unit value tt ∈ Values
– Booleans B = {True,False} ⊂ Values
– Heap locations Locs ⊂ Values

• ValuesG: A set of ghost values.

• Ops: A set of operations (i.e. partial functions) on values.

We denote program variables by x, heap locations by ℓ, ghost locations by ℓ̂,
levels by L, degrees by δ, IDs by id, thread IDs by θ, values by v, ghost values
by v̂, boolean by b and operations by op.

B.2 General

Definition B.2.1 (Projections). For any Cartesian product C =
∏
i∈I Ai and

any index k ∈ I, we denote the kth projection by πCk :
∏
i∈I Ai → Ak. We define

πCk ((ai)i∈I) := ak.

In case the domain C is clear from the context, we write πk instead of πCk .

In the following we define our notion of bags, in the literature also referred to
as multisets.
Definition B.2.2 (Bags). For any set X we define the set of bags Bags(X)
and the set of finite bags Bagsfin(X) over X as

Bags(X) := X → N,
Bagsfin(X) := {B ∈ Bags(X) | {x ∈ B | B(x) > 0} finite}.

We define union and subtraction of bags as
(B1 ⊎B2)(x) := B1(x) +B2(x),
(B1 \B2)(x) := max(0, B1(x) −B2(x)).

For finite bags where the domain is clear from the context, we define the following
set-like notation:

∅ := x 7→ 0,

{[x]} :=
{
x 7→ 1
y 7→ 0 for y ̸= x,

{[x1, . . . , xn]} :=
n⊎
i=1

{[xi]}.
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v ∈ Values x ∈ X op ∈ Ops

e ∈ Exps ::= x | v | e = e | ¬e | op(ē)
c ∈ Cmds ::= while c do skip | fork c |

let x := c in c | if c then c |
cons(e) | [e] | [e] := e |
new_mutex | acquire e | release e |
e |
consumeItPerm intermediate

representation

Figure B.1: Syntax.

We define the following set-like notations for element and subset relationship:

x ∈ B ⇔ B(x) > 0,
B1 ⊆ B2 ⇔ ∀x ∈ B1. B1(x) ≤ B2(x),
B1 ⊂ B2 ⇔ ∃C ⊆ B1. C ̸= ∅ ∧ B1 = B2 \ C.

For any bag B ∈ Bags(X) and predicate P ⊆ X we define the following
refinement:

{[x ∈ B | P (x)]} :=
{
x 7→ B(x) if P (x),
x 7→ 0 otherwise.

Definition B.2.3 (Disjoint Union). Let A,B be sets. We define their disjoint
union as

A ⊔B := A ∪B

if A ∩B = ∅ and leave it undefined otherwise.

B.3 Syntax

Definition B.3.1. We define the sets of commands Cmds and expressions Exps
according to the syntax presented in Figure B.1.

We define c ; c′ as shorthand for let x := c in c′ where x does not occur free
in c′ but let · ; · bind stronger. Further, we define e ̸= e′ as abbreviation for
¬(e = e′).
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let x := cons(0) in
let m := new_mutex in
fork (while (acquire m;

let y := [x] in
release m;
y = 0)

do skip);
acquire m;
[x] := 1;
release m

Figure B.2: Example Program.

B.4 Example

Figure B.2 presents the example program we plan to verify. For this example
we let Values include natural numbers.

B.5 Resources

In this section we define physical resources. We will use the physical resources
to define the semantics of our programming language.

Definition B.5.1 (Physical Resources). We define the set of physical resources
Rphys syntactically as follows:

rp ∈ Rphys ::= ℓ 7→ v | unlockedpRes(ℓ) | lockedpRes(ℓ)

ℓ ∈ Locs v ∈ Values

Definition B.5.2 (Physical Heaps). We define the set of physical heaps as

Heapsphys := Pfin(Rphys)

and the function locspRes : Heapsphys → Pfin(Locs) mapping physical heaps to
the sets of allocated heap locations as

locspRes(h) := {ℓ ∈ Locs | unlockedpRes(ℓ) ∈ h ∨ lockedpRes(ℓ) ∈ h ∨
∃v ∈ Values. ℓ 7→ v ∈ h}

We denote physical heaps by h.
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B.6 Semantics

Definition B.6.1 (Evaluation of Closed Expressions). We define a partial
evaluation function [[·]] : Exps ⇀ Values on expressions by recursion on the
structure of expressions as follows:

[[v]] := v if v ∈ Values
[[e = e′]] := True if [[e]] = [[e′]] ̸= ⊥
[[e = e′]] := False if [[e]] ̸= [[e′]] ∧ [[e]] ̸= ⊥ ∧ [[e′]] ̸= ⊥
[[¬e]] := False if [[e]] = True
[[¬e]] := True if [[e]] = False
[[e]] := ⊥ otherwise

We identify closed expressions e with their ascribed value [[e]].

Definition B.6.2 (Evaluation Context). We define the set of evaluation contexts
EvalCtxts as follows:

E ∈ EvalCtxts ::= if □ then c | let x :=□ in c

c ∈ Cmds x ∈ X

For any c ∈ Cmds and E ∈ EvalCtxts, we define E[c] := E[□ 7→ c].

Note that for every c ∈ Cmds, E ∈ EvalCtxts, we have E[c] ∈ Cmds.

Definition B.6.3 (Single Thread Reduction Relation). We define a reduction
relation ⇝st for single threads according to the rules presented in Figure B.3. A
reduction step has the form

h, c⇝st h
′, c′, T

for a set of forked threads T ⊂ Cmds with |T | ≤ 1.

For simplicity of notation, we omit T if it is clear from the context that no
thread is forked and T = ∅.

Note that we do not provide a reduction rule for consumeItPerm, since we
only use it as an intermediate representation for the annotated reduction relation
presented in Section B.9.

Definition B.6.4 (Thread Pools). We define the set of thread pools TP as the
set of finite partial functions mapping thread IDs to threads:

TP := Θ ⇀fin (Cmds ∪ {term}).
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ST-Red-EvalCtxt
h, c⇝st h

′, c′, T

h,E[c]⇝st h
′, E[c′], T

ST-Red-Fork
h, fork c⇝st h, tt, {c}

(a) Basic Constructs.

ST-Red-While
h,while c do skip⇝st h, if c then while c do skip

ST-Red-IfTrue
h, if True then c⇝st h, c

ST-Red-IfFalse
h, if False then c⇝st h, tt

ST-Red-Let
h, let x := v in c⇝st h, c[x 7→ v]

(b) Control Structures.

ST-Red-Cons
ℓ ̸∈ locspRes(h)

h, cons(v)⇝st h ∪ {ℓ 7→ v}, ℓ

ST-Red-ReadHeapLoc
ℓ 7→ v ∈ h

h, [ℓ]⇝st h, v

ST-Red-Assign
h ⊔ {ℓ 7→ v′}, [ℓ] := v ⇝st h ⊔ {ℓ 7→ v}, tt

(c) Heap Access.

ST-Red-NewMutex
ℓ ̸∈ locspRes(h)

h,new_mutex⇝st h ∪ {unlockedpRes(ℓ)}, ℓ

ST-Red-Acquire
h ⊔ {unlockedpRes(ℓ)},acquire ℓ⇝st h ⊔ {lockedpRes(ℓ)}, tt

ST-Red-Release
h ⊔ {lockedpRes(ℓ)}, release ℓ⇝st h ⊔ {unlockedpRes(ℓ)}, tt

(d) Mutexes.

Figure B.3: Single thread reduction rules.
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TP-Red-Lift
P (θ) = c h, c⇝st h

′, c′, T

h, P
θ
⇝tp h

′, P [θ := c′] +tp T

TP-Red-Term
P (θ) = v

h, P
θ
⇝tp h, P [θ := term]

Figure B.4: Thread pool reduction rules.

The symbol term represents a terminated thread. We denote thread pools by P ,
thread IDs by θ and the empty thread pool by ∅tp, i.e.,

∅tp : Θ ⇀fin (Cmds ∪ {term}),
dom(∅tp) = ∅.

We define the operation +tp : TP × {C ⊂ Cmds | |C| ≤ 1} → TP as follows:

P +tp ∅ := P,
P +tp{c} := P [θnew := c] for θnew := min(Θ \ dom(P )).

Definition B.6.5 (Thread Pool Reduction Relation). We define a thread
pool reduction relation ⇝tp according to the rules presented in Figure B.4. A
reduction step has the form

h, P
θ
⇝tp h

′, P ′.

Definition B.6.6 (Reduction Sequence). Let (hi)i∈N and (Pi)i∈N be infinite
sequences of physical heaps and thread pools, respectively.

We call (hi, Pi)i∈N a reduction sequence if there exists a sequence of thread IDs
(θi)i∈N such that

hi, Pi
θi⇝tp hi+1, Pi+1

holds for every i ∈ N.

Definition B.6.7 (Fairness). We call a reduction sequence (hi, Pi)i∈N fair iff
for all i ∈ N and θ ∈ dom(Pi) with Pi(θ) ̸= term there exists some k ≥ i with

hk, Pk
θ
⇝tp hk+1, Pk+1.

B.7 Assertions

Definition B.7.1 (Fractions). We define the set of fractions as

F := {f ∈ Q | 0 < f ≤ 1}.
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Definition B.7.2 (Thread Phase IDs). We define the set of thread phase literals
as

T := {Forker, Forkee}.

We call a finite sequence of thread phase literals a phase ID and denote it by
τ ∈ T ∗. We write τ1 ⊑ τ2 to express that τ1 is a (non-strict) prefix of τ2.

Definition B.7.3. We define the sets of ghost signals S, obligations O, wait
permission Ω and iteration permissions Λ as follows:

S := ID × Levs,
O := (Locs ∪ ID) × Levs,
Ω := T ∗ × ID × ∆,
Λ := T ∗ × ∆.

We denote ghost signals by s, obligations by o, and bags of obligations by O. For
convenience of notation we define the selector function:

(id, L).id := L.

Definition B.7.4 (Assertions). We define the set of assertions A according
to the syntax presented in Figure B.5.1 Further, we define implication and
equivalence as the usual abbreviations:

a1 → a2 := ¬a1 ∨ a2,
a1 ↔ a2 := (a1 → a2) ∧ (a2 → a1).

Let (a(i))i∈I be a family of assertions indexed by some set I. We define
quantification over I as the following abbreviations:

∃i ∈ I. a(i) :=
∨

{a(i) | i ∈ I},
∀i ∈ I. a(i) := ¬∃i ∈ I.¬a(i).

We omit the index set I when its choice becomes clear from the context and
write ∃i. a(i) and ∀i. a(i) instead of ∃i ∈ I. a(i) and ∀i ∈ I. a(i), respectively.

Definition B.7.5 (Logical Resources). We define the set of logical resources
Rlog syntactically as follows:

rl ∈ Rlog ::= ℓ 7→ v | ℓ̂ 7→ v̂ | signallRes((id, L), b) |
uninitlRes(ℓ) | mutexlRes((ℓ, L), a) | lockedlRes((ℓ, L), a, f) |
phaselRes(τ) | obslRes(O) | wpermlRes(τ, id, δ) |
itpermlRes(τ, δ)

1That is, we define A as the least fixpoint of F where F (A) = {True, False} ∪ {¬a | a ∈
A} ∪ {a1 ∧ a2 | a1, a2 ∈ A} ∪ · · · ∪ {

∨
A′ | A′ ⊆ A} ∪ . . . . Since F is a monotonic function

over a complete lattice, it has a least fixpoint according to the Knaster-Tarski theorem [169].
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a ∈ A := True | False | ¬a |
a ∧ a | a ∨ a | a ∗ a | [f ]ℓ 7→ v | [f ]ℓ̂ 7→ v̂ |∨
A |

[f ]uninit(ℓ) |
[f ]mutex((ℓ, L), a) | [f ]locked((ℓ, L), a, f) |
[f ]signal((id, L), b) |
phase(τ) | obs(O) | wperm(τ, id, δ) | itperm(τ, δ)

f ∈ F v ∈ Values v̂ ∈ ValuesG ℓ ∈ Locs ℓ̂ ∈ LocsG

L ∈ Levs id ∈ ID b ∈ B = {True,False} δ ∈ ∆

A ⊆ A O ∈ Bags(O) τ ∈ T ∗

Figure B.5: Assertion syntax.

Further, we define the functions getHLocslRes : Rlog → Locs and getGLocslRes :
Rlog → Pfin(LocsG) mapping logical resources to their respective (either empty
or singleton) set of involved heap locations and ghost locations, respectively, as

getHLocslRes(ℓ 7→ v) := {ℓ},
getHLocslRes(uninitlRes(ℓ)) := {ℓ},
getHLocslRes(mutexlRes((ℓ, L), a)) := {ℓ},
getHLocslRes(lockedlRes((ℓ, L), a, f)) := {ℓ},
getHLocslRes(_) := ∅ otherwise,

getGLocslRes(ℓ̂ 7→ v̂) := {ℓ̂},
getGLocslRes(_) := ∅ otherwise.

Definition B.7.6 (Mutexes). We define the set of mutexes as M := Locs×Levs
and denote mutexes by m. For convenience of notation we define the selector
function

(ℓ, L).loc := ℓ.

Definition B.7.7 (Logical Heaps). We define the set of logical heaps as

Heapslog := Rlog → {q ∈ Q | q ≥ 0}.

We define the empty logical heap ∅log as the constant zero function

∅log : rl 7→ 0.
We denote logical heaps by H, point-wise addition by + and multiplication with
non-negative rationals by ·, i.e.,

(H1 +H2)(rl) := H1(rl) +H2(rl),
(q ·H)(rl) := q · (H(rl))
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for q ∈ Q with q ≥ 0. For convenience of notation we represent logical heaps
containing finitely many resources by sets of resources and define left-associative
functions +lh, −lh : Heapslog → Rlog → Heapslog as follows

{rl
1, . . . , r

l
n} :=

{
rl
i 7→ 1
x 7→ 0 if x ̸∈ {rl

1, . . . , r
l
n},

H +lh r
l := H[rl :=H(rl) + 1],

H −lh r
l := H[rl := max(0, H(rl) − 1)].

We give · a higher precedence than +, +lh and −lh.

Further, we define the function getGLocslh : Heapslog → P(LocsG) mapping
logical heaps to their respective set of allocated ghost locations as

getGLocslh(H) :=
⋃

rl∈Rlog

H(rl)>0

getGLocslRes(rl).

We call a logical heap H complete and write completelh(H) if it contains exactly
one obligations chunk and exactly one phase chunk, i.e., if there exist a bag of
obligations O and a phase ID τ with H(obslRes(O)) = 1 and H(phaselRes(τ)) = 1
and if there do not exist any bag of obligations O′ nor any phase ID τ ′ with
(i) O ̸= O′ and H(obslRes(O′)) > 0 or with (ii) τ ̸= τ ′ and H(phaselRes(τ ′)) > 0.

We call a logical heap H finite and write finitelh(H) if it contains only finitely
many resources, i.e., if the set {rl ∈ Rlog | H(rl) > 0} is finite.

We call a logical heap H consistent and write consistentlh(H) if (i) it contains
only full phase, obligations, wait and iteration permission chunks, i.e., if

H(phaselRes(τ)) ∈ N,
H(obslRes(O)) ∈ N,
H(wpermlRes(τ, id, δ)) ∈ N,
H(itpermlRes(τ, δ)) ∈ N

holds for all τ ∈ T ∗, O ∈ Bags(O), id ∈ ID and δ ∈ ∆ and if (ii) heap locations
and ghost locations are unique in H, i.e., if there are no rl

1, r
l
2 ∈ Rlog with

rl
1 ̸= rl

2, H(rl
1) > 0, H(rl

2) > 0 and with getHLocslRes(rl
1) ∩ getHLocslRes(rl

2) ̸= ∅
or getGLocslRes(rl

1) ∩ getGLocslRes(rl
2) ̸= ∅.

To simplify the specification of logical heaps containing only a single obligations
chunk with certain properties, we introduce the abbreviation

(H.obs = O) := (completelh(H) ∧ H(obslRes(O)) = 1).

Definition B.7.8 (Assertion Model Relation). We define a model relation
⊨A ⊂ Heapslog × A for assertions by recursion on the structure of assertions
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H ⊨A True
H ̸⊨A False
H ⊨A ¬a if H ̸⊨A a
H ⊨A a1 ∧ a2 if H ⊨A a1 ∧ H ⊨A a2
H ⊨A a1 ∨ a2 if H ⊨A a1 ∨ H ⊨A a2
H ⊨A a1 ∗ a2 if ∃H1, H2 ∈ Heapslog.

H = H1 +H2 ∧
H1 ⊨A a1 ∧ H2 ⊨A a2

H ⊨A [f ]ℓ 7→ v if H(ℓ 7→ v) ≥ f

H ⊨A [f ]ℓ̂ 7→ v̂ if H(ℓ̂ 7→ v̂) ≥ f
H ⊨A

∨
A if ∃a ∈ A. H ⊨A a

H ⊨A [f ]uninit(ℓ) if H(uninitlRes(ℓ)) ≥ f
H ⊨A [f ]mutex(m,P ) if H(mutexlRes(m,P )) ≥ f
H ⊨A [f ]locked(m,P, fu) if H(lockedlRes(m,P, fu)) ≥ f
H ⊨A [f ]signal(s, b) if H(signallRes(s, b)) ≥ f
H ⊨A phase(τ) if H(phaselRes(τ)) ≥ 1
H ⊨A obs(O) if H(obslRes(O)) ≥ 1
H ⊨A wperm(τ, id, δ) if H(wpermlRes(τ, id, δ)) ≥ 1
H ⊨A itperm(τ, δ) if H(itpermlRes(τ, δ)) ≥ 1

Figure B.6: Assertion model relation.

according to the rules presented in Figure B.6. We write H ⊨A a to express that
logical heap H models assertion a and H ̸⊨A a to express that H ⊨A a does not
hold.

B.8 Proof Rules

Definition B.8.1 (Level Ascriptions). We define a function lev : (ID ∪ Locs) ×
Levs → Levs as

lev((_, L)) := L.

Definition B.8.2 (View Shift). We define a view shift relation ⇛ ⊂ A × A
according to the rules presented in Figure B.7.

Definition B.8.3 (Proof Relation). We define a proof relation ⊢ ⊂ A ×
Cmds × (Values → A) according to the rules presented in Figures B.8 and B.9.
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VS-SemImp
∀H. consistentlh(H) ∧H ⊨A A ⇒ H ⊨A B

A⇛ B

VS-Trans
A⇛ C C ⇛ B

A⇛ B

VS-Or
A1 ⇛ B A2 ⇛ B

A1 ∨A2 ⇛ B

VS-NewSignal
L ∈ Levs

obs(O)⇛ ∃id. obs(O ⊎ {[(id, L)]}) ∗ signal((id, L),False)

VS-SetSignal
obs(O ⊎ {[s]}) ∗ signal(s,_)⇛ obs(O) ∗ signal(s,True)

VS-WaitPerm
δ′ <∆ δ

itperm(τ ′, δ)⇛ wperm(τ ′, id, δ′)

VS-Wait
τanc ⊑ τ ∀o ∈ O. lev(s) <L lev(o)

phase(τ) ∗ obs(O) ∗ wperm(τanc, s.id, δ) ∗ signal(s, b)
⇛ phase(τ) ∗ obs(O) ∗ wperm(τanc, s.id, δ) ∗ signal(s, b) ∗ (¬b ↔ itperm(τ, δ))

VS-SpecItPerm
τanc ⊑ τ

itperm(τanc, δ)⇛ itperm(τ, δ)

VS-SpecWaitPerm
τanc ⊑ τ

wperm(τanc, id, δ)⇛ wperm(τ, id, δ)

VS-WeakPerm
δ′ <∆ δ N ∈ N

itperm(τ ′, δ)⇛∗
1,...,N

itperm(τ ′, δ′)

VS-MutInit
L ∈ Levs

uninit(ℓ) ∗ P ⇛ mutex((ℓ, L), P )

VS-NewGCell
True⇛ ∃ℓ̂. ℓ̂ 7→ v̂

VS-SetGCell
ℓ̂ 7→ v̂ ⇛ ℓ̂ 7→ v̂′

Figure B.7: View shift rules.
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Note that our proof rules do not allow us to reason about the command
consumeItPerm, since we only use it as an intermediate representation during
reduction.

Lemma B.8.4. We can derive the proof rule presented in Figure B.10.

Proof. Trivial.

B.9 Annotated Semantics

Definition B.9.1 (Annotated Resources). We define the set of annotated
resources AnnoRes as follows:

ra ∈ AnnoRes ::= ℓ 7→ v | uninitaRes(ℓ) |
unlockedaRes((ℓ, L), a,H) | lockedaRes((ℓ, L), a, f) |
signalaRes((id, L), b)

Definition B.9.2 (Annotated Heaps). We define the set of annotated heaps as

Heapsannot := Pfin(AnnoRes),

the function locsah : Heapsannot → Pfin(Locs) mapping annotated heaps to the
sets of allocated heap locations as

locsah(ha) := {ℓ ∈ Locs | ∃v ∈ Values. ∃L ∈ Levs. ∃a ∈ A.
∃H ∈ Heapslog. ∃f ∈ F .
ℓ 7→ v ∈ ha ∨ uninitaRes(ℓ) ∈ ha ∨
unlockedaRes((ℓ, L), a,H) ∈ ha ∨
lockedaRes((ℓ, L), a, f) ∈ ha}

and the function idsah : Heapsannot → Pfin(ID) mapping annotated heaps to sets
of allocated signal IDs as

idsah(ha) := {id ∈ ID | ∃L ∈ Levs. ∃b ∈ B. signalaRes((id, L), b) ∈ ha}.

We denote annotated heaps by ha.

We call an annotated heap ha finite and write finiteah(ha) if there exists no chunk
unlockedaRes((ℓ, L), a,H) ∈ ha for which finitelh(H) does not hold.

Definition B.9.3 (Annotated Single Thread Reduction Relation). We define
a reduction relation ⇝ast for annotated threads according to the rules presented
in Figures B.11 and B.12. A reduction step has the form

ha, H, c⇝ast h
a′, H ′, c′, T a
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PR-Frame
⊢ {A} c {B}

⊢ {A ∗ F} c {B ∗ F}

PR-ViewShift
A⇛ A′ ∧ phase(τ) ⊢ {A′} c {B′} ∀τ ′.

(
B′ ∧ phase(τ ′) ∧ τ ⊑ τ ′ ⇛ B

)
⊢ {A} c {B}

PR-VS-Simp
A⇛ A′ ⊢ {A′} c {B′} B′ ⇛ B

⊢ {A} c {B}

PR-Exp
[[e]] ∈ Values

⊢ {True} e {λr. r = [[e]]}

PR-Exists
∀a ∈ A. ⊢ {a} c {B}

⊢ {
∨
A} c {B}

PR-Fork
⊢ {phase(τ.Forkee) ∗ obs(Of ) ∗A} c {obs(∅)}

⊢ {phase(τ) ∗ obs(Om ⊎Of ) ∗A} fork c {λr. phase(τ.Forker) ∗ obs(Om) ∗ r = tt}

(a) Basic proof rules.

PR-If
⊢ {A} cb {λb. C(b) ∧ (b = True ∨ b = False)}

⊢ {C(True)} ct {B} C(False)⇛ B

⊢ {A} if cb then ct {B}

PR-While

∀τit. τ ⊑ τit ⇒ ⊢
{

phase(τit) ∗ I(τit)
}
cb


λb. ∃τ ′

it, τanc. τanc ⊑ τ ′
it ∗ phase(τ ′

it)
∗ (b = True ∨ b = False)
∗ (b → itperm(τanc, δ) ∗ I(τ ′

it))
∗ (¬b → B(τ ′

it))


⊢ {phase(τ) ∗ I(τ)} while cb do skip {∃τ ′. τ ⊑ τ ′ ∗ phase(τ ′) ∗B(τ ′)}

PR-Let
⊢ {A} c {λr. C(r)} ∀v. ⊢ {C(v)} c′[x 7→ v] {B}

⊢ {A} let x := c in c′ {B}

(b) Control structures.

Figure B.8: Proof rules (part 1).
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PR-Acquire
m.lev ≺L O

⊢
{obs(O) ∗ [f ]mutex(m,P )}

acquire m.loc
{λr. r = tt ∗ obs(O ⊎ {[m]}) ∗ locked(m,P, f) ∗ P}

PR-Release
obs(O) ∗A⇛ obs(O) ∗ P ∗B

⊢
{obs(O ⊎ {[m]}) ∗ locked(m,P, f) ∗A}

release m.loc
{λr. r = tt ∗ obs(O) ∗ [f ]mutex(m,P ) ∗B}

PR-NewMutex
⊢ {True} new_mutex {λℓ. uninit(ℓ)}

(a) Mutexes.

PR-Cons
⊢ {True} cons(v) {λℓ. ℓ 7→ v}

PR-ReadHeapLoc
⊢ {[f ]ℓ 7→ v} [ℓ] {λr. r = v ∗ [f ]ℓ 7→ v}

PR-AssignToHeap
⊢ {ℓ 7→ _} [ℓ] := v {λr. r = tt ∗ ℓ 7→ v}

(b) Heap access.

Figure B.9: Proof rules (part 2).

PR-While-Simp
τanc ⊑ τ

⊢ {phase(τ) ∗A} cb {λb. phase(τ) ∗ (b → itperm(τanc, δ) ∗A) ∗ (¬b → B)}
⊢ {phase(τ) ∗A} while cb do skip {phase(τ) ∗B}

Figure B.10: Derived proof rule.
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for a set of annotated forked threads T a ⊂ Heapslog × Cmds with |T a| ≤ 1.

It indicates that given annotated heap ha and a logical heap H, command c can
be reduced to annotated heap ha′, logical heap H ′ and command c′. The either
empty or singleton set T a represents whether a new thread is forked in this step.

For simplicity of notation we omit T a if it is clear from the context that no
thread is forked and T a = ∅.

Definition B.9.4 (Annotated Thread Pools). We define the set of annotated
thread pools TPa as the set of finite partial functions mapping thread IDs to
annotated threads:

TPa := Θ ⇀fin Heapslog × (Cmds ∪ {term}).

We denote annotated thread pools by P a and the empty thread pool by ∅atp, i.e.,

∅atp : Θ ⇀fin Heapslog × (Cmds ∪ {term}),
dom(∅atp) = ∅.

We define the modification operations +atp and −atp analogously to +tp and −tp,
respectively, cf. Definition B.6.4.

For convenience of notation we define selector functions for annotated threads
as

(H, c).heap := H,
(H, c).cmd := c.

Definition B.9.5 (Ghost Reduction Relation). We define a thread pool
reduction relation ⇝ghost according to the rules presented in Figures B.13
and B.14 to express ghost steps. A ghost reduction step has the form

ha, P a θ
⇝ghost h

a′, P a′.

We denote its reflexive transitive closure by ⇝∗
ghost.

Definition B.9.6 (Non-ghost Thread Pool Reduction Relation). We define
a thread pool reduction relation ⇝real according to the rules presented in
Figure B.15 to express real reduction steps. A reduction step has the form

ha, P a θ
⇝real h

a′, P a′.

Definition B.9.7 (Annotated Thread Pool Reduction Relation). We define
the annotated thread pool reduction relation ⇝atp as

⇝atp := ⇝ghost ∪⇝real .
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AST-Red-EvalCtxt
ha, H, c⇝ast h

a′, H ′, c′, T

ha, H,E[c]⇝ast h
a′, H ′, E[c′], T

AST-Red-Fork
ha, Hm + {phaselRes(τ), obslRes(Om ⊎Of )} +Hf , fork c
⇝ast ha, Hm + {phaselRes(τ.Forker), obslRes(Om)}, tt,

{({phaselRes(τ.Forkee), obslRes(Of )} +Hf ), c)}

(a) Basic constructs.

AST-Red-While
ha, H,while c do skip
⇝ast ha, H, if c then (consumeItPerm; while c do skip)

AST-Red-IfTrue
ha, H, if True then c⇝ast h

a, H, c
AST-Red-IfFalse
ha, H, if False then c⇝ast h

a, H, tt

AST-Red-Let
ha, H, let x := v in c⇝ast h

a, H, c[x 7→ v]

(b) Control structures.

AST-Red-ConsumeItPerm
H(phaselRes(τ)) ≥ 1 τanc ⊑ τ

ha, H + {itpermlRes(τanc, δ)}, consumeItPerm⇝ast h
a, H, tt

(c) Intermediate representation.

AST-Red-Cons
ℓ ̸∈ locsah(ha)

ha, H, cons(v)
⇝ast ha ∪ {ℓ 7→ v}, H + {ℓ 7→ v}, ℓ

AST-Red-ReadHeapLoc
ℓ 7→ v ∈ ha

ha, H, [ℓ]⇝ast h
a, H, v

AST-Red-Assign
h ⊔ {ℓ 7→ v}, H + {ℓ 7→ v}, [ℓ] := v ⇝ast h ⊔ {ℓ 7→ v′}, H + {ℓ 7→ v′}, tt

(d) Heap access.

Figure B.11: Annotated single thread reduction rules (part 1).
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AST-Red-NewMutex
ℓ ̸∈ locsah(ha)

ha, H,new_mutex⇝ast h
a ∪ {uninitaRes(ℓ)}, H + {uninitlRes(ℓ)}, ℓ

AST-Red-Acquire
f ∈ F m.lev ≺L O

ha ⊔ {unlockedaRes(m, a,HP )},
H + {obslRes(O)} + f · {mutexlRes(m,P )},
acquire m.loc
⇝ast ha ⊔ {lockedaRes(m,P, f)},

H + {obslRes(O ⊎ {[m]}), lockedlRes(m,P, f)} +HP ,
tt

AST-Red-Release
HP ⊨A P consistentlh(HP )

∃O. H(obslRes(O)) ≥ 1 ∃τ. H(phaselRes(τ)) ≥ 1
ha ⊔ {lockedaRes(m,P, f)},
H + {obslRes(O ⊎ {[m]}), lockedlRes(m,P, f)} +HP ,
release m.loc
⇝ast ha ⊔ {unlockedaRes(m,P,HP )},

H + {obslRes(O)} + f · {mutexlRes(m,P )},
tt

(a) Mutexes.

Figure B.12: Annotated single thread reduction rules (part 2).

Definition B.9.8 (Annotated Reduction Sequence). Let (ha
i)i∈N and (P a

i)i∈N
be infinite sequences of annotated heaps and annotated thread pools, respectively.
Let sig : N⇀ S be a partial function mapping indices to signals.

We call ((ha
i , P

a
i )i∈N, sig) an annotated reduction sequence if there exists a

sequence of thread IDs (θi)i∈N such that the following holds for every i ∈ N:

• ha
i , P

a
i
θi⇝atp h

a
i+1, P

a
i+1

• If this reduction step results from an application of GTP-Red-Wait to
some signal s, then sig(i) = s holds and otherwise sig(i) = ⊥.

In case the signal annotation sig is clear from the context or not relevant, we
omit it and write (ha

i , P
a
i )i∈N instead of ((ha

i , P
a
i )i∈N, sig).
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GTP-Red-NewSignal
P a(θ) = (H + {obslRes(O)}, c) id ̸∈ idsah(ha)

H ′ = H + {signallRes((id, L),False), obslRes(O ⊎ {[id, L]})}

ha, P a θ
⇝ghost h

a ∪ {signalaRes((id, L),False)}, P a[θ := (H ′, c)]

GTP-Red-SetSignal
P a(θ) = (H + {signallRes(s,False), obslRes(O ⊎ {[s]})}, c)

H ′ = H + {signallRes(s,False), obslRes(O)}

ha ⊔ {signalaRes(s,False)}, P a θ
⇝ghost h

a ⊔ {signalaRes(s,True)}, P a[θ := (H ′, c)]

GTP-Red-WaitPerm
δ′ <∆ δ P a(θ) = (H + {itpermlRes(τ ′, δ)}, c)

ha, P a θ
⇝ghost h

a, P a[θ := (H + {wpermlRes(τ ′, id, δ′)}, c)]

GTP-Red-Wait
signalaRes(s,False) ∈ ha P a(θ) = (H, c)

H(phaselRes(τ)) ≥ 1 H(wpermlRes(τanc, s.id, δ)) ≥ 1 H(obslRes(O)) ≥ 1
τanc ⊑ τ ∀o ∈ O. lev(s) <L lev(O)

ha, P a θ
⇝ghost h

a, P a[θ := (H + {itpermlRes(τ, δ)}, c)]

GTP-Red-SpecItPerm
τanc ⊑ τ P a(θ) = (H + {itperm(τanc, δ)}, c)

ha, P a θ
⇝ghost h

a, P a[θ := (H + {itperm(τ, δ)}, c)]

GTP-Red-SpecWaitPerm
τanc ⊑ τ P a(θ) = (H + {wperm(τanc, id, δ)}, c)

ha, P a θ
⇝ghost h

a, P a[θ := (H + {wperm(τ, id, δ)}, c)]

GTP-Red-WeakItPerm
δ′ <∆ δ N ∈ N P a(θ) = (H + {itpermlRes(τ ′, δ)}, c)

ha, P a θ
⇝ghost h

a, P a[θ := (H +N · {itpermlRes(τ ′, δ′)}, c)]

GTP-Red-MutInit
P a(θ) = (H + {uninitlRes(ℓ)} +HP , c) HP ⊨A P consistentlh(HP )

∃O. H(obslRes(O)) ≥ 1 ∃τ. H(phaselRes(τ)) ≥ 1
H ′ = H + {mutexlRes((ℓ, L), HP )}

ha ⊔ {uninitaRes(ℓ)}, P a θ
⇝ghost h

a ⊔ {unlockedaRes((ℓ, L), a,HP )}, P a[θ := (H ′, c)]

Figure B.13: Ghost thread pool reduction rules (part 1).
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GTP-Red-NewGhostCell
ℓ̂ ̸∈ getGLocslh(H) P a(θ) = (H, c)

ha, P a θ
⇝ghost h

a, P a[θ := (H + {ℓ̂ 7→ v̂}, c)]

GTP-Red-MutateGhostCell
ℓ̂ ̸∈ getGLocslh(H) P a(θ) = (H + {ℓ̂ 7→ v̂}, c)

ha, P a θ
⇝ghost h

a, P a[θ := (H + {ℓ̂ 7→ v̂′}, c)]

Figure B.14: Ghost thread pool reduction rules (part 2)

RTP-Red-Lift
θf = min(Θ \ dom(P a)) P a(θ) = (H, c) ha, H, c⇝ast h

a′, H ′, c′, T a

ha, P a θ
⇝real h

a′, P a[θ := (H ′, c′)] +atp T
a

RTP-Red-Term
P a(θ) = (H, v) H.obs = ∅

ha, P a θ
⇝real h

a, P a −atp θ

Figure B.15: Non-ghost thread pool reduction rules.

We call (ha
i , P

a
i ) an annotated machine configuration.

Lemma B.9.9 (Preservation of Finiteness). Let (ha
i , P

a
i )i∈N be an annotated

reduction sequence with finiteah(ha
0) and finitelh(P a

0 (θ).heap) for all θ ∈ dom(P a
0 ).

Then, finitelh(P a
i (θ).heap) holds for all i ∈ N and all θ ∈ dom(P a

i ).

Proof. Proof by induction on i.

Lemma B.9.10 (Preservation of Completeness). Let (ha
i , P

a
i )i∈N be an

annotated reduction sequence with completelh(P a
0 (θ).heap) for all θ ∈ dom(P a

0 ).
Furthermore, let there be no chunk unlockedaRes(m,P,HP ) ∈ ha

0 such that
HP (phaselRes(τ)) > 0 or HP (obslRes(O)) > 0 holds for any τ , O.

Then, completelh(P a
i (θ).heap) holds for every i ∈ N and every θ ∈ dom(P a

i ).

Proof. Proof by induction on i.
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Definition B.9.11 (Fairness of Annotated Reduction Sequences). We call an
annotated reduction sequence (ha

i , P
a
i )i∈N fair iff for all i ∈ N and θ ∈ dom(P a

i )
with P a

i (θ).cmd ̸= term there exists some k ≥ i with

ha
k, P

a
k

θ
⇝real h

a
k+1, P

a
k+1.

Every thread of an annotated thread pool is annotated by a thread-local logical
heap that expresses which resources are owned by this thread. In the following
we define a function to extract the logical heap expressing which resources
are owned by threads of a thread pool (i.e. the sum of all thread-local logical
heaps).

Definition B.9.12. We define the function ownedResHeapatp : TPa → Heapslog

mapping annotated thread pools to logical heaps as follows:

P a 7→
∑

θ∈ dom(P a)

P a(θ).heap

Annotated resources representing unlocked locks, i.e., unlockedaRes(m, a,Ha),
contain a logical heap Ha that expresses which resources are protected by this
lock. In the following, we define a function that extracts a logical heap from an
annotated heap ha expressing which resources are protected by unlocked locks
in ha.

Definition B.9.13. We define the function protectedResHeapah : Heapsannot →
Heapslog mapping annotated heaps to logical heaps as follows:

For any annotated heap ha let

LockInvs(ha) := {[HP ∈ Heapslog | ∃m ∈ Locs× Levs. ∃P ∈ A.
unlockedaRes(m,P,HP ) ∈ ha]}

be the auxiliary set aggregating all logical heaps corresponding to lock invariants
of unlocked locks stored in ha. We define protectedResHeapah as

ha 7→
∑

HP ∈ LockInvs(ha)

HP .

Definition B.9.14 (Compatibility of Annotated and Logical Heaps). We
inductively define a relation ∼ah lh ⊂ Heapsannot × Heapslog between annotated
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and logical heaps such that the following holds

∅ ∼ah lh ∅log,
ha ∪ {ℓ 7→ v} ∼ah lh H + {ℓ 7→ v},
ha ∪ {uninitaRes(ℓ)} ∼ah lh H + {uninitlRes(ℓ)},
ha ∪ {unlockedaRes(m,P,HP )} ∼ah lh H + {mutexlRes(m,P )} +HP ,
ha ∪ {lockedaRes(m,P, f)} ∼ah lh H + {lockedlRes(m,P, f)}

+ (1 − f) · {mutexlRes(m,P )},
ha ∪ {signalaRes(s, b)} ∼ah lh H + {signallRes(s, b)},
ha ∼ah lh H + {phaselRes(τ)},
ha ∼ah lh H + {obslRes(O)},
ha ∼ah lh H + {wpermlRes(τ, id, δ)},
ha ∼ah lh H + {itpermlRes(τ, δ)},
ha ∼ah lh H + {ℓ̂ 7→ v̂},

where ha ∈ Heapsannot and H ∈ Heapslog are annotated and logical heaps with
ℓ,m.loc ̸∈ locsah(ha), s.id ̸∈ idsah(ha) and ha ∼ah lh H.

We consider a machine configuration (ha, P a) to be consistent if it fulfils three
criteria: (i) Every thread-local logical heap is consistent, i.e., for all used
thread IDs θ, P a(θ).heap only stores full phase, obligations, wait permission and
iteration permission chunks. (ii) Every logical heap protected by an unlocked
lock in ha is consistent. (iii) ha is compatible with the logical heap that represents
(a) the resources owned by threads in P a and (b) the resources protected by
unlocked locks stored in ha.

Definition B.9.15 (Consistency of Annotated Machine Configurations). We
call an annotated machine configuration (ha, P a) consistent and write
consistentconf(ha, P a) if all of the following hold:

• consistentlh(P a(θ).heap) for all θ ∈ dom(P a),

• ∀m. ∀P. ∀HP . unlockedaRes(m,P,HP ) ∈ ha → consistentlh(HP ),

• ha ∼ah lh ownedResHeapatp(P a) + protectedResHeapah(ha).

Lemma B.9.16 (Preservation of Consistency). Let (ha
i , P

a
i )i∈N be an annotated

reduction sequence with consistentconf(ha
0, P

a
0 ). Then, consistentconf(ha

i , P
a
i ) holds

for every i ∈ N.

Proof. Proof by induction on i.
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B.10 Hoare Triple Model Relation

Definition B.10.1 (Command Annotation). We define the predicate annotcmd ⊂
Cmds × Cmds such that annotcmd(c′, c) holds iff c′ results from c by removing
all occurrences of consumeItPerm.

Definition B.10.2 (Thread Pool Annotation). We define a predicate annottp ⊂
TPa × TP such that:

annottp(P a, P )
⇐⇒

dom(P a) = dom(P ) ∧ ∀θ ∈ dom(P ). annotcmd(P a(θ).cmd, P (θ))

Definition B.10.3 (Compatibility of Annotated and Physical Heaps). We
inductively define a relation ∼ah ph ⊂ Heapsannot × Rphys between annotated and
physical heaps such that the following holds:

∅ ∼ah ph ∅,
ℓ 7→ v ∪ ha ∼ah ph ℓ 7→ v ∪ h,

uninitaRes(ℓ) ∪ ha ∼ah ph unlockedpRes(ℓ) ∪ h,

unlockedaRes((ℓ, L), P,HP ) ∪ ha ∼ah ph unlockedpRes(ℓ) ∪ h,

lockedaRes((ℓ, L), P, f) ∪ ha ∼ah ph lockedpRes(ℓ) ∪ h,

signalaRes(s, b) ∪ ha ∼ah ph h

where ha ∈ Heapsannot and h ∈ Heapsphys are annotated and physical heaps with
ha ∼ah ph h.

Definition B.10.4 (Safety). We define the safety predicate safe ⊆ Heapslog ×
Cmds coinductively as the greatest solution (with respect to ⊆) of the following
equation:

safe(H, c)
⇐⇒

completelh(H) →
∀P, P ′.∀θ ∈ dom(P ).∀h, h′.∀P a.∀ha.

consistentconf(ha, P a) ∧ ha ∼ah ph h ∧
P (θ) = c ∧ P a(θ) = (H, c) ∧ annottp(P a, P ) ∧ h, P

θ
⇝tp h

′, P ′ →
∃PG, P a′. ∃hG, ha′.

ha, P a
θ

⇝∗
ghost h

G, PG ∧ hG, PG θ
⇝real h

a′, P a′ ∧ annottp(P a′, P ′) ∧
ha′ ∼ah ph h

′ ∧
∀(Hf , cf ) ∈ range(P a′) \ range(P a). safe(Hf , cf ).
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Definition B.10.5 (Hoare Triple Model Relation). We define the model relation
for Hoare triples ⊨H ⊂ A × Cmds × (Values → A) such that:

⊨H {A} c {λr.B(r)}
⇐⇒

∀HF . ∀E. (∀v. ∀HB . HB ⊨A B(v) → safe(HB +HF , E[v]))
→ ∀HA. HA ⊨A A → safe(HA +HF , E[c])

We can instantiate context E in above definition to let x :=□ in tt, which
yields the consequent safe(HA + HF , let x := c in tt). Note that this implies
safe(HA +HF , c).

Lemma B.10.6 (Hoare Triple Soundness). Let ⊢ {A} c {B} hold, then also
⊨H {A} c {B} holds.

Proof. Proof by induction on the derivation of ⊢ {A} c {B}.

Theorem B.10.7 (Soundness). Let

⊢ {phase(τ) ∗ obs(∅) ∗
i= 1,...,N∗ itperm(τ, δi)} c {obs(∅)}

hold. There exists no fair, infinite reduction sequence (hi, Pi)i∈N with h0 = ∅
and P0 = {(θ0, c)} for any choice of θ0.

B.11 Soundness

In this section, we prove the soundness theorem B.10.7.

Lemma B.11.1 (Construction of Annotated Reduction Sequences). Suppose
we can prove ⊨H {A} c {obs(∅)}. Let HA be a logical heap with HA ⊨A A and
completelh(HA) and ha

0 an annotated heap with ha
0 ∼ah lh HA. Let (hi, Pi)i∈N be

a fair plain reduction sequence with ha
0 ∼ah ph h0 and P0 = {(θ0, c)} for some

thread ID θ0 and command c.

Then, there exists a fair annotated reduction sequence (ha
i , P

a
i )i∈N with P a =

{(θ0, (HA, c))} and consistentconf(ha
i , P

a
i ) for all i ∈ N.

Proof. We can construct the annotated reduction sequence inductively from
the plain reduction sequence.
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Definition B.11.2 (Program Order Graph). Let ((ha
i , P

a
i )i∈N, sig) be an

annotated reduction sequence. Let Nr be the set of names referring to reduction
rules defining the relations⇝real,⇝ghost and⇝ast. We define the set of annotated
reduction rule names N a where GTP-Red-Wait is annotated by signals as

N a := (Nr \ {GTP-Red-Wait})
∪ ({GTP-Red-Wait} × S).

We define the program order graph G(((ha
i , P

a
i )i∈N, sig)) = (N, E) with root 0

where E ⊂ N × Θ ×N a × N.

A node a ∈ N corresponds to the sequence’s ath reduction step, i.e., ha
a, P

a
a

θ
⇝atp

ha
a+1, P

a
a+1 for some θ ∈ dom(P a

a). An edge from node a to node b expresses
that the bth reduction step continues the control flow of step a. For any ℓ ∈ N,
let θℓ denote the ID of the thread reduced in step ℓ. Furthermore, let na

ℓ denote
the name of the reduction rule applied in the ℓth step, in the following sense:

• If ha
ℓ, P

a
ℓ

θ
⇝atp h

a
ℓ+1, P

a
ℓ+1 results from an application of RTP-Red-Lift

in combination with single-thread reduction rule nst, then na
ℓ = nst.

• If ha
ℓ, P

a
ℓ

θ
⇝atp h

a
ℓ+1, P

a
ℓ+1 results from an application of GTP-Red-Wait,

then na
ℓ = (GTP-Red-Wait, sig(ℓ)).

• Otherwise, na denotes the applied (real or ghost) thread pool reduction
rule.

An edge (a, θ, na, b) ∈ N × Θ ×N a × N is contained in E if na = na
a and one of

the following conditions applies:

• θ = θa = θb and b = min({k > a | ha
k, P

a
k
θa⇝atp h

a
k+1, P

a
k+1}).

In this case, the edge expresses that step b marks the first time that thread
θa is rescheduled for reduction (after step a).

• dom(P a
a+1) \ dom(P a

a) = {θ} and
b = min {k ∈ N | ha

k, P
a
k

θ
⇝atp h

a
k+1, P

a
k+1}.

In this case, θ identifies the thread forked in step a. The edge expresses
that step b marks the first reduction of the forked thread.

In case the choice of reduction sequence ((ha
i , P

a
i )i∈N, sig) is clear from the

context, we write G instead of G(((ha
i , P

a
i )i∈N, sig)).

Observation B.11.3. Let (ha
i , P

a
i )i∈N be an annotated reduction sequence with

|dom(P a
0 )| = 1. The sequence’s program order graph G((ha

i , P
a
i )i∈N) is a binary

tree.
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For any reduction sequence (ha
i , P

a
i )i∈N, the paths in its program order graph

G((ha
i , P

a
i )i∈N) represent the sequence’s control flow paths. Hence, we are going

to use program order graphs to analyse reduction sequences’ control flows.

We refer to a program order graph’s edges by the kind of reduction step they
represent. For instance, we call edges of the form (a, θ,ST-Red-While, b)
loop edges because they represent a loop backjump and edges of the form
(a, θ, (GTP-Red-Wait, s), b) wait edges. Wait edges of this form represent
applications of GTP-Red-Wait to signal s.

In the following, we prove that any path in a program order graph that does
not involve a loop edge is finite. This follows from the fact that the size of the
command reduced along this path decreases with each non-ghost non-loop step.

Lemma B.11.4. Let (ha
i , P

a
i )i∈N be a fair annotated reduction sequence.

Let p = (V,E) be a path in G((ha
i , P

a
i )i∈N). Let L = {e ∈ E | π3(e) =

AST-Red-While} be the set of loop edges contained in p. Then, p is infinite
if and only if L is infinite.

Proof. If L is infinite, p is obviously infinite as well. So, suppose L is finite.

For any command, we consider its size to be the number of nodes contained in
its abstract syntax tree. By structural induction over the set of commands, it
follows that the size of a command c = P a(θ).cmd decreases in every non-ghost
reduction step ha, P a θ

⇝atp h
a′, P a′ that is not an application of RTP-Red-Lift

in combination with AST-Red-While.

Since L is finite, there exists a node x such that the suffix p≥x starting at node
x does not contain any loop edges. By fairness of (ha

i , P
a
i )i∈N, every non-empty

suffix of p≥x contains an edge corresponding to a non-ghost reduction step. For
any edge e = (i, θ, n, j) consider the command ce = P a

i (θ).cmd reduced in this
edge. The size of these commands decreases along p≥x. So, p≥x must be finite
and thus p must be finite as well.

Corollary B.11.5. Let (ha
i , P

a
i )i∈N be a fair annotated reduction sequence. Let

p = (V,E) be a path in G((ha
i , P

a
i )i∈N). Let

C = {e ∈ E | π3(e) = AST-Red-ConsumeItPerm}

be the set of consume edges contained in p. Then, p is infinite if and only if C
is infinite.

Proof. Follows from Lemma B.11.4 by the fact that the set {e ∈ E | π3(e) =
AST-Red-While} is infinite if and only if C is infinite.
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Definition B.11.6. Let G = (V,E) be a subgraph of some program order graph.
We define the function waitEdgesG : S → P(E) mapping any signal s to the set
of wait edges in G concerning s as:

waitEdgesG(s) := {(a, θ, (GTP-Red-Wait, s′), b) ∈ E | s′ = s}.

Furthermore, we define the set SG ⊂ S of signals being waited for in G and its
subset S∞

G ⊆ SG of signals waited-for infinitely often in G as follows:

SG := {s ∈ S | waitEdgesG(s) ̸= ∅},
S∞
G := {s∞ ∈ SG | waitEdgesG(s∞) infinite}.

Definition B.11.7. Let (ha
i , P

a
i )i∈N be a fair annotated reduction sequence

and let G = (V,E) be a subgraph of the sequence’s program order graph. We
define the function itpermsG : E → Bagsfin(Λ) mapping any edge e to the
(potentially empty) finite bag of iteration permissions derived in the reduction
step corresponding to e as follows:

Let (i, θ, n, j) ∈ E be an edge.

• If n = (GTP-Red-Wait, s) for some signal s ∈ S, then the ith reduction
step spawns a single iteration permission (τ, δ), i.e.,
P a
i+1 = P a

i [θ := (P a
i (θ).heap + {itpermlRes(τ, δ)}, P a

i (θ).cmd)].
In this case, we define

itpermsG((i, θ, (GTP-Red-Wait, s), j)) := {[(τ, δ)]}.

• If n = GTP-Red-WeakItPerm, then the ith reduction step consumes
an iteration permission (τ ′, δ) and produces N permissions (τ ′, δ′) of
lower degree, i.e., P a

i (θ).heap = H + {itperm(τ ′, δ)} for some heap H and
P a
i+1 = P a

i [θ := (H ′, P a
i (θ).cmd)] for

H ′ = H +N · {itpermlRes(τ ′, δ′)}.

In this case, we define

itpermsG((i, θ,GTP-Red-WeakItPerm, j)) := {[(τ ′, δ′), . . . , (τ ′, δ′)︸ ︷︷ ︸
N times

]}.

• Otherwise, we define

itpermsG((i, θ, n, j)) := ∅.

Definition B.11.8 (Signal Capacity). Let (ha
i , P

a
i )i∈N be a fair annotated

reduction sequence and G = (V,E) be a subgraph of the sequence’s program
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order graph. We define the function sigCapG : (S \ S∞
G ) × N → Bagsfin(Λ)

mapping signals and indices to bags of iteration permissions as follows:

sigCapG(s, i) := ⊎
(a,θ,n,b) ∈ waitEdgesG(s)

a≥ i

itpermsG((a, θ, n, b)).

We call sigCapG(s, i) the capacity of signal s at index i.

Note that the signal capacity above is indeed finite. For every G and every
signal s ∈ S \ S∞

G the set of wait edges waitEdgesG(s) is finite. Hence, the big
union above is a finite union over finite iteration permission bags.

Definition B.11.9 (Partial Order on Permissions). We define the partial order
on iteration permissions <Λ ⊂ Λ × Λ induced by <∆ such that

(τ1, δ1) <Λ (τ2, δ2) ⇐⇒ δ1 <∆ δ2.

Lemma B.11.10. The partial order <Λ is well-founded.

Proof. Follows directly from well-foundedness of <Λ.

Definition B.11.11 (Partial Order on Finite Bags). Let X be a set and
let <X ⊂ X × X a partial order on X. We define the partial order ≺X

⊂ Bagsfin(X) × Bagsfin(X) on finite bags over X as the Dershowitz-Manna
ordering [53] induced by <X :

A ≺X B ⇐⇒ ∃C,D ∈ Bagsfin(X). ∅ ≠ C ⊆ B
∧ A = (B \ C) ⊎D
∧ ∀d ∈ D. ∃c ∈ C. d <X c.

We define ⪯X ⊂ Bagsfin(X) × Bagsfin(X) such that

A ⪯X B ⇐⇒ A = B ∨ A ≺X B

holds.

Corollary B.11.12. The partial order ≺Λ ⊂ Bagsfin(Λ) × Bagsfin(Λ) is well-
founded.

Proof. Follows from [53] and Lemma B.11.10.

In the following, we view paths in a program order graph as single-branched
subgraphs. This allows us to apply above definitions on graphs to paths. In
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particular, this allows us to refer to the capacity of a signal s on a path p by
referring to sigCapp.

For the following definition, remember that a bag B ∈ Bags(X) is a function
B : X → N while a logical heap H ∈ Heapslog is a function H : Rlog →
Q≥0. Also remember the signatures ownedResHeapatp : TPa → Heapslog and
protectedResHeapah : Heapsannot → Heapslog.

Definition B.11.13. We define the functions itpermsconf : Heapsannot × TPa →
Bags(Λ) and wpermsconf : Heapsannot × TPa → Bags(Ω) mapping annotated
machine configurations to bags of iteration and wait permissions, respectively,
as follows:

itpermsconf(ha, P a)(τ, δ)
:=

⌊(
ownedResHeapatp(P a) + protectedResHeapah(ha)

)
(itpermlRes(τ, δ))

⌋
,

wpermsconf(ha, P a)(τ, id, δ)
:=

⌊(
ownedResHeapatp(P a) + protectedResHeapah(ha)

)
(wpermlRes(τ, id, δ))

⌋
.

Note that for consistent annotated machine configurations (ha, P a) the above
flooring is without any affect.

Corollary B.11.14. Let (ha
i , P

a
i )i∈N be an annotated reduction sequence such

that finiteah(ha
0) and finitelh(P a

0 (θ).heap) hold for every θ ∈ dom(P a
0 ).

Then, itpermsconf(ha
i , P

a
i ) and wpermsconf(ha

i , P
a
i ) are finite for every choice of

i ∈ N.

Proof. Follows by preservation of finiteness, Lemma B.9.9.

Lemma B.11.15. Let G((ha
i , P

a
i )i∈N) be a program order graph and let

p = (V,E) be a path in G with S∞
p = ∅. For every θ ∈ dom(P a

0 ) let
P a

0 (θ).heap be finite and complete. Further, let ha
0 be finite and contain no

chunks unlockedaRes(m,P,HP ) where HP contains any phase or obligations
chunk.

Then, p is finite.

Proof. Assume p is infinite. We prove a contradiction by assigning a finite
capacity to every node along the path. Let θi be the ID of the thread reduced
in step i. For every θ ∈ dom(P a

r ) the logical heap P a
0 (θ).heap is complete and

ha
0 contains no chunks unlockedaRes(m,P,HP ) where HP contains any phase or

obligations chunk. By preservation of completeness, Lemma B.9.10, P a
i (θi).heap
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is also complete and hence it contains exactly one phase chunk phaselRes(τi).
That is, for every step i, the phase ID τi of the thread reduced in step i is
uniquely defined.

Consider the function nodeCap : V → Bagsfin(Λ) defined as

nodeCap(i) := {[(τanc, δ) ∈ itpermsconf(ha
i , P

a
i ) | τanc ⊑ τi]}

⊎ ⊎
id∈ waitIDs(τi)

(τanc,id,δ) ∈ wpermsconf (h
a
i,P

a
i )

L∈ Levs

sigCapp((id, L), i).

where waitIDs(τi) := {id | ∃τanc. (τanc, id,_) ∈ wpermsconf(ha
i , P

a
i ) ∧ τanc ⊑ τi}.

For every i ∈ V , the capacity of node i, i.e., nodeCap(i), is the union of two finite
iteration permission bags: (i) Above {[(τanc, δ) ∈ itpermsconf(ha

i , P
a
i ) | τanc ⊑ τi]}

captures all iteration permissions contained in ha and P a
i that are qualified by

an ancestor τanc of phase ID τi and are hence usable by the thread reduced
in node i. This includes the permissions (τanc, δ) held by thread θi as well as
such (temporarily) transferred to another thread via a lock invariant. (ii) Below⊎ sigCapp((id, L), i) captures all iteration permissions that will be created
along the suffix of p that starts at node i by waiting for signals for which thread
θi already holds a wait permission (τanc, id, δ) in step i.

Note that for every i ∈ V , the bag of iteration permissions returned by
nodeCap(i) is indeed finite. The initial annotated heap and all initial thread-
local logical heaps are finite. This allows us to apply Corollary B.11.14, by
which we get that itpermsconf(ha

i , P
a
i ) and wpermsconf(ha

i , P
a
i ) are finite.

Since signal IDs are unique, for every fixed choice of i and id, there is at most
one level L, for which sigCapp((id, L), i) ̸= ∅. By assumption, along p all signals
are waited for only finitely often, i.e., S∞

p = ∅. Hence, also the big union

⊎ sigCapp((id, L), i) is defined and finite.

Consider the sequence (nodeCap(i))i∈V . Since every element is a finite bag of
permissions, we can order it by ≺Λ. We are going to prove a contradiction by
proving that the sequence is an infinitely descending chain.

Consider any edge (i, θ, n, j) ∈ E. There are only three cases in which
nodeCap(i) ̸= nodeCap(j) holds.

• n = GTP-Red-WaitPerm:
In this case, there are degrees δ, δ′ with δ′ <∆ δ, a signal s and N ∈ N for
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which we get

nodeCap(j) = (nodeCap(i) \ {[(τ ′, δ)]}) ⊎ {[(τ ′, δ′)︸ ︷︷ ︸
N times

]}.

That is, nodeCap(j) ≺Λ nodeCap(i).

• n = GTP-Red-WeakItPerm: Same as above.

• n = AST-Red-ConsumeItPerm:
In this case, we know that nodeCap(j) = nodeCap(i) \ {[(τanc, δ)]} ≺Λ
nodeCap(i) holds for some τanc and δ.

(Note that in case of n = GTP-Red-Wait, we have nodeCap(i) = nodeCap(j)
since

{[(τanc, δ) ∈ itpermsconf(ha
j , P

a
j ) | τanc ⊑ τj ]}

=
{[(τanc, δ) ∈ itpermsconf(ha

i , P
a
i ) | τanc ⊑ τi]} ⊎ {[(τ, δ)]}

and

⊎ sigCapp((id, L), j) =
(⊎ sigCapp((id, L), i)

)
\ {[(τ, δ)]}

for some δ.) So, nodeCap is monotonically decreasing.

By assumption p is infinite. According to Corollary B.11.5 this implies that
the path contains infinitely many consume edges, i.e., edges with a labelling
n = AST-Red-ConsumeItPerm. Hence, the sequence (nodeCap(i))i∈V forms
an infinitely descending chain. However, according to Corollary B.11.12, ≺Λ is
well-founded. A contradiction.

Lemma B.11.16. Let (ha
i , P

a
i )i∈N be a fair annotated reduction sequence with

consistentconf(ha
0, P

a
0 ), P a

0 = {(θ0, (H0, c))}, completelh(H0), finitelh(H0) and with
finiteah(ha

0). Let H0 contain no signal or wait permission chunks. Further, let ha
0

contain no chunks unlockedaRes(m,P,HP ) where HP contains any obligations,
phase or signal chunks. Let G be the program order graph of (ha

i , P
a
i )i∈N. Then,

S∞
G = ∅.

Proof. Suppose S∞
G ̸= ∅. Since Levs is well-founded, the same holds for the set

{lev(s) | s ∈ S∞}. Hence, there is some smin ∈ S∞ for which no z ∈ S∞ with
lev(z) <L lev(smin) exists.

Since neither the initial logical heap H0 nor any unlocked lock invariant
stored in ha

0 does contain any signals, smin must be created during the
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reduction sequence. The reduction step creating signal smin is an application
of GTP-Red-NewSignal, which simultaneously creates an obligation to
set smin. By preservation of completeness, Lemma B.9.10, every thread-
local logical heap P a

i (θ).heap annotating some thread θ in some step i is
complete. According to reduction rule GTP-Red-Wait, every wait edge
(a, θ, (GTP-Red-Wait, smin), b) implies together with completeness that in
step a (i) thread θ does not hold any obligation for smin (i.e. P a

a(θ).heap.obs = O
for some bag of obligations O with smin ̸∈ O) and (ii) smin has not been set,
yet (i.e. signalaRes(smin,False) ∈ ha

a). Hence, in step a another thread θob ̸= θ
must hold the obligation for smin (i.e. P a

a(θob).heap.obs = O for some bag
of obligations O with smin ∈ O). Since there are infinitely many wait edges
concerning smin in G, the signal is never set.

By fairness, for every wait edge as above, there must be a non-ghost reduction
step ha

k, P
a
k

θob⇝atp h
a
k+1, P

a
k+1 of the thread θob holding the obligation for smin

with k ≥ a. Hence, there exists an infinite path pob in G where each edge
(e, θob, n, f) ∈ edges(pob) concerns some thread θob holding the obligation for
smin. (Note that this thread ID does not have to be constant along the path,
since the obligation can be passed on during fork steps.)

The path pob does not contain wait edges (e, θob, (GTP-Red-Wait, s∞), f) for
any s∞ ∈ S∞, since reduction rule GTP-Red-Wait would (together with
completeness of P a

e (θob).heap) require s∞ to be of a lower level than all held
obligations. This restriction implies lev(s∞) <L lev(smin) and would hence
contradict the minimality of smin. That is, S∞

pob
= ∅.

By preservation of finiteness, Lemma B.9.9, we get that every logical heap
associated with the root of pob is finite. This allows us to apply Lemma B.11.15,
by which we get that pob is finite. A contradiction.

Lemma B.11.17. Let

⊨H {phase(τ0) ∗ obs(∅) ∗
i= 1,...,N∗ itperm(τ0, δi)} c {obs(∅)}

hold. There exists no fair, infinite annotated reduction sequence (ha
i , P

a
i )i∈N

with ha
0 = ∅, P a

0 = {(θ0, (H0, c))} and
H0 = {phaselRes(τ0), obslRes(∅), itpermlRes(τ0, δ1), . . . , itpermlRes(τ0, δN )}.

Proof. Suppose a reduction sequence as described above exists. We are going
to prove a contradiction by considering its infinite program order graph G.

According to Observation B.11.3, G is a binary tree with an infinite set of
vertices. By the Weak König’s Lemma [163] G has an infinite branch, i.e. an
infinite path p starting at root 0.
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The initial logical heap H0 is complete and finite and the initial annotated
machine configuration (ha

0, P
a
0 ) is consistent. By Lemma B.11.16 we know

that S∞
G = ∅. Since S∞

p ⊆ S∞
G , we get S∞

p = ∅. This allows us to apply
Lemma B.11.15, by which we get that p is finite, which is a contradiction.

Theorem B.10.7 (Soundness). Let

⊢ {phase(τ) ∗ obs(∅) ∗
i= 1,...,N∗ itperm(τ, δi)} c {obs(∅)}

hold. There exists no fair, infinite reduction sequence (hi, Pi)i∈N with h0 = ∅
and P0 = {(θ0, c)} for any choice of θ0.

Proof. Suppose a reduction sequence as described above exists. Since we can
prove ⊢ {phase(τ) ∗ obs(∅) ∗∗i= 1,...,N

itperm(τ, δi)} c {obs(∅)}, we can also conclude

⊨H {phase(τ) ∗ obs(∅) ∗∗i= 1,...,N
itperm(τ, δi)} c {obs(∅)} by Hoare triple soundness,

Lemma B.10.6. Consider the logical heap

H0 = {phaselRes(τ), obslRes(∅), itpermlRes(τ, δ1), . . . , itpermlRes(τ, δN )}

and the annotated heap ha
0 = ∅. It holds H0 ⊨A phase(τ) ∗ obs(∅) ∗∗i= 1,...,N

itperm(τ, δi), ha
0 ∼ah lh H0 and ha

0 ∼ah ph h0. This allows us to apply
Lemma B.11.1, by which we can construct a corresponding fair annotated
reduction sequence (ha

i , P
a
i )i∈N that starts with ha

0 = ∅ and P a
0 = {(θ0, (H0, c))}.

By Lemma B.11.17 (ha
i , P

a
i )i∈N does not exist. A contradiction.

B.12 Verification Example

We scaled all proof outlines presented in this section down to fit them into the
page layout. You can find the original proof outlines in the official version of
the technical report [151].

As in the paper body, we present the proof state in blue, applied proof and
view shift rules in purple, and abbreviations and definition in red. Since the
verification outlines we present in this section span multiple figures, we include
hints and explanations concerning other figures (e.g. a hint pointing to the
figure where an invariant was defined). To set these remarks and in general any
hints off from the essential parts of the proof, we present them in a grey and
italic font. We occasionally remind the reader of earlier proof steps performed
in a previous figure by repeating them in the same grey font at the beginning
of the current figure.
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Further, we highlight how our proof steps effect the proof state as follows:
Consider a proof state of the form {A ∗ ℓ 7→ v}. (i) When a proof step
adds a new chunk C, we highlight it in green , i.e. {A ∗ ℓ 7→ v ∗ C }.
(ii) When a proof step removes the chunk A, we highlight this change by
underlying the removed part of the assertion with a dark grey background,
i.e., { A ∗ ℓ 7→ v}. Note that in this case, the greyed out A ∗ is not a part
of the proof state anymore. (iii) When a proof step changes only part of a
chunk, we highlight this change in yellow . For instance, if the step changes
the value of heap location ℓ from v to v′, we highlight it in the resulting state
as {A ∗ ℓ 7→ v′ }.

B.12.1 Minimal Example

Figures B.16 and B.17 sketch the verification of the example program presented
in Figure B.2. For this verification we let the set of values Values include natural
numbers and choose Levs = ∆ = N.

B.12.2 Bounded FIFO

For this section, we let the set of values Values include natural numbers and
finite sequences, aka lists, of natural numbers. Further, the set of operations
Ops includes the canonical operations on natural numbers and lists, i.e., (i) <,
≤, − and (ii) list concatenation l1 · l2, prepending an element e :: l, getting the
head and tail of a list head(l) (defined for non-empty l), tail(l) and getting the
size of a list size(l). We denote the empty list by nil. We use the abbreviation
a R1 b R2 c for R1, R2 ∈ {<,≤} to denote a R1 b ∗ b R2 c. Furthermore, we
choose Levs = ∆ = N. Figure B.19 presents an example program involving a
bounded FIFO.

To simplify its verification, we refine the process of creating a new ghost signal,
i.e., we split it in two steps: allocating a new signal ID and initializing a signal.
To implement this, we replace view shift rule VS-NewSignal by the rules
VS-AllocSigID and VS-SigInit presented in Figure B.18. This way we can
fix the IDs of all the signals we need throughout the proof at its beginning.
This refinement does not affect the soundness of our verification approach.
Figures B.20 – B.30 sketch the program’s verification using fine-grained signals.
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{phase(()) ∗ obs(∅) ∗ itperm((), 1)}
let x := PR-Let & PR-VS-Simp & VS-SemImp

{ True ∗ phase(()) ∗ obs(∅) ∗ itperm((), 1)}
cons(0) PR-Cons & PR-Frame
{λℓ. ℓ 7→ 0 ∗ phase(()) ∗ obs(∅) ∗ itperm((), 1)}

in
∀ℓx. ℓx represents value bound to x.
{phase(()) ∗ obs(∅) ∗ itperm((), 1) ∗ ℓx 7→ 0 }
let m := PR-Let & PR-VS-Simp & VS-SemImp

{ True ∗ phase(()) ∗ obs(∅) ∗ itperm((), 1) ∗ ℓx 7→ 0}
new_mutex PR-NewMutex & PR-Frame
{λℓ. uninit(ℓ) ∗ phase(()) ∗ obs(∅) ∗ itperm((), 1) ∗ ℓx 7→ 0}

in
∀ℓm. ℓm represents value bound to m.
{phase(()) ∗ obs(∅) ∗ itperm((), 1) ∗ ℓx 7→ 0 ∗ uninit(ℓm) } PR-VS-Simp & VS-NewSignal & PR-Frame{

∃ids. signal((ids, 1), False) ∗ phase(()) ∗ obs({[ (ids, 1) ]})
∗ itperm((), 1) ∗ ℓx 7→ 0 ∗ uninit(ℓm)

}
PR-Exists

∀ids.{
∃ids. signal((ids, 1), False) ∗ phase(()) ∗ obs({[(ids, 1)]})

∗ itperm((), 1) ∗ ℓx 7→ 0 ∗ uninit(ℓm)

}
PR-VS-Simp & VS-SemImp{

∃vx. ℓx 7→ vx ∗ signal((ids, 1), vx ̸= 0)
∗obs({[(ids, 1)]}) ∗ itperm((), 1) ∗ uninit(ℓm)

}
P := ∃vx. ℓx 7→ vx

∗ signal((ids, 1), vx ̸= 0)

{ P ∗ phase(()) ∗ obs({[(ids, 1)]}) ∗ itperm((), 1) ∗ uninit(ℓm)} PR-VS-Simp & VS-MutInit & PR-Frame

{phase(()) ∗ obs({[(ids, 1)]}) ∗ itperm((), 1) ∗ mutex((ℓm, 0), P) } PR-VS-Simp & VS-SemImp{ phase(()) ∗ obs({[(ids, 1)]}) ∗ itperm((), 1)

∗ [ 1
2 ]mutex((ℓm, 0), P) ∗ [ 1

2 ]mutex((ℓm, 0), P)

}
fork PR-Fork & PR-Frame

{phase( τ.Forkee ) ∗ obs(∅) ∗ itperm((), 1) ∗ [ 1
2 ]mutex((ℓm, 0), P)}

. . . ; Continued in Figure B.17.
{obs(∅)}

{phase( τ.Forker ) ∗ obs({[(ids, 1)]}) ∗ [ 1
2 ]mutex((ℓm, 0), P)}

acquire m; PR-Acquire

{phase(τ.Forker) ∗ obs({[(ids, 1), (ℓm, 0) ]}) ∗ locked((ℓm, 0), P, 1
2 ) ∗ P } PR-Exists

∀vx.{
phase(τ.Forker) ∗ obs({[(ids, 1), (ℓm, 0)]}) ∗ locked((ℓm, 0), P, 1

2 )

∗ ∃vx. ℓx 7→ vx ∗ signal((ids, 1), vx ̸= 0)

}
[x] := 1; PR-AssignToHeap & PR-Frame{

phase(τ.Forker) ∗ obs({[(ids, 1), (ℓm, 0)]}) ∗ locked((ℓm, 0), P, 1
2 )

∗ ℓx 7→ 1 ∗ signal((ids, 1), vx ̸= 0)

}
PR-VS-Simp & VS-SetSignal{

phase(τ.Forker) ∗ obs({[(ids, 1) , (ℓm, 0) ]}) ∗ locked((ℓm, 0), P, 1
2 )

∗ ℓx 7→ 1 ∗ signal((ids, 1), True )

}
PR-VS-Simp & VS-SemImp

{phase(τ.Forker) ∗ obs({[(ℓm, 0)]}) ∗ locked((ℓm, 0), P, 1
2 ) ∗ P }

release m PR-Release & PR-Frame

{phase(τ.Forker) ∗ obs( (ℓm, 0) ∅ ) ∗ [ 1
2 ]mutex((ℓm, 0), P) ∗ P } PR-VS-Simp & VS-SemImp

{obs(∅)}

Figure B.16: Verification sketch of main thread of example program presented
in Figure B.2. For readability we omit information about a command’s return
value if it is not relevant to the proof.
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. . .
Continuation of
Figure B.16.

∀ℓx, ids.
ℓx , ids universally
quantified below

. . .
P :=
∃vx. ℓx 7→ vx ∗
signal((ids, 1), vx ̸= 0)

{phase(τ.Forkee) ∗ obs(∅) ∗ itperm((), 1) ∗ [ 1
2 ]mutex((ℓm, 0), P)} PR-VS-Simp

& VS-WaitPerm
& PR-Frame

{phase(τ.Forkee) ∗ obs(∅) ∗ itperm((), 1) wperm((), ids, 0) ∗ [ 1
2 ]mutex((ℓm, 0), P)}

while PR-While-Simp
{phase(τ.Forkee) ∗ obs(∅) ∗ wperm((), ids, 0) ∗ [ 1

2 ]mutex((ℓm, 0), P)}
acquire m; PR-Acquire

{phase(τ.Forkee) ∗ obs({[ (ℓm, 0) ]}) ∗ wperm((), ids, 0) ∗ locked((ℓm, 0), P, 1
2 ) ∗ P }

let y := PR-Let{
phase(τ.Forkee) ∗ obs({[(ℓm, 0)]}) ∗ wperm((), ids, 0) ∗ locked((ℓm, 0), P, 1

2 )
∗ ∃vx. ℓx 7→ vx ∗ signal((ids, 1), vx ̸= 0)

}
PR-Exists
& PR-Frame
P

∀vx.
vx quantified in
local scope.

{ℓx 7→ vx}
[x]

{λr. r = vx ∗ ℓx 7→ vx} PR-VS-Simp
& VS-SemImp

{λr. ∃vx. r = vx ∗ ℓx 7→ vx}{
λ r . phase(τ.Forkee) ∗ obs({[(ℓm, 0)]}) ∗ wperm((), ids, 0) ∗ locked((ℓm, 0), P, 1

2 )
∗ ∃vx. ℓx 7→ vx ∗ signal((ids, 1), vx ̸= 0) ∗ r = vx

}
P

in

∀vy.
vy represents value
bound to y.{

phase(τ.Forkee) ∗ obs({[(ℓm, 0)]}) ∗ wperm((), ids, 0) ∗ locked((ℓm, 0), P, 1
2 )

∗ ∃vx. ℓx 7→ vx ∗ signal((ids, 1), vx ̸= 0) ∗ vx = vy

}
release m; PR-Release{

phase(τ.Forkee) ∗ obs({[ (ℓm, 0) ∅ ]}) ∗ wperm((), ids, 0)

∗ locked((ℓm, 0), P, 1
2 ) ∗ ∃vx. ℓx 7→ vx ∗ signal((ids, 1), vx ̸= 0) ∗ vx = vy

}
Release view shift
PR-Exists

∀vx.
vx quantified in
local scope.{

phase(τ.Forkee) ∗ obs({[∅]}) ∗ wperm((), ids, 0)
∗ ∃vx. ℓx 7→ vx ∗ signal((ids, 1), vx ̸= 0) ∗ vx = vy

}
PR-VS-Simp
& VS-Wait
& PR-Frame{

phase(τ.Forkee) ∗ obs({[∅]}) ∗ wperm((), ids, 0)
∗ ℓx 7→ vx ∗ signal((ids, 1), vx ̸= 0) ∗ vx = vy ∗ (vx = 0 ↔ itperm(τ.Forker, 0))

}
PR-VS-Simp
& VS-SemImp{

phase(τ.Forkee) ∗ obs({[∅]}) ∗ wperm((), ids, 0) ∗ P

∗ (vy = 0 → itperm(τ.Forker, 0))

}
{

phase(τ.Forkee) ∗ obs({[ (ℓm, 0) ∅ ]}) ∗ wperm((), ids, 0) ∗ [ 1
2 ]mutex((ℓm, 0), P)

∗ P ∗ (vy = 0 → itperm(τ.Forker, 0))

}
y = 0 PR-Exp

& PR-Frame{
λb. phase(τ.Forkee) ∗ obs(∅) ∗ wperm((), ids, 0) ∗ [ 1

2 ]mutex((ℓm, 0), P)

∗ (vy = 0 → itperm(τ.Forker, 0)) ∗ b = [[vy = 0]]

}
PR-VS-Simp
& VS-SemImp{

λb. phase(τ.Forkee) ∗ (¬b → obs(∅))
∗ (b → obs(∅) ∗ wperm((), ids, 0) ∗ [ 1

2 ]mutex((ℓm, 0), P) ∗ itperm(τ.Forker, 0))

}
do skip
{obs(∅)}

Figure B.17: Verification sketch of busy-waiting thread of example program
presented in Figure B.2. For readability we omit information about a command’s
return value if it is not relevant to the proof.
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VS-AllocSigID
True⇛ ∃id. uninitSig(id)

VS-SigInit
obs(O) ∗ uninitSig(id)
⇛ obs(O ⊎ {[(id, L)]}) ∗ signal((id, L),False)

Figure B.18: Fine-grained view shift rules for signal creation.

let fifo10 := cons(nil) in
let m := new_mutex in
let cp := cons(100) in
let cc := cons(100) in
fork (

while (
acquire m;
let f := [fifo10] in
if size(f) < 10 then (

let c := [cp] in
[fifo10] := f ·(c :: nil);
[cp] := c − 1

);
release m;
let c := [cp] in
c ̸= 0

) do skip;
);
while (

acquire m;
let f := [fifo10] in
if size(f) > 0 then (

let c := [cc] in
[fifo10] := tail(f);
[cc] := c − 1

);
release m;
let c := [cc] in
c ̸= 0

) do skip

Figure B.19: Example program with two threads communicating via a shared
bounded FIFO with maximal size 10. Producer thread writes numbers 100, . . . ,
1 to shared FIFO and busy-waits until FIFO is not full and next element can
be pushed. Consumer thread pops 100 numbers from FIFO and busy-waits for
next number to arrive.
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{phase(()) ∗ obs(∅) ∗ itperm((), 2)}

let fifo10 := cons(nil) in let m := new_mutex in PR-Let (2x)
& PR-Cons

∀ℓfifo10 , ℓm. & PR-NewMutex

{phase(()) ∗ obs(∅) ∗ itperm((), 2) ∗ ℓfifo10 7→ nil ∗ uninit(ℓm) }
PR-VS-Simp
& VS-AllocSigID
& PR-Exists (200x)

∀id1
pop, . . . id100

pop, id1
push, . . . , id100

push.

{ ∗i=1,...,100
uninitSig(idi

pop) ∗∗i=1,...,100
uninitSig(idi

push) ∗ . . .}

Li
pop := 102 − i, Li

push := 101 − i for 1 ≤ i ≤ 100

(Later L
i+10
pop < Li

push and Li
push < Li

pop must hold, cf. Figures B.27 and B.28.)

si
push := (idi

push, Li
push), si

pop := (idi
pop, Li

pop) for 1 ≤ i ≤ 100 PR-VS-Simp
& VS-SigInit{

uninitSig(id100
pop) ∗ uninitSig(id100

push) signal(s100
pop, False) ∗ signal(s100

push, False)

∗ obs({[ s100
pop, s100

push ]}) ∗ . . .

}
PR-VS-Simp
& VS-WeakPerm

{ itperm((), 2) ∗1,...,400
itperm((), 1) ∗ . . .} PR-VS-Simp

& VS-Wait
∗1,...,200

itperm((), 1)

∗ ∗1,...,200
itperm((), 1) ∗i=1,...,100

(wperm((), idi
pop, 0) ∗ wperm((), idi

push, 0))

∗ . . .


Later each thread uses∗1,...,100

itperm((), 1) to justify productive iterations.

let cp := cons(100) in let cc := cons(100) in PR-Let
& PR-Cons (2x)

∀ℓcp , ℓcc .

{ ℓcp 7→ 100 ∗ ℓcc 7→ 100 ∗ . . .} PR-VS-Simp
& VS-SemImp

phase(()) ∗ obs({[s100
push, s100

pop]}) ∗ [ 1
2 ]ℓcp 7→ 100 ∗ [ 1

2 ]ℓcc 7→ 100 ∗ uninit(ℓm)

∗∗i=1,...,100
(wperm((), idi

pop, 0) ∗ wperm((), idi
push, 0))

∗∗1,...,200
itperm((), 1) ∗ Pm

∗∗i=1,...,99
(uninitSig(idi

push) ∗ uninitSig(idi
pop))


For definition of
lock invariant Pm
cf. Figure B.22.
PR-VS-Simp
& VS-MutInit

mut := (ℓm, 0)
(Later lev(mut) < Li

push and lev(mut) < Li
pop must hold

for all 1 ≤ i ≤ 100, cf. Figures B.25 and B.28.)

{ uninit(ℓm) ∗ Pm mutex(mut, Pm) ∗ . . .} PR-VS-Simp
& VS-SemImp

phase(()) ∗ obs({[s100
push, s100

pop]}) ∗ [ 1
2 ]ℓcp 7→ 100 ∗ [ 1

2 ]ℓcc 7→ 100

∗∗1,...,200
itperm((), 1)

∗∗i=1,...,100
(wperm((), idi

pop, 0) ∗ wperm((), idi
push, 0))

∗∗i=1,...,99
(uninitSig(idi

push) ∗ uninitSig(idi
pop))

∗ [ 1
2 ]mutex(mut, Pm) ∗ [ 1

2 ]mutex(mut, Pm)


. . .

Continued in
Figure B.21.

Figure B.20: Verification example bounded FIFO, initialisation. To lighten the
notation, we do not show applications of the frame rule.
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. . . B.20 . . .
Continuation of
Figure B.20.

phase(()) ∗ obs({[s100
push, s100

pop]}) ∗ [ 1
2 ]ℓcp 7→ 100 ∗ [ 1

2 ]ℓcc 7→ 100 ∗∗1,...,200
itperm((), 1)

∗∗i=1,...,100
(wperm((), idi

pop, 0) ∗ wperm((), idi
push, 0))

∗∗i=1,...,99
(uninitSig(idi

push) ∗ uninitSig(idi
pop)) ∗ [ 1

2 ]mutex(mut, Pm) ∗ [ 1
2 ]mutex(mut, Pm)


fork ( PR-Fork

phase((Forkee)) ∗ obs({[s100
push]}) ∗ [ 1

2 ]ℓcp 7→ 100 ∗∗i=1,...,100
itperm((), 1)

∗∗i=1,...,100
wperm((), idi

pop, 0) ∗∗i=1,...,99
uninitSig(si

push) ∗ [ 1
2 ]mutex(mut, Pm)


Resources
transferred to
producer thread.
PR-VS-Simp
& VS-SemImp

phase((Forkee)) ∗ obs({[s100
push]}) ∗ [ 1

2 ]ℓcp 7→ 100 ∗∗i=1,...,100
itperm((), 1)

∗∗i=1,...,100
wperm((), idi

pop, 0) ∗∗i=1,...,99
uninitSig(si

push) ∗ [ 1
2 ]mutex(mut, Pm)

∃vcp , Op. Lp(vcp , Op) ∗ vcp ̸= 0


For definition of
producer loop
invariant
Lp(n, O)
cf. Figure B.23.

. . . B.25 . . .
Producer loop on
Figure B.25.

{phase((Forkee)) ∗ ∃vcp , Op. Lp(vcp , Op) ∗ vcp ̸= 0 obs(∅) } PR-VS-Simp
& VS-SemImp

{ phase((Forkee)) ∗ obs(∅)}
);

phase(()) ∗ obs({[ s100
push, s100

pop]}) ∗ [ 1
2 ]ℓcp 7→ 100 ∗ [ 1

2 ]ℓcc 7→ 100

∗∗1,...,100
itperm((), 1) ∗∗1,...,100

itperm((), 1)

∗∗i=1,...,100
wperm((), idi

push, 0) ∗∗i=1,...,100
wperm((), idi

pop, 0)

∗∗i=1,...,99
uninitSig(idi

pop) ∗∗i=1,...,99
uninitSig(idi

push)

∗ [ 1
2 ]mutex(mut, Pm) ∗ [ 1

2 ]mutex(mut, Pm)



Resources
remaining with
consumer thread.
PR-VS-Simp
& VS-SemImp



phase(())

∗ obs({[s100
pop]}) ∗ [ 1

2 ]ℓcc 7→ 100 ∗∗1,...,100
itperm((), 1)

∗∗i=1,...,100
wperm((), idi

push, 0)

∗∗i=1,...,99
uninitSig(idi

pop) ∗ [ 1
2 ]mutex(mut, Pm)

∃vcc , Oc. Lc(vcc , Oc) ∗ vcc ̸= 0



For definition of
consumer loop
invariant
Lc(n, O)
cf. Figure B.24.

. . . B.28 . . .
Consumer loop on
Fgure B.28.

{phase((Forker)) ∗ ∃vcc , Oc. Lc(vcc , Oc) ∗ vcc ̸= 0 obs(∅) } PR-VS-Simp
& VS-SemImp

{ phase((Forker)) ∗ obs(∅)}

Figure B.21: Verification example bounded FIFO, forking.
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P ′
m(vm

fifo10
) := ∃vm

cp , vm
cc .

[ 1
2 ]ℓcp 7→ vm

cp ∗ [ 1
2 ]ℓcc 7→ vm

cc ∗ 0 ≤ vm
cp ≤ 100 ∗ 0 ≤ vm

cc ≤ 100 Producer & consumer
counters.

∗ ℓfifo10 7→ vm
fifo10

∗ vm
cc = vm

cp + size(vm
fifo10

) ∗ 0 ≤ size(vm
fifo10

) ≤ 10 Bounded FIFO & its

∗ vm
fifo10

= (vcp + size(vm
fifo10

)) :: . . . :: (vcp + 1) :: nil relationship to counters.

∗
(

vm
cp > 0 → signal((id

vm
cp

push, L
vm

cp
push), False)

)
Signal set by producer.

∗
(

vm
cc > 0 → signal((id

vm
cc

pop, L
vm

cc
pop), False)

)
Signal set by consumer.

Pm := ∃vm
fifo10

. P ′
m(vm

fifo10
)

Figure B.22: Lock invariant

Lp(n, Op) := Loop invariant of
producer.

[ 1
2 ]ℓcp 7→ n ∗ 0 ≤ n ≤ 100 ∗ [ 1

2 ]mutex(mut, Pm)
∗ obs(Op) ∗ (n > 0 ↔ Op = {[sn

push]}) ∗ (n = 0 ↔ Op = ∅)

∗ ∗
1,...,n

itperm((), 1)

Iteration permissions
consumed by productive
loop iterations, i.e.,
by iterations which
decrease the producer
counter cp.

∗∗
i=1,...,100

wperm((), id
i
pop, 0)

Used to generate
iteration permissions
to justify unproductive
loop iterations.

∗ ∗
i=1,...,n−1

uninitSig(id
i
push)

Remaining allocated
signal IDs used to
initialize new signal
after next push.

Llocked
p (n, Op) := Shorthand for invariant

with acquired mutex.
[ 1

2 ]ℓcp 7→ n ∗ 0 ≤ n ≤ 100

∗ [ 1
2 ]mutex(mut, Pm) locked(mut, Pm, 1

2 ) ∗ obs(Op ⊎ {[mut]} )

∗ (n > 0 ↔ Op = {[sn
push]}) ∗ (n = 0 ↔ Op = ∅)

∗ ∗
1,...,n

itperm((), 1) ∗∗
i=1,...,100

wperm((), id
i
pop, 0) ∗∗

i=1,...,n−1

uninitSig(id
i
push)

L

no:mutex
no:obs

p (n, Op) := ∃idn
push.

Shorthand for invariant
without mutex chunk
and without obligations
chunk

[ 1
2 ]ℓcp 7→ n ∗ 0 ≤ n ≤ 100 ∗ [ 1

2 ]mutex(mut, Pm) ∗ obs(Op)

∗ (n > 0 ↔ Op = {[sn
push]}) ∗ (n = 0 ↔ Op = ∅)

∗ ∗
1,...,n

itperm((), 1) ∗∗
i=1,...,100

wperm((), id
i
pop, 0) ∗∗

i=1,...,n−1

uninitSig(id
i
push)

Figure B.23: Producer’s loop invariant.
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Lc(n, Oc) := Loop invariant of
consumer.

[ 1
2 ]ℓcc 7→ n ∗ 0 ≤ n ≤ 100 ∗ [ 1

2 ]mutex(mut, Pm)
∗ obs(Oc) ∗ (n > 0 ↔ Oc = {[sn

pop]}) ∗ (n = 0 ↔ Oc = ∅)

∗ ∗
1,...,n

itperm((), 1)

Iteration permissions
consumed by productive
loop iterations, i.e., by
iterations which decrease
the consumer counter cc.

∗∗
i=1,...,100

wperm((), id
i
push, 0)

Used to generate iteration
permissions to justify
unproductive loop
iterations.

∗ ∗
i=1,...,n−1

uninitSig(id
i
pop)

Remaining allocated signal
IDs used to initialize new
signal after next pop.

Llocked
c (n, Op) := Shorthand for invariant

with acqiured mutex.
[ 1

2 ]ℓcc 7→ n ∗ 0 ≤ n ≤ 100

∗ [ 1
2 ]mutex(mut, Pm) locked(mut, Pm, 1

2 ) ∗ obs(Oc ⊎{[mut]} )

∗ (n > 0 ↔ Oc = {[sn
pop]}) ∗ (n = 0 ↔ Oc = ∅)

∗ ∗
1,...,n

itperm((), 1) ∗∗
i=1,...,100

wperm((), id
i
push, 0)

∗ ∗
i=1,...,n−1

uninitSig(id
i
pop)

L

no:mutex
no:obs

c (n, Op) := ∃idn
pop.

Shorthand for invariant
without mutex chunk
and without obligations
chunk.[ 1

2 ]ℓcc 7→ n ∗ 0 ≤ n ≤ 100 ∗ [ 1
2 ]mutex(mut, Pm) ∗ obs(Oc)

∗ (n > 0 ↔ Oc = {[sn
pop]}) ∗ (n = 0 ↔ Oc = ∅)

∗ ∗
1,...,n

itperm((), 1) ∗∗
i=1,...,100

wperm((), id
i
push, 0)

∗ ∗
i=1,...,n−1

uninitSig(id
i
pop)

Figure B.24: Consumer’s loop invariant.
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∀ℓfifo10 , ℓm, ℓcp , ℓcc .

. . . Continuation of Figure B.21.
{phase((Forkee)) ∗ ∃vcp , Op. Lp(vcp , Op) ∗ vcp ̸= 0}

while ( PR-While-Simp & PR-Exists (2x)
& PR-VS-Simp & VS-SemImpFor definition of producer loop invariant Lp(n, O), lock

∀vcp , Op. invariant Pm and variations cf. Figures B.23 and B.22.

{phase((Forkee)) ∗ ∃vcp , Op. Lp(vcp , Op) ∗ vcp ̸= 0 ∗ ∀o ∈ Op. lev(o) = L
vcp
push } Op = {[s

vcp
push]} ∨ Op = ∅

lev(mut) = 0 < 101 − vcp = L
vcp
push Justification for application of:

acquire m; PR-Acquire{
phase((Forkee)) ∗ Lp(vcp , Op) Llocked

p (vcp , Op) ∗ Pm ∗ vcp ̸= 0

∗ ∀o ∈ Op. lev(o) = . . .

}
PR-Exists

∀vm
fifo10

.

{ Pm P ′
m(vm

fifo10
) ∗ . . .}

let f :=[fifo10] in PR-Let
& PR-ReadHeapLoc

{phase((Forkee)) ∗ Llocked
p (vcp , Op) ∗ P ′

m(vm
fifo10

) ∗ vcp ̸= 0}

if size(f) < 10 then ( PR-If

{ size(vm
fifo10

) < 10 ∗ phase((Forkee)) ∗ Llocked
p (vcp , Op) ∗ P ′

m(vm
fifo10

) ∗ vcp ̸= 0}

. . . B.26 . . . Production step presented on Figure B.26.

size(vm
fifo10

) < 10 ∗ phase((Forkee)) ∗ Llocked
p (vcp , Op) ∗ P ′

m(vm
fifo10

) ∗

∃v′
cp , O′

p. obs(O′
p ⊎ {[mut]}) ∗ locked(mut, Pm, 1

2 ) ∗ ∗ vcp ̸= 0

∗
(

size(vm
fifo10

) < 10 → L

no:mutex
no:obs

p (v′
cp , O′

p) ∗ Pm ∗ itperm((), 1)
)

∗
(

size(vm
fifo10

) = 10 → L

no:mutex
no:obs

p (vcp , Op) ∗ P ′
m(vm

fifo10
) ∗ O′

p = Op

)



Define PostIfp such that:

=


phase((Forkee))
∗ ∃v′

cp , O′
p.

obs(O′
p ⊎ {[mut]})

∗ locked(mut, Pm, 1
2 )

∗ PostIfp


) else (

{ size(vm
fifo10

) = 10 ∗ phase((Forkee)) ∗ Llocked
p (vcp , Op) ∗ P ′

m(vm
fifo10

) ∗ vcp ̸= 0} PR-VS-Simp & VS-SemImp{
size(vm

fifo10
) = 10 ∗ phase((Forkee)) ∗ Llocked

p (vcp , Op) ∗ P ′
m(vm

fifo10
) ∗

vcp ̸= 0 ∃v′
cp , O′

p. obs(O′
p ⊎ {[mut]}) ∗ locked(mut, Pm, 1

2 ) ∗ PostIfp

}
);{

phase((Forkee)) ∗ Llocked
p (vcp , Op) ∗ P ′

m(vm
fifo10

) ∗ vcp ̸= 0

∃v′
cp , O′

p. obs(O′
p ⊎ {[mut]}) ∗ locked(mut, Pm, 1

2 ) ∗ PostIfp

}
PR-Exists (2x)

∀v′
cp , O′

p.

release m; Wait step presented on Figure B.27, i.e., view shift performed
after releasing mut but before consuming Pm. PR-Release & PR-Exists (2x)

∀τanc
p , δp.

let c :=[cp] in c ̸= 0 PR-Let & PR-ReadHeapLoc
& PR-Exp{

τanc
p ⊑ (Forkee) ∗ phase((Forkee))

∗ (v′
cp ̸= 0 → ∃vcp , Op. Lp(vcp , Op) ∗ vcp ̸= 0 ∗ itperm(τanc

p , δp))

∗ (v′
cp = 0 → obs(∅))

}
Reestablished loop invariant.

) do skip
{phase((Forkee)) ∗ ∃vcp . Lp(vcp ) ∗ vcp ̸= 0 obs(∅) }

. . . Continued in Figure B.21.

Figure B.25: Verification example bounded FIFO, producer loop.
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∀ℓfifo10 , ℓm, ℓcp , ℓcc , vcp , Op, vm
fifo10

.

. . . Continuation of Figure B.25.

For definition of Pm, P ′
m(v), Llocked

p (n, O) and L

no:mutex
no:obs

p (n, O) cf. Figures B.22 and B.23.
{size(vm

fifo10
) < 10 ∗ phase((Forkee)) ∗ Llocked

p (vcp , Op) ∗ P ′
m(vm

fifo10
) ∗ vcp ̸= 0} PR-VS-Simp & VS-SemImp

[ 1
2 ]ℓcp 7→ vcp ∗ [ 1

2 ]ℓcp 7→ vm
cp ℓcp 7→ vcp ∗ vcp = vm

cp

∗ (vcp > 0 → signal(s
vcp
push, False)) signal(s

vcp
push, False)

∗ (vcp > 0 ↔ Op = {[s
vcp
push]}) ∗ (vcp = 0 ↔ Op = ∅) Op = {[s

vcp
push]}

∗ . . .


let c :=[cp] in PR-Let & PR-ReadHeapLoc
[fifo10] := f ·(c :: nil); [cp] := c − 1 PR-AssignToHeap (2x)

{ℓfifo10 7→ vm
fifo10

·(vcp :: nil) ∗ ℓcp 7→ vcp − 1 ∗ . . .} PR-VS-Simp & VS-SetSignal

{obs({[ s
vcp
push, mut]}) ∗ signal(s

vcp
push, True ) ∗ . . .} PR-VS-Simp & VS-SemImp

{ (vcp − 1 = 0 ∨ vcp > 0) ∗ . . .} PR-VS-Simp & VS-Or

case: vcp − 1 = 0 PR-VS-Simp & VS-SemImpLast iteration, nothing left to do.
phase((Forkee)) ∗ ∃v′

cp , O′
p. obs(O′

p ⊎ {[mut]}) ∗ locked(mut, Pm, 1
2 )

∗ vcp ̸= 0

∗
(

size(vm
fifo10

) < 10 → L

no:mutex
no:obs

p (v′
cp , O′

p) ∗ Pm ∗ itperm((), 1)
)

∗
(

size(vm
fifo10

) = 10 → L

no:mutex
no:obs

p (vcp , Op) ∗ P ′
m(vm

fifo10
) ∗ O′

p = Op

)
 =


phase((Forkee))
∗ ∃v′

cp , O′
p.

obs(O′
p ⊎ {[mut]})

∗ locked(mut, Pm, 1
2 )

∗ PostIfp


For definition of PostIfp
cf. Figure B.25.

case: vcp − 1 > 0 PR-VS-Simp & VS-SigInitMust create signal for next iteration. obs({[ id
vcp −1
push , mut]}) ∗∗i=1,...,vcp −2

uninitSig(idi
push)

∗ uninitSig(id
vcp −1
push ) signal(s

vcp −1
push , False) ∗ . . .

 PR-VS-Simp & VS-SemImp

{phase((Forkee)) ∗ ∃v′
cp , O′

p. obs(O′
p ⊎ {[mut]}) ∗ locked(mut, Pm, 1

2 ) ∗ PostIfp}

{phase((Forkee)) ∗ ∃v′
cp , O′

p. obs(O′
p ⊎ {[mut]}) ∗ locked(mut, Pm, 1

2 ) ∗ PostIfp}
. . . Continued in Figure B.25.

Figure B.26: Verification example bounded FIFO, producer thread’s production
step.
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∀ℓfifo10 , ℓm, ℓcp , ℓcc , vcp , Op, vm
fifo10

, v′
cp , O′

p.

. . .
Continuation of
Figure B.25.

For definition of Pm, P ′
m(v), Llocked

p (n, O), L

no:mutex
no:obs

p (n, O), PostIfp
cf. Figures B.22, B.23 and B.25.

{phase((Forkee)) ∗ obs(O′
p ⊎ {[mut]}) ∗ locked(mut, Pm, 1

2 ) ∗ PostIfp}

release m PR-Release allows view shift to happen after mutex mut
was released but before lock invariant Pm is consumed.

{phase((Forkee)) ∗ obs(O′
p ⊎{[mut]} ) ∗ locked(mut, Pm, 1

2 ) ∗ PostIfp} PR-VS-Simp & VS-SemImp

{ (size(vm
fifo10

) < 10 ∨ size(vm
fifo10

) = 10) ∗ . . .} PR-VS-Simp & VS-Or

case: size(vm
fifo10

) < 10 Production step already performed,
nothing left to do.

{ size(vm
fifo10

) < 10 ∗ phase((Forkee)) ∗ obs(O′
p) ∗ PostIfp} PR-VS-Simp & VS-SemImp{

obs(O′
p) ∗ Pm ∗ ∃τanc

p , δp. τanc
p ⊑ (Forkee) ∗ phase((Forkee))

∗ L

no:mutex
no:obs

p (v′
cp , O′

p) ∗ itperm(τanc
p , δp)

} Define PostReleaseVSp
such that:
= {obs(O′

p) ∗ Pm
∗ PostReleaseVSp}

case: size(vm
fifo10

) = 10 No production step performed.
Must wait to generate permission.

{ size(vm
fifo10

) = 10 ∗ phase((Forkee)) ∗ obs(O′
p) ∗ PostIfp} PR-VS-Simp & VS-SemImp PostIfp L

no:mutex
no:obs

p (vcp , Op) ∗ P ′
m(vm

fifo10
) ∗ O′

p = Op = {[s
vcp
push]}

∗ obs( {[s
vcp
push]} ) ∗ vcp ̸= 0 ∗ phase((Forkee))

 PR-Exists (2x)
& PR-VS-Simp & VS-SemImp

∀vm
cp , vm

cc .

∃vm
cp . [ 1

2 ]ℓcp 7→ vcp ∗ [ 1
2 ]ℓcp 7→ vm

cp ∗ vcp = vm
cp

∗ vm
cc = vcp + 10

∗ ∃vm
cc . (vm

cc > 0 → signal(s
vm

cc
pop, False)) signal(s

vm
cc

pop, False)

∗∗i=1,...,100
wperm((), idi

pop, 0) ∗ obs({[s
vcp
push]}) ∗ phase((Forkee))

∗ . . .


PR-VS-Simp & VS-Wait

lev(s
vm

cc
pop ) = L

vm
cc

pop = L
vcp +10
pop = 102 − (vcp + 10)

< 101 − vcp = L
vcp
push = lev(s

vcp
push)

Justification for application
of VS-Wait.

{ itperm((Forkee), 0) ∗ . . .} PR-VS-Simp & VS-SemImp

{obs(O′
p) ∗ Pm ∗ PostReleaseVSp}

phase((Forkee))∗ obs(O′
p)

∗ PostIfp ∗ (size(vm
fifo10

) < 10 ∨ size(vm
fifo10

) = 10)

∗ Pm ∗ PostReleaseVSp

 Conclusion of VS-Or
application.

{obs(O′
p) ∗Pm ∗ PostReleaseVSp} Lock invariant Pm consumed by PR-Release. PR-VS-Simp & VS-SemImp{

∃τanc
p , δp. τanc

p ⊑ (Forkee) ∗ phase((Forkee))
∗ (v′

cp ̸= 0 → ∃vcp , Op. Lp(vcp , Op) ∗ vcp ̸= 0 ∗ itperm(τanc
p , δp))

∗ (v′
cp = 0 → obs(∅))

}
Reestablished loop invariant.

. . .
Continued in
Figure B.25.

Figure B.27: Verification example bounded FIFO, producer’s wait step.
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∀ℓfifo10 , ℓm, ℓcp , ℓcc .

. . . Continuation of Figure B.21.
{phase((Forker)) ∗ ∃vcc , Oc. Lc(vcc , Oc) ∗ vcc ̸= 0}
while ( PR-While-Simp & PR-Exists (2x)For definition of consumer loop invariant Lp(n, O), lock

∀vcc , Oc. & PR-VS-Simp & VS-SemImpinvariant Pm and variations cf. Figures B.24 and B.22.

{phase((Forker)) ∗ ∃vcp , Oc. Lc(vcc , Oc) ∗ vcc ̸= 0 ∗ ∀o ∈ Oc. lev(o) = L
vcc
pop } Oc = {[s

vcc
pop ]} ∨ Oc = ∅

lev(mut) = 0 < 102 − vcc = L
vcc
pop Justification for application of:

acquire m PR-Acquire{
phase((Forker)) ∗ Lc(vcc , Oc) Llocked

c (vcc , Oc) ∗ Pm ∗ vcc ̸= 0

∗ ∀o ∈ Oc. lev(o) = . . .

}
PR-Exists

∀vm
fifo10

.

{ Pm P ′
m(vm

fifo10
) ∗ . . .}

let f :=[fifo10] in PR-Let & PR-ReadHeapLoc
{phase((Forker)) ∗ Llocked

c (vcc , Oc) ∗ P ′
m(vm

fifo10
) ∗ vcc ̸= 0}

if size(f) > 0 then ( PR-If

{ size(vm
fifo10

) > 0 ∗ phase((Forker)) ∗ Llocked
c (vcc , Oc) ∗ P ′

m(vm
fifo10

) ∗ vcc ̸= 0}

. . . B.29 . . . Consumption step presented on Figure B.29.

size(vm
fifo10

) > 0 ∗ phase((Forker)) ∗ Llocked
c (vcc , Oc) ∗ P ′

m(vm
fifo10

) ∗

∃v′
cc , O′

c. obs(O′
c ⊎ {[mut]}) ∗ locked(mut, Pm, 1

2 ) ∗ ∗ vcc ̸= 0

∗
(

size(vm
fifo10

) > 0 → L

no:mutex
no:obs

c (v′
cc , O′

c) ∗ Pm ∗ itperm((), 1)
)

∗
(

size(vm
fifo10

) = 0 → L

no:mutex
no:obs

c (vcc , Oc) ∗ P ′
m(vm

fifo10
) ∗ O′

c = Oc

)


Define PostIfc such that:

=


phase((Forker))
∗ ∃v′

cc , O′
c.

obs(O′
c ⊎ {[mut]})

∗ locked(mut, Pm, 1
2 )

∗ PostIfc


) else (

{ size(vm
fifo10

) = 0 ∗ phase((Forker)) ∗ Llocked
c (vcc , Oc) ∗ P ′

m(vm
fifo10

) ∗ vcc ̸= 0} PR-VS-Simp & VS-SemImp{
size(vm

fifo10
) = 0 ∗ phase((Forker)) ∗ Llocked

c (vcc , Oc) ∗ P ′
m(vm

fifo10
) ∗

vcc ̸= 0 ∃v′
cc , O′

c. obs(O′
c ⊎ {[mut]}) ∗ locked(mut, Pm, 1

2 ) ∗ PostIfc

}
);{

phase((Forker)) ∗ Llocked
c (vcc , Oc) ∗ P ′

m(vm
fifo10

) ∗ vcc ̸= 0

∃v′
cc , O′

c. obs(O′
c ⊎ {[mut]}) ∗ locked(mut, Pm, 1

2 ) ∗ PostIfc

}
PR-Exists (2x)

∀v′
cc , O′

c.

release m; Wait step presented on Figure B.30, i.e., view shift performed
after releasing mut but before consuming Pm. PR-Release & PR-Exists (2x)

∀τanc
c , δc.

let c :=[cc] in c ̸= 0 PR-Let & PR-ReadHeapLoc
& PR-Exp{

τanc
c ⊑ (Forker) ∗ phase((Forker))

∗ (v′
cc ̸= 0 → ∃vcp , Oc. Lc(vcc , Oc) ∗ vcc ̸= 0 ∗ itperm(τanc

c , δc))
∗ (v′

cc = 0 → obs(∅))

}
Reestablished loop invariant.

) do skip
{phase((Forker)) ∗ ∃vcp . Lc(vcp ) ∗ vcc ̸= 0 obs(∅) }

. . . Continued in Figure B.21.

Figure B.28: Verification example bounded FIFO, consumer loop.
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∀ℓfifo10 , ℓm, ℓcp , ℓcc , vcc , Oc, vm
fifo10

.

. . . Continuation of Figure B.28.

For definition of Pm, P ′
m(v), Llocked

c (n, O) and L

no:mutex
no:obs

c (n, O) cf. Figures B.22
and B.24.
{size(vm

fifo10
) > 0 ∗ phase((Forker)) ∗ Llocked

c (vcc , Oc) ∗ P ′
m(vm

fifo10
) ∗ vcc ̸= 0} PR-Exists

∀vm
cc . PR-VS-Simp & VS-SemImp

[ 1
2 ]ℓcc 7→ vcc ∗ [ 1

2 ]ℓcc 7→ vm
cc ℓcc 7→ vcc ∗ vcc = vm

cc

∗ (vm
cc > 0 → signal(s

vm
cc

pop, False)) signal(s
vcc
pop, False)

∗ (vcc > 0 ↔ Oc = {[s
vcc
pop]}) ∗ (vcc = 0 ↔ Oc = ∅) Oc = {[s

vcc
pop]}

∗ . . .


let c :=[cc] in PR-Let & PR-ReadHeapLoc
[fifo10] := tail(f); [cc] := c − 1 PR-AssignToHeap (2x)

{ℓfifo10 7→ tail(vm
fifo10

) ∗ ℓcc 7→ vcc − 1 ∗ . . .} PR-VS-Simp & VS-SetSignal

{obs({[ s
vcc
pop, mut]}) ∗ signal(s

vcc
pop, True ) ∗ . . .} PR-VS-Simp & VS-SemImp

{ (vcc − 1 = 0 ∨ vcc > 0) ∗ . . .} PR-VS-Simp & VS-Or

case: vcc − 1 = 0 PR-VS-Simp & VS-SemImpLast iteration, nothing left to do.
phase((Forker)) ∗ ∃v′

cp , O′
c. obs(O′

c ⊎ {[mut]}) ∗ locked(mut, Pm, 1
2 )

∗ vcc ̸= 0

∗
(

size(vm
fifo10

) > 0 → L

no:mutex
no:obs

c (v′
cp , O′

c) ∗ Pm ∗ itperm((), 1)
)

∗
(

size(vm
fifo10

) = 0 → L

no:mutex
no:obs

c (vcc , Oc) ∗ P ′
m(vm

fifo10
) ∗ O′

c = Oc

)
 =


phase((Forker))
∗ ∃v′

cc , O′
c.

obs(O′
c ⊎ {[mut]})

∗ locked(mut, Pm, 1
2 )

∗ PostIfc


For definition of PostIfc
cf. Figure B.28.

case: vcc − 1 > 0 PR-VS-Simp & VS-SigInitMust create signal for next iteration. obs({[ id
vcc −1
pop , mut]}) ∗∗i=1,...,vcc −1

uninitSig(idi
pop)

∗ uninitSig(id
vcc −1
pop ) signal(s

vcc −1
pop , False) ∗ . . .

 PR-VS-Simp & VS-SemImp

{phase((Forker)) ∗ ∃v′
cc , O′

c. obs(O′
c ⊎ {[mut]}) ∗ locked(mut, Pm, 1

2 ) ∗ PostIfc}

{phase((Forker)) ∗ ∃v′
cc , O′

c. obs(O′
c ⊎ {[mut]}) ∗ locked(mut, Pm, 1

2 ) ∗ PostIfc}
. . . Continued in Figure B.28.

Figure B.29: Verification example bounded FIFO, consumer thread’s
consumption step.
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∀ℓfifo10 , ℓm, ℓcc , ℓcc , vcc , Oc, vm
fifo10

, v′
cc , O′

c.

. . . Continuation of Figure B.28.

For definition of Pm, P ′
m(v), Llocked

c (n, O), L

no:mutex
no:obs

c (n, O), PostIfc
cf. Figures B.22, B.24 and B.28.
{phase((Forker)) ∗ obs(O′

c ⊎ {[mut]}) ∗ locked(mut, Pm, 1
2 ) ∗ PostIfc}

release m PR-Release allows view shift to happen after mutex mut
was released but before lock invariant Pm is consumed.

{phase((Forker)) ∗ obs(O′
c ⊎{[mut]} ) ∗ locked(mut, Pm, 1

2 ) ∗ PostIfc} PR-VS-Simp & VS-SemImp

{ (size(vm
fifo10

) > 0 ∨ size(vm
fifo10

) = 0) ∗ . . .} PR-VS-Simp & VS-Or

case: size(vm
fifo10

) > 0 Consumption step already performed, nothing left to do.

{ size(vm
fifo10

) > 0 ∗ phase((Forker)) ∗ obs(O′
c) ∗ PostIfc} PR-VS-Simp & VS-SemImp{

obs(O′
c) ∗ Pm ∗ ∃τanc

c , δc. τanc
c ⊑ (Forker) ∗ phase((Forker))

∗ L

no:mutex
no:obs

c (v′
cc , O′

c) ∗ itperm((), 1)

} Define PostReleaseVSc
such that:
= {obs(O′

c) ∗ Pm
∗ PostReleaseVSc}

case: size(vm
fifo10

) = 0 No production step performed.
Must wait to generate permission.

{ size(vm
fifo10

) = 0 ∗ phase((Forker)) ∗ obs(O′
c) ∗ PostIfc} PR-VS-Simp & VS-SemImp PostIfc L

no:mutex
no:obs

c (vcc , Oc) ∗ P ′
m(vm

fifo10
) ∗ O′

c = Oc = {[s
vcp
pop]}

∗ obs( {[s
vcp
pop]} ) ∗ vcc ̸= 0 ∗ phase((Forker))

 PR-Exists (2x)
& PR-VS-Simp & VS-SemImp

∀vm
cc , vm

cp .

∃vm
cc , vm

cp . [ 1
2 ]ℓcc 7→ vcc ∗ [ 1

2 ]ℓcc 7→ vm
cc ∗ vcc = vm

cc

∗ vcc = vm
cp + 0

(vm
cp > 0 → signal(s

vm
cp

push, False)) signal(s
vm

cp
push, False)

∗∗i=1,...,100
wperm((), idi

push, 0) ∗ obs({[s
vcc
pop]}) ∗ phase((Forker))

∗ . . .


PR-VS-Simp & VS-Wait

lev(s
vm

cp
push) = L

vm
cp

push = L
vcc
push = 101 − vcc < 102 − vcc

= L
vcc
pop = lev(s

vcc
pop )

Justification for application
of VS-Wait.

{ itperm((Forker), 0) ∗ . . .} PR-VS-Simp & VS-SemImp

{obs(O′
c) ∗ Pm ∗ PostReleaseVSc}

phase((Forker))∗ obs(O′
c)

∗ PostIfc ∗ (size(vm
fifo10

) < 10 ∨ size(vm
fifo10

) = 10)

∗ Pm ∗ PostReleaseVSc

 Conclusion of VS-Or
application.

{obs(O′
c) ∗Pm ∗ PostReleaseVSc} Lock invariant Pm consumed by PR-Release. PR-VS-Simp & VS-SemImp{

∃τanc
c , δc. τanc

c ⊑ (Forker) ∗ phase((Forker))
∗ (v′

cc ̸= 0 → ∃vcc , Oc. Lc(vcc , Oc) ∗ vcc ̸= 0 ∗ itperm(τanc
c , δc))

∗ (v′
cc = 0 → obs(∅))

}
Reestablished loop invariant.

. . . Continued in Figure B.28.

Figure B.30: Verification example bounded FIFO, consumer’s wait step.





Appendix C

Completeness Thresholds:
Formalization

This chapter formalizes the work described in chapter 4. The contents of this
chapter were published as technical report on arXiv:

T. Reinhard. Completeness Thresholds for Memory Safety of
Array Traversing Programs: Early Technical Report. arXiv, CoRR,
abs/2211.11885, 2022. https://doi.org/10.48550/arXiv.2211.11885

C.1 Introduction

In this early technical report on an ongoing project, we present – to the best
of our knowledge – the first study of completeness thresholds for memory
safety proofs. Specifically we consider heap-manipulating programs that iterate
over arrays without allocating or freeing memory. We present the first notion
of completeness thresholds for program verification which reduce unbounded
memory safety proofs to bounded ones. Moreover, we present some preliminary
ideas on how completeness thresholds can be computed for concrete programs.

Unbounded vs Bounded Proofs Memory safety is a very basic property we
want to hold for every critical program, regardless of its nature or purpose. Yet,
it remains hard to prove and in general requires us to write tedious, inductive
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proofs. One way to automate the verification process is to settle on bounded
proofs and accept bounded guarantees.

Consider a program c that searches through an array of size s. An unbounded
memory safety proof for c would yield that the program is safe for any possible
input, in particular for any array size, i.e., ∀s. safe(c). A bounded proof
that only considers input sizes smaller than 10 would only guarantees that the
program is safe for any such bounded array, i.e., ∀s < 10. safe(c).

Completeness Thresholds Approximating unbounded proofs by bounded ones
is a technique often used in model checking. Hence, the relationship between
bounded and unbounded proofs about finite state transition systems has been
studied extensively [15, 40, 109, 28, 2, 87, 10, 126]. For a finite transition
system T and a property of interest ϕ, a completeness threshold is any number
k such that we can prove ϕ by only examining path prefixes of length k in
T , i.e., T |=k ϕ ⇒ T |= ϕ [40] 1. Over the years, various works characterised
over-approximations of least completeness thresholds for different types of
properties ϕ. These over-approximations are typically described in terms of key
attributes of the transition system T , such as the recurrence diameter [109].

Heap-manipulating programs are essentially infinite state transition systems.
Hence, in general, these key attributes are infinite. This vast structural difference
between the programs we are interested in and the transition systems for which
completeness thresholds have been studied prevents us from reusing any of the
existing definitions or results.

In § C.2 we start by presenting basic definitions and notations that are used
throughout this work. In § C.3 and § C.4 we present the syntax and semantics
of the programming language we consider. In § C.5 and § C.6 we formalise our
assertion language as well as the notion of memory safety we consider. Our
study of completeness thresholds relies on verification conditions, which we
define in § C.7. We introduce completeness thresholds and study their properties
in § C.8.

C.2 General Notation and Basic Definitions

The following definitions and notations will be used throughout this work.
1Note that the term completeness threshold is used inconsistently in literature. Some

papers such as [40] use the definition above, according to which completeness thresholds are not
unique. Others such as [109] define them as the minimal number k such that T |=k ϕ ⇒ T |= ϕ,
which makes them unique.
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Definition C.2.1 (Tuples). For any set X we denote the set of tuples over X
as

X∗ :=
⋃
n∈N

{(x1, . . . xn) | x1, . . . , xn ∈ X}.

We denote tuples by overlining the variable name, i.e., x ∈ X∗, except if it is
clear from the context.

Definition C.2.2 (Non-Empty Tuples). For any set X we denote the set of
non-empty tuples over X as

X+ := {t ∈ X∗ | len(t) > 0}.

Definition C.2.3 (Disjoint Union). Let A,B be sets. We define their disjoint
union as

A ⊔B := A ∪B

if A ∩B = ∅ and leave it undefined otherwise.

Notation C.2.4 (Homomorphic & Isomorphic). Let A,B be algebraic structures.
We define the following notations:

• A ∼ B expresses that A and B are homomorphic.

• A ≃ B expresses that A and B are isomorphic.

Remark C.2.5 (Canonical Homomorphism from Tuples to Sets). Let X be a
set. Then, X∗ with concatenation and P(X) with union are both monoids and
the canonical homomorphism from X∗ to P(X) is (x1, . . . , xn) 7→ {x1, . . . , xn}.

Definition C.2.6 (Congruence Relation between Tuples and Sets). Let X be
a set and let hX : X∗ → P(X) be the canonical homomorphism. We define the
congruence relation ∼=X ⊆ (X∗ × P(X)) ∪ (P(X) ×X∗) such that the following
holds for all t ∈ X∗ and all S ∈ P(X):

S ∼=X t ⇔ t ∼=X S ⇔ hX(t) = S

Whenever the base set X is clear from the context, we write ∼= instead of ∼=X .
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C.3 Syntax

In this section we define the syntax of the programming language that we use
in the rest of this work.
Definition C.3.1 (Variables). We define X to be an infinite set of variable
symbols.

Our language allows for simple pointer arithmetic of the form ℓ+LocsZ Z where
ℓ is a heap location and Z is an offset.
Definition C.3.2 (Structured Heap Locations). We define the sets of heap
objects HObjs and heap indices HIdxs to be infinite sets with N ⊂ HIdxs.
Further, we define the set of heap locations as

Locs := HObjs×HIdxs.

We denote heap locations by ℓ, heap objects by o and heap indices by idx.

Definition C.3.3 (Unit Type). We define the unit type as Unit := {()}.

Definition C.3.4 (Types). We define the set of types Types syntactically as
follows:

T ∈ Types := Locs | HObjs | Z | B | Unit

Operations are pure functions that map inputs to output and cannot access the
heap.
Definition C.3.5 (Operations). We define Ops to be a set of operations with
Ops ⊆ {f : D → C | D ∈ Types∗, C ∈ Types} and with <, + ∈ Ops.

For each f : D → C ∈ Ops, we use the following notation dom(f) = D and
codom(f) = C.

While this work currently only deals with arrays, our plan is to investigate
completeness thresholds for programs that deal with arbitrary tree-like inductive
data structures. In order to keep the semantics of our language modular and to
allow for easy extensions, we introduce an unspecified set of heap commands
that captures the APIs of the data structures we are interested in.
Definition C.3.6 (Heap Commands). We define HCmds to be a set of symbols.
Every hc ∈ HCmds represents a command that accesses the heap.

Definition C.3.7 (Program syntax). We define the set of commands Cmds,
expressions Exps and values Values syntactically by the grammar presented in
Fig. C.1.
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ℓ ∈ Locs Heap locations
o ∈ HObjs Heap Objects
Z ∈ Z
b ∈ B
x ∈ X Variables
op ∈ Ops Primitive Operations
hc ∈ HCmds Heap Commands

v ∈ Values ::= ℓ | o | Z | b | () Values
e ∈ Exps ::= v | x | op(e) Expressions

c ∈ Cmds ::= e | let x := c in c |
if e then c else c |
while !e do c |
for x in [e to e] do c |
!e | !e := e | hc(e) Heap access

(a) Values, expressions and commands.
c; c′ := let x := c in c′ where x is not free in c′

if e then c := if e then c else ()

(b) Syntactic sugar.

Figure C.1: Program syntax.

C.4 Dynamic Semantics

In order to keep things simple, our language uses a heap but no store. Hence,
variables are actually constants that can be bound to values via let commands.
As a consequence, the entire evaluation state of a program is represented by
the heap and the program itself. Further, expressions are pure, hence their
evaluation does not depend on the heap.

Definition C.4.1 (Evaluation of Closed Expressions). We define a partial
evaluation function [[·]] : Exps ⇀ Values on expressions by recursion on the
structure of expressions as follows:

[[v]] := v if v ∈ Values,
[[op(e1, . . . , en)]] := op([[e1]], . . . , [[en]]) if ⊥ ̸∈ {[[e1]], . . . , [[en]]}

and ([[e1]], . . . , [[en]]) ∈ dom(op),
[[e]] := ⊥ otherwise.
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We identify closed expressions e with their ascribed value [[e]].

Definition C.4.2 (Evaluation Context). We define the set of evaluation contexts
EvalCtxts syntactically as follows:

E ∈ EvalCtxts ::= let x :=□ in c

For any c ∈ Cmds and E ∈ EvalCtxts, we define E[c] := E[□ 7→ c].

Definition C.4.3 (Free Variables (Commands)). We define free variables in
the usual way. For any command c we denote the set of variables that occur
freely in c by freeVars(c).

Definition C.4.4 (Substitution (Commands)). We define substitution in the
usual way. For any command c, variable x and expression e, we denote the
result of substituting every free occurrence of x in c with e by c[x 7→ e]. Further,
we extend substitutions to tuples of variables and expressions in the canonical
way.

We explicitly model memory errors in our operational semantics. This way we
know that (i) any execution which ends in a value does not involve memory
errors and (ii) any execution that does involve memory errors ends in the
dedicated error state error.

Definition C.4.5 (Memory Errors). We denote the memory error state by error
and the set of potentially erroneous commands by Cmds+ := Cmds ∪ {error}.
We denote potentially erroneous commands by c+.

Heaps are finite collections of resources that can be manipulated by commands.

Definition C.4.6 (Physical Resources). We define the set of physical resources
Rphys syntactically as follows:

rp ∈ Rphys ::= ℓ 7→ v

ℓ ∈ Locs v ∈ Values

Definition C.4.7 (Physical Heaps). We define the set of physical heaps as

Heapsphys := Pfin(Rphys)

and the function locspRes : Heapsphys → Pfin(Locs) mapping physical heaps to
the sets of allocated heap locations as

locspRes(h) := {ℓ ∈ Locs | ∃v ∈ Values. ℓ 7→ v ∈ h}.

We denote physical heaps by h.
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Definition C.4.8 (Basic Commands). We define the set of basic commands
BCmds syntactically as follows:

bc ∈ BCmds ::= e | let x := bc in bc |
if e then bc else bc |
while !e do bc |
for x in [e to e] do bc |
!e | !e := e

The set of basic commands is the subset of Cmds that consists exactly of those
commands that do not involve any heap command call hc(e). Remember that
the set of heap commands captures the APIs of data structures. We do not
want to change our operational semantics each time we want to consider a new
data structure. Hence, we assume that there exists an interpretation for each
heap command that describes its behaviour in terms of basic commands.

Assumption C.4.9 (Heap Command Interpretation). We assume that there
exists a function Ihcmds : HCmds → (BCmds × X ∗) that maps each heap
command to a basic command and a vector of variables. Further, for every
mapping of the form Ihcmds(hc) = (bc, (x1, . . . , xn)) the following two properties
hold:

•
∧
i̸=j

xi ̸= xj

• freeVars(bc) ⊆ {x1, . . . , xn}.

Definition C.4.10 (Command Reduction Relation). We define a command
reduction relation⇝cmd according to the rules presented in Fig. C.2. A reduction
step has the form

h, c⇝cmd h
′, c′.

We define ⇝∗
cmd as the reflexive transitive closure of ⇝cmd.

C.5 Assertion Language

In the previous sections we introduced heap commands that capture the APIs
of data structures. In a similar way, we introduce heap predicates that describe
their memory layout.

Assumption C.5.1 (Heap Predicates). We assume that there is a set of
symbols P . Every p ∈ P represents a predicate characterising the heap. Further,
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CmdRed-EvalCtxt
h, c⇝cmd h

′, c′

h,E[c]⇝cmd h
′, E[c′]

CmdRed-EvalCtxt-Fail
h, c⇝cmd h

′, error
h,E[c]⇝cmd h

′, error

CmdRed-IfTrue
h, if True then ct else cf ⇝cmd h, ct

CmdRed-IfFalse
h, if False then ct else cf ⇝cmd h, cf

CmdRed-While
x ̸∈ freeVars(c)

h,while !ℓ do c⇝cmd h, let x :=!ℓ in if x then (c; while !ℓ do c)

CmdRed-For
h, for x in [n to n′] do c
⇝cmd h, if n ≤ n′ then (c; for x in [n+ 1 to n′] do c)

CmdRed-Let
h, let x := v in c⇝cmd h, c[x 7→ v]

CmdRed-ReadHeapLoc
ℓ 7→ v ∈ h

h, !ℓ⇝cmd h, v

CmdRed-ReadHeapLoc-Fail
ℓ ̸∈ locspRes(h)

h, !ℓ⇝cmd h, error

CmdRed-AssignHeapLoc
h ⊔ {ℓ 7→ _}, !ℓ := v ⇝cmd h ⊔ {ℓ 7→ v}, ()

CmdRed-AssignHeapLoc-Fail
ℓ ̸∈ locspRes(h)

h, !ℓ := v ⇝cmd h, error

CmdRed-Desugar-HeapCmdCall
Ihcmds(hc) = (bc, (x1, . . . , xn))

h, hc(v1, . . . , vn)⇝cmd h, bc[(x1, . . . , xn) 7→ (v1, . . . , vn)]

Figure C.2: Command reduction rules.
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e ∈ Exps
p ∈ P
A ⊆ A

Index set I ⊆ Z

a ∈ A ::= True | False | e | ¬a | a ∧ a | a ∨ a | a ∗ a | a−∗ a |
e 7→ e | p(e) |

∨
A | □ a

(a) Assertion syntax.
a1 → a2 := ¬a1 ∨ a2
a1 ↔ a2 := (a1 → a2) ∧ (a2 → a1)
∃i ∈ I. a(i) :=

∨
{a(i) | i ∈ I}

∀i ∈ I. a(i) := ¬∃i ∈ I.¬a(i)

(b) Syntactic sugar.

Figure C.3: Assertions.

we assume that there is a function Ihpreds : P → P(Heapsphys × Values∗) that
maps each heap predicate symbol to a predicate over heaps and value tuples.

Definition C.5.2 (Assertions). We define the set of assertions A according to
the syntax presented in Figure C.3.

We omit the index set I in quantifications when its choice becomes clear from
the context and write ∃i. a(i) and ∀i. a(i) instead of ∃i ∈ I. a(i) and ∀i ∈ I. a(i),

Definition C.5.3. Assertion Model Relation We define the assertion model
relation ⊨A ⊆ Heapsphys × A by recursion over the structure of assertions
according to the rules presented in Fig. C.4.

Definition C.5.4 (Free Variables (Assertions)). We define the notion of free
variables for assertions analogously to that of commands (cf. C.4.3).

Definition C.5.5 (Substitution (Assertions)). We define substitution for
assertions analogously to substitution for commands (cf. C.4.4).

Notation C.5.6 (Free Variables (Tuples)). For convenience we define the
following notation for any tuple of commands and assertions (y1, . . . , yn) ∈
(Cmds ∪ A)∗:

freeVars(y1, . . . , yn) := freeVars(y1) ∪ · · · ∪ freeVars(yn).
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h ⊨A True
h ̸⊨A False
h ⊨A e iff ∅ ⊨A [[e]]
h ⊨A ¬a iff h ̸⊨A a
h ⊨A a1 ∧ a2 iff h ⊨A a1 ∧ h ⊨A a2
h ⊨A a1 ∨ a2 iff h ⊨A a1 ∨ h ⊨A a2
h ⊨A a1 ∗ a2 iff ∃h1, h2. h = h1 ⊔ h2

∧ h1 ⊨A a1 ∧ h2 ⊨A a2
h ⊨A a1 −∗ a2 iff ∀h1. h1 ∩ h = ∅ ∧ h1 ⊨A a1

→ h1 ⊔ h ⊨A a2
h ⊨A ℓ 7→ v iff ℓ 7→ v ∈ h
h ⊨A p(e1, . . . , en) iff Ihpreds(p)(h, [[e1]], . . . , [[en]])
h ⊨A

∨
A iff ∃a ∈ A. h ⊨A a

h ⊨A □ a iff ∅ ⊨A a

Figure C.4: Assertion model relation. We write h ̸⊨A a if h ⊨A a does not hold.

Definition C.5.7 (Validity). Let a ∈ A be an assertion with freeVars(a) ∼= x =
(xi)i. For each i = 1, . . . , n, let Ti be the type of variables xi and let T = (Ti)i.
We call assertion a valid if the following holds:

∀h. ∀v ∈ T . h ⊨A a[x 7→ v]

We denote validity of a by writing ⊨A a.

C.6 Memory Safety

Definition C.6.1 (Memory Safety of Commands and Heaps). We define the
safety relation for commands safe ⊆ Heapsphys × Cmds as follows:

Let x = (xi)i ∼= freeVars(c) be the variables occurring freely in c. For each i, let
Ti be the type of variable xi and let T = (Ti)i. Then,

safe(h, c) ⇔ ∀v ∈ T . ¬∃h′. h, c[x 7→ v],⇝∗
cmd h

′, error

We say that a command c is safe under a physical heap h if safe(h, c) holds.

We consider a command safe under a heap if its execution does not lead to a
memory error. Note that a command’s execution can get stuck without any
memory error occurring. Such cases arise for not-well-typed commands such as
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if 13 then . . .. For this work, we only consider well-typed programs. Hence,
we do not care about cases in which a program gets stuck as long as no memory
error occurs.

Definition C.6.2 (Memory Safety of Commands and Assertions). We define
the safety relation for commands safeA ⊆ A × Cmds as follows:

Let x = (xi)i ∼= freeVars(a, c) be the variables occurring freely in a and c. For
each i, let Ti be the type of variable xi and let T = (Ti)i. Then,

safeA(a, c) ⇐⇒ ∀v ∈ T . ∀h.
(
h ⊨A a[x 7→ v] ⇒ safe(h, c[x 7→ v])

)
We say that a command c is safe under a assertion a if safeA(a, c) holds.

Notation C.6.3. We denote preconditions by M . Further, we aggregate
preconditions M and programs c into tuples {M} c.

C.7 Verification Conditions

A common approach in program verification is to derive a verification condition
vc from the program c and correctness property ϕ in question [71, 143]. Instead
of verifying the program directly, we prove the verification condition. In general,
vc describes an over-approximation of all possible program behaviours. The
process is sound iff truth of the verification condition indeed implies that our
program is correct, i.e., |= vc ⇒ c |= ϕ. We proceed analogously during our
study of completeness thresholds.

Definition C.7.1 (Verification Condition). We call an assertion vc ∈ A a
verification condition for {M} c if the following holds:

⊨A vc ⇒ safeA(M, c)

We denote verification conditions by vc.

Definition C.7.2 (Precise Verification Conditions). Let vc be a verification
condition for {M} c and let x ∈ freeVars(M, c) be a free variable of type T . We
call vc precise in x for {M} c if the following holds for every value v ∈ T :

safeA(M [x 7→ v], c[x 7→ v]) ⇒ ⊨A vc[x 7→ v]

Assumption C.7.3 (Array Predicate). We assume that there exists a predicate
symbol array ∈ P . We further assume that Ihpreds(array) ⊆ Heapsphys×HObjs×N
is the minimal relation for which the following holds:

Ihpreds(array)(h, a, s) ⇐⇒ h ⊨A ∗
0≤i<s

(a, i) 7→ _
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We identify the assertion array(a, s) with the assertion ∗
0≤i<s

(a, i) 7→ _.

C.7.1 VC Generation

We use weakest liberal preconditions [71, 61] as verification conditions.

Definition C.7.4. Assertion Lambdas We define the set of assertion lambda
terms as Aλ := {λx. a | x ∈ X , a ∈ A}. For convenience we define the
notation λ_. a := λxfresh. a for xfresh ̸∈ freeVars(a).

We use assertion lambda terms λr.Q to denote postconditions referring to a
result value r.

Definition C.7.5. Weakest Liberal Precondition We define the weakest liberal
precondition function wlp : Cmds × Aλ → A by recursion over the structure of
commands as follows:

wlp(e, λr. Q) := Q[r 7→ e],
wlp(let x := c1 in c2, λr. Q) := wlp(c1, λx. wlp(c2, λr. Q)),
wlp(if e then ct else cf , λr. Q) := (e → wlp(ct, λr. Q))

∧ (¬e → wlp(cf , λr. Q)),
wlp(while !e inv I do c, λr. Q) := I

∗ □(I −∗ e 7→ _)
∗ □(I ∧ e 7→ True

−∗ wlp(c, λ_. I))
∗ (I ∧ e 7→ False −∗ Q),

wlp(for x in [e1 to e2] inv I do c, := I
λr. Q) ∗ □(∀x. e1 ≤ x < e2 ∧ I

−∗ wlp(c, λ_. I))
∗ (I −∗ Q),

wlp(!e, λr. Q) := ∃y. e 7→ y ∧Q[r 7→ y]
where y ̸∈ freeVars(e,Q),

wlp(!e1 := e2, λr. Q) := e1 7→ _ ∗ (e1 7→ e2 −∗Q),
wlp(hc(e), λr. Q) := wlp(bc[x 7→ e], λr. Q)

where Ihcmds(hc) = (bc, x)

Note that our weakest precondition for for loops does not allow the postcondition
to depend on the knowledge that any work was done. This simplified
precondition is sufficient to reason about the memory safety of array-traversing
programs that do not allocate nor free memory.
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C.8 Completeness Thresholds

Now that we have an intuition for what a completeness threshold should be and
for how we want to use it, let’s formalise this intuition.

Definition C.8.1 (Completeness Thresholds for Quantified Assertions). Let
Q ∈ {∀,∃} be a quantifier and let Qx ∈ T. a be a quantified assertion. Further,
let Q ⊆ T be a restriction of the domain of x. We call Q a completeness
threshold for a if the following holds:

⊨A Qx ∈ Q. a ⇒ ⊨A Qx ∈ T. a.

Definition C.8.2 (Completeness Thresholds for Programs). Let T be the
type of x in {M} c and let Q ⊆ T be a restriction of this type. We call Q a
completeness threshold for x in {M} c if the following holds:

∀v ∈ Q. safeA(M [x 7→ v], c[x 7→ v]) ⇒ ∀v ∈ T. safeA(M [x 7→ v], c[x 7→ v])

Theorem C.8.3 (Soundness). Let ∀x ∈ T. vc be a verification condition for
{M} c and let Q ⊆ T be a completeness threshold for vc. Further, let vc be
precise in x for {M} c. Then Q is a completeness threshold for {M} c.

Proof. Assume that ∀v ∈ Q. safeA(M [x 7→ v], c[x 7→ v]) holds. We have to
prove that the program is safe for the unrestricted domain, i.e., safeA(M, c).

Together with the precision of vc in x, this assumption implies ∀v ∈ Q. ⊨A
vc[x 7→ v] (cf. Def. C.7.2), which is equivalent to ⊨A ∀x ∈ Q. vc.

Q is a completeness threshold for vc. According to Def. C.8.1, this means
⊨A ∀x ∈ T. vc. Since the latter is a verification condition for {M} c, proposition
safeA(M, c) holds by Def. C.7.1. Hence, Q is a completeness threshold for
{M} c.

Finding completeness threshold for a non-precise verification condition ∀x. vc
does not allow us to conclude that we found a completeness threshold for the
actual program {M} c. However, as long as our ultimate goal is to verify the
program by proving an assertion A that is at least as strong as our verification
condition, i.e., A ⇒ ∀x. vc, we can leverage the completeness threshold. Hence,
it makes sense to first concentrate on completeness thresholds for verification
conditions. Later, we can try to relate our results to completeness thresholds
for programs.

Lemma C.8.4. Let ∀x ∈ T. a be an assertion. Let Q ⊆ T be such that

∀v1, v2 ∈ Q. (⊨A a[x 7→ v1] ⇔ ⊨A a[x 7→ v2]).
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Then, for every q ∈ Q it holds that

⊨A ∀x ∈ (T \Q) ∪ {q}. a ⇔ ⊨A ∀x ∈ T. a.

Proof. Let q ∈ Q. With the assumption from the lemma, we get

∀v ∈ Q. (⊨A a[x 7→ q] ⇔ ⊨A a[x 7→ v])

and hence
⊨A a[x 7→ q] ⇔ ⊨A ∀x ∈ Q. a

Further, ∀x ∈ T. a is valid iff both ∀x ∈ (T \Q). a and ∀x ∈ Q. a are valid. As
we can reduce validity of the latter to validity of a[x 7→ q], we get

(⊨A ∀x ∈ (T \Q). a) ∧ (⊨A a[x 7→ q])
⇐⇒ (⊨A ∀x ∈ (T \Q). a) ∧ (⊨A ∀x ∈ Q. a)
⇐⇒ ⊨A ∀x ∈ T. a.

Corollary C.8.5. Let ∀x ∈ T. a be an assertion. Let Q ⊆ T be such that

∀v1, v2 ∈ Q. (⊨A a[x 7→ v1] ⇔ ⊨A a[x 7→ v2]).

Then, for every q ∈ Q, the set (T \ Q) ∪ {q} is a completeness threshold for
assertion a.

Proof. Follows from Lem. C.8.4 and Def. C.8.1.

Consider a verification condition ∀x ∈ T. vc and suppose we are interested in
a completeness threshold for x. By definition, the threshold is a restriction of
x’s domain, i.e., Q ⊆ T . The lemmas and corollary above show us that one
way forward is to identify a validity-preserving subset of T . That is, we need
to look for a subset Q ⊆ T of the domain within which the concrete choice for
x does not affect the validity of the verification condition. Once we got this,
we can collapse Q to any representative q ∈ Q and we found our completeness
threshold (T \Q) ∪ {q}.

Notice that validity preservation of domain restrictions is a transitive property.
Hence, we can easily turn the search for completeness thresholds for a fixed
variable into an iterative approach.

Lemma C.8.6 (Transitivity of Completeness Thresholds for Fixed Variable).
Let Q0, Q1, Q2 be sets with Q2 ⊆ Q1 ⊆ Q0. Let ai = ∀x ∈ Qi. a be assertions.
Let Q1 and Q2 be completeness thresholds for x in a0 and a1, respectively. Then,
Q2 is also a completeness threshold for x in a0.
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Proof. Since Q1 is a completeness threshold for x in a0 = ∀x ∈ Q0. a, we get

⊨A ∀x ∈ Q1. a ⇒ ⊨A ∀x ∈ Q0. a.

Since Q2 is a completeness threshold for x in a1 = ∀x ∈ Q1. a, we get

⊨A ∀x ∈ Q2. a ⇒ ⊨A ∀x ∈ Q1. a.

That is,

⊨A ∀x ∈ Q2. a ⇒ ⊨A ∀x ∈ Q1. a ⇒ ⊨A ∀x ∈ Q0. a

and hence Q2 ⊂ Q0 is a completeness threshold for x in a0 = ∀x ∈ Q0. a

Corollary C.8.7. Let T be a type and let (Qi)i be a family of sets with Q0 = T
and Qi+1 ⊆ Qi. Let (ai)i = (∀x ∈ Qi. a)i be a family of assertions such
that each Qi+1 is a completeness threshold for x in ai. Then, each Qi is a
completeness threshold for x in a0 = ∀x ∈ T. a.

Proof. Follows from Lem. C.8.6 by induction.

Consider a program that traverses an array a of size sa and an array b of size
sb. When we analyse the verification condition of this program we find that it
contains distinct parts that describe memory safety of the accesses to array a
and distinct parts for the accesses to b. Since both arrays describe separate
parts of the heap, we can bring the verification condition into a form that
reflects this. Thereby, we get a formula of the form vc ≡ vca ∗ vcb where vca
and vcb describe memory safety in respect to a and b, respectively.

Suppose, we want to find a completeness threshold for sa. In some cases, the
manipulation of both arrays is entangled which means that sa potentially affects
the validity of vcb. In such a case, we have no choice but to analyse the entire
formula to find our completeness threshold. However, often that’s not the case
and sa only shows up in the subformula vca that actually concerns array a. In
this case, it is sufficient to analyse vca in order to find a completeness threshold
for sa.

Lemma C.8.8 (Elimination). Let a, ax, a′ be assertions with ∀x ∈ T. a ≡ ∀x ∈
T. ax ∗ a′. Suppose the choice of x does not affect the validity of a′, i.e.,

∀v ∈ T. (⊨A a
′ ⇔ ⊨A a

′[x 7→ v]).

Let Q ⊆ T be a completeness threshold for x in ∀x ∈ T. ax. Then, Q is also a
completeness threshold for x in ∀x ∈ T. a.
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Proof. Since Q is a completeness threshold for x in ∀x ∈ Q. ax, we get

⊨A ∀x ∈ Q. ax ∗ a′

⇒ ⊨A (∀x ∈ Q. ax) ∗ (∀x ∈ Q. a′)
⇒ ⊨A (∀x ∈ T. ax) ∗ (∀x ∈ Q. a′).

By using the assumption that the choice of x does not affect the validity of a′

we can conclude
⊨A (∀x ∈ T. ax) ∗ (∀x ∈ Q. a′)

⇒ ⊨A (∀x ∈ T. ax) ∗ (∀x ∈ T. a′)
⇒ ⊨A ∀x ∈ T. ax ∗ a′.

Corollary C.8.9 (VC Slicing). Let a, ax, a′ be assertions with ∀x ∈ T. a ≡
∀x ∈ T. ax ∗ a′. Suppose x is not free in a′. Let Q ⊆ T be a completeness
threshold for x in ∀x ∈ T. ax. Then, Q is also a completeness threshold for x
in ∀x ∈ T. a.

Proof. Follows from Lem. C.8.8.

C.8.1 Iteratively Extracting Completeness Thresholds

What we saw so far, gives us the tools to define an iterative process to extract
completeness thresholds.

Workflow C.8.10. Let {M} c be a program with variables x1, . . . , xn for which
we would like to extract completeness thresholds.

1. Compute a verification condition for {M} c, e.g., by using weakest
preconditions. The result has the form ∀x ∈ T . vc.

2. Iteratively extract completeness thresholds for each xi.
For all i ∈ {1, . . . , n}:

(a) Let Q ⊆ T be the completeness thresholds extracted so far. (Initially
Q = T .)

(b) Bring the verification condition into the form
∀x ∈ Q. vc ≡ ∀x ∈ Q. ∗0≤j≤m

vcj.

(c) Identify a subformula vc′ whose validity is not affected by the choice
of xi. Bring the verification condition into the form
∀x ∈ Q. vc ≡ ∀x ∈ Q. vci ∗ vc′.
In the remaining steps it suffices to analyse ∀x ∈ Q. vci.
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(d) Examine vci and extract a completeness threshold. This can either
be done purely manually or by identifying patterns for which we
previously proved that we can extract completeness thresholds.
This step yields a completeness threshold Q′

i which, in the worst case,
does not yield an improvement, i.e., Q′

i = Qi.
(e) Repeat this process iteratively until the extracted completeness

threshold does not improve in respect to the last iteration.

C.8.2 Iterating over Arrays

In the following, we study patterns encountered in verification conditions of
programs that iterate over arrays. The goal of this section is to formulate
reusable lemmas that allow us to automate the extraction of completeness
thresholds.

Lemma C.8.11 (VC-CT for Bounded, Unconditional Array Access). Let
Z, a, b ∈ Z be constants and vc(s) = ∀i ∈ Z. a ≤ i < s + b → 0 ≤ i + Z < s.
Then, for every q ∈ Z with q > a− b it holds that

⊨A ∀s ∈ Z. vc(s) ⇔ ⊨A vc(q)

That is, {q} is a completeness threshold for vc(s).

Proof. For s ≤ a− b it holds a ≤ i < s+ b ≡ False and hence vc(s) ≡ True.

For s > a− b we get:

vc(s) ≡ ∀i. a ≤ i < s+ b → 0 ≤ i+ Z < s
≡ ∀i. (a ≤ i < s+ b → 0 ≤ i+ Z) ∧ (a ≤ i < s+ b → i+ Z < s)
≡ ∀i. (a ≤ i → 0 ≤ i+ Z) ∧ (i < s+ b → i+ Z < s)
≡ ∀i. (a ≤ i → 0 ≤ i+ Z) ∧ ∀i. (i < s+ b → i+ Z < s)
≡ ∀i. (a ≤ i → 0 ≤ i+ Z) ∧ ∀i. (i < b → i+ Z < 0)
=: vc+

s does not occur in vc+ and, hence, the concrete value of s does not impact the
validity of vc+. By Lem. C.8.5, for any choice of q ∈ Z with q > l − r, the set
{q} is a completeness threshold for vc(s).





Appendix D

Generalising Completeness
Thresholds

In the previous chapters § 4 and § C we studied completeness thresholds for
memory safety proofs. In this chapter we drop this limitation and show that
we can straightforwardly generalise the theoretic foundations of our work to
arbitrary correctness properties.

D.1 Basic Definitions

Since we are generalising our work formalised in appendix § C, we reuse most
of that chapter’s definitions throughout this chapter. This includes but it
not limited to the definitions presented in § C.2. Deviations from previous
definitions are explicitly redefined.

Definition D.1.1 (Equivalence Classes). Let R ⊆ X × X be an equivalence
relation. For any x ∈ X, we define the notation

⟨x⟩R := {x′ ∈ X | R(x, x′)} ∈ X⧸R

We omit R whenever it is clear from the context and write ⟨x⟩ instead of ⟨x⟩R.

Definition D.1.2 (Equivalence Relation Refinement). Let R,S ⊆ X ×X be
equivalence relations. We call S a refinement of R if the following holds:

∀x ∈ X. ⟨x⟩S ⊆ ⟨x⟩R.

181
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Definition D.1.3 (Cover). Let X be a set. We call a family of subsets (Yi)i∈I
a cover of X if ⋃

i∈I
Yi = X.

Definition D.1.4 (Equivalence Cover). Let R ⊆ X × X be an equivalence
relation over a set X. We call a subset Y ⊆ X an R-cover of X if the family
(⟨y⟩R)y∈Y is a cover of X. When R is clear from the context or irrelevant, we
also call Y an equivalence cover of X.

Notation D.1.5 (Logical Term Operator Variables). We denote variables
ranging over quantifiers {∀,∃} by ∇. Likewise, we denote variables ranging
over the logical connectors {∧,∨} by ⊕.

D.2 Generalised Completeness Thresholds

In this chapter we treat correctness as an abstract property of programs. Hence,
the following definition of correctness encompasses both safety properties like
memory safety and liveness properties such as termination. Moreover, it also
covers more complex functional correctness properties.

Without loss of generality, we can assume that any correctness property ϕ is
given in prenex normal form ∇1 . . .∇n.ψ for quantifiers ∇ ∈ {∀,∃}. To simplify
the notation in subsequent definitions and lemmas, we call the quantifier-free
core a correctness predicate and denote it by ψ. Meanwhile, we call the full
correctness specification, where every variable except for the target program is
explicitly quantified, a correctness property and denote it by ϕ.

Definition D.2.1 (Correctness Predicate). Let X1, . . . , Xn be variable domains.
Let ψ(c, x1, . . . , xn) ⊆ Cmds ×X1 × · · · ×Xn be a predicate over commands and
typed values. We call ψ a correctness predicate.

⊨ ψ(c, v1, . . . , vn) means that every run of c[x1, . . . , xn 7→ v, . . . , vn] that takes
place under the conditions described by ψ is correct in some sense described
by ψ.

Definition D.2.2 (Correctness Property). Let ψ(c, x1, . . . , xn) ⊆ Cmds ×X1 ×
· · · ×Xn be a correctness predicate and let ∇1, . . . ,∇n ∈ {∀,∃} be quantifiers.
We call a predicate ϕ(c) ⊆ Cmds of the form

ϕ(c) := ∇1x1 ∈ X1. . . . ∇nxn ∈ Xn. ψ(c, x1, . . . , xn)

a correctness property. We write c ⊨ ϕ to express that ϕ(c) holds.
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The following definitions are straightforward generalisations of Def. C.7.1,
Def C.7.2, Def C.8.1, Def C.8.2.

Definition D.2.3 (Verification Condition). We call an assertion vc ∈ A a
verification condition for a correctness property ϕ if the following holds:

⊨A vc ⇒ c ⊨ ϕ

We call a VC precise in x for some correctness property ϕ if it does not over-
approximate the influence of x on ϕ. Note that precision is a significantly weaker
property than stating that the VC as a whole does not over-approximate.

Definition D.2.4 (Precise Verification Conditions). Let ∇x ∈ X. vc be a
verification condition for a correctness property ∇x ∈ X. ψ and a command c.
We call vc precise in x for ϕ and c if the following holds for every value v ∈ X:

c ⊨ ψ[x 7→ v] ⇒ ⊨A vc[x 7→ v]

We also say that vc does not over-approximate ψ and c with respect to x.

Definition D.2.5 (Completeness Thresholds for Quantified Assertions). Let
∇x ∈ X. a be a quantified assertion. Further, let Q ⊆ X be a subdomain. We
call Q a completeness threshold for x in a if the following holds:

⊨A ∇x ∈ Q. a ⇒ ⊨A ∇x ∈ X. a.

Observation D.2.6 (Trivial CTs for ∃-Assertions). For existentially quantified
assertions of the form ∃x ∈ X. a any subdomain Y ⊆ X is a completeness
threshold for x.

Definition D.2.7 (Completeness Thresholds for Correctness Properties and
Programs). Let ∇x ∈ X. ψ be a correctness property and c a comand. We call
a subdomain Q ⊆ X a completeness threshold for x in ψ if the following holds:

c ⊨ ∇x ∈ Q. ψ ⇒ c ⊨ ∇x ∈ X. ψ

Observation D.2.8 (Trivial CTs for ∃-Correctness-Properties). For existen-
tially quantified correctness properties of the form ∃x ∈ X. ψ any subdomain
Y ⊆ X is a completeness threshold for x.

Notation D.2.9. We denote completeness thresholds by Q and singleton ones
by {q}.

Terminology D.2.10. We call a completeness threshold minimal if it is
minimal wrt. ⊆.
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The following theorem states that precision in some variable x is a sufficiently
strong requirement to ensure the soundness of any CT for x extracted via the
precise VC.

Theorem D.2.11 (Soundness). Let ∇x ∈ X. vc be a verification condition
for a correctness property ∇x ∈ X. ψ and a command c. Let Q ⊆ X be a
completeness threshold for x in vc and let vc be precise in x. Then, Q is also a
completeness threshold for x in ψ.

Proof. We can summarize the proof with this commuting diagram:

c ⊨ ∇x ∈ Q. ψ c ⊨ ∇x ∈ X. ψ

∇v ∈ Q.
(
⊨A vc[x 7→ v]

)

⊨A ∇x ∈ Q. vc ⊨A ∇x ∈ X. vc

vc is precise in x, cf. Def. D.2.4

Q is CT for x in ψ, cf. Def. D.2.7

Q is CT for x in vc, cf. Def. D.2.5

vc is VC, Def. D.2.3

Assume that c ⊨ ∇x ∈ Q. ψ holds. We have to show that the correctness
predicate ψ holds for the unrestricted domain X, i.e., c ⊨ ∇x ∈ X. ψ.

By our assumption and the precision of vc in x (cf. Def. D.2.4), we get
∇v ∈ Q.

(
⊨A vc[x 7→ v]

)
, which is equivalent to ⊨A ∇x ∈ Q. vc. Since Q

is a completeness threshold for x in vc (cf. Def. D.2.5), the latter implies
⊨A ∇x ∈ X. vc. Further, ∇x ∈ X. vc is a verification condition for ∇x ∈ X. ψ.
Per Def. D.2.3, this means that c ⊨ ∇x ∈ X. ψ.

Lemma D.2.12 (Subdomain Reduction). Let ∇x ∈ X. a be an assertion. Let
Y ⊆ X be such that

∇v1, v2 ∈ Y. (⊨A a[x 7→ v1] ⇔ ⊨A a[x 7→ v2]).

Then, for every y ∈ Y it holds that

⊨A ∇x ∈ (X \ Y ) ∪ {y}. a ⇔ ⊨A ∇x ∈ X. a.

Proof. Let y ∈ Y . With the assumption from the lemma, we get

∇v ∈ Y. (⊨A a[x 7→ y] ⇔ ⊨A a[x 7→ v])

and hence
⊨A a[x 7→ y] ⇔ ⊨A ∇x ∈ Y. a
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If ∇ = ∀, we get that ∇x ∈ X. a is valid iff both ∀x ∈ (X \Y ). a and ∀x ∈ Y. a
are valid. In this case we define ⊕ := ∧. If ∇ = ∃, we get that ∇x ∈ X. a is
valid iff ∃x ∈ (X \ Y ). a or ∃x ∈ Y. a is valid. In this case we define ⊕ := ∨.

As we can reduce validity of the ∇x ∈ Y. a to validity of a[x 7→ y], we get

(⊨A ∇x ∈ (X \ Y ). a) ⊕ (⊨A a[x 7→ y])
⇐⇒ (⊨A ∇x ∈ (X \ Y ). a) ⊕ (⊨A ∇x ∈ Y. a)
⇐⇒ ⊨A ∇x ∈ X. a.

Corollary D.2.13 (CT Extraction). Let ∇x ∈ X. a be an assertion. Let
Y ⊆ X be such that

∀v1, v2 ∈ Y. (⊨A a[x 7→ v1] ⇔ ⊨A a[x 7→ v2]).

Then, for every y ∈ Y , the set (X \ Y ) ∪ {y} is a completeness threshold for
assertion a.

Proof. Follows from the Subdomain Reduction Lem. D.2.12 and Def. D.2.5.

This corollary shows that we can extract CTs by factoring out validity preserving
subdomains. Later on we will see that it is indeed sufficient to factor out
equivalence classes that capture all potential errors. For now, it is sufficient to
note that we can reduce CTs by dropping elements that provably do not cause
any errors.

Corollary D.2.14. Let ∇x ∈ X. a be an assertion. Let Y ⊆ X be such that

∀y ∈ Y. ⊨A a[x 7→ y].

Then, (X \ Y ) is a completeness threshold for assertion a.

Proof. Let y ∈ Y . By Cor. D.2.13, the set (X \Y )∪{y} is a CT. By assumption,
⊨A a[x 7→ y]. Hence we get

∇x ∈ (X \ Y ). a ⇒ ∇x ∈ (X \ Y ∪ {y}). a ⇒ ∇x ∈ X. a.

Intuitively, CTs are subdomains that cover all possible types of potential errors.
In the following, we formalise this intuition by describing them as covers of
(refinements of) a specific validity equivalence relation ≈x

a.
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Definition D.2.15 (Equivalence Relation for Assertion Arguments). Let a be an
assertion, x a variable with domain X. We define the the relation ≈x

a ⊆ X ×X
as follows:

v1 ≈x
a v2 ⇐⇒

(
⊨A a[x 7→ v1] ⇔ ⊨A a[x 7→ v2]

)
We omit the variable x whenever it is clear from the context and write ≈a.

Corollary D.2.16. For any choice of a and x, the relation ≈x
a is an equivalence

relation.

Theorem D.2.17 (Equivalence Cover CT). Let ∇x ∈ X. a be an assertion
and let Y ⊆ X be a ≈x

a-cover of X. Then, Y is a completeness threshold for x
in a.

Proof. Suppose the claim does not hold. By Obs. D.2.6 we know that ∇ = ∀.
Further, it must hold that ⊨A ∀x ∈ Y. a and there must exist a vX ∈ X for
which ̸⊨A a[x 7→ vX ].

Since Y is a ≈x
a-cover of X, there exists a y ∈ Y with vX ∈ ⟨y⟩≈x

a
. By the

definition of ≈x
a we get ̸⊨A a[x 7→ y], which contradicts ⊨A ∀x ∈ Y. a.

Corollary D.2.18 (Refinement Cover CT). Let ∇x ∈ X. a be an assertion,
let ∼ be a ≈x

a-refinement and let Y ⊆ X be a ∼-cover of X. Then, Y is a
completeness threshold for x in a.

Proof. Since ∼ is a ≈x
a-refinement, every ∼-cover of X is also a ≈x

a-cover of X.
The rest follows by Theo. D.2.17.

Definition D.2.19 (VC Error Equivalence Class). Let ∇x ∈ X. a be an
assertion, let ∼ be a ≈x

a-refinement. For any v ∈ X, we call ⟨v⟩∼ a VC error
equivalence class if ̸⊨A a[x 7→ v].

Theorem D.2.20 (Error Cover CT). Let ∇x ∈ X. a be an assertion, let ∼ be
a ≈x

a-refinement and let Y ⊆ X cover all ∼-error equivalence classes. Then, Y
is a completeness threshold for x in a.

Proof. Let ⟨e1⟩∼, . . . , ⟨en⟩∼ be all the ∼-error equivalence classes. Without loss
of generality, we can choose the representatives such that ei ∈ Y for all i. Since
∼ is a ≈x

a-refinement, their union is exactly the ≈x
a-error equivalence class E.

(Note that ≈x
a is an equivalence relation with only two equivalence classes.) Let

s ∈ X \E be an element for which a holds. Then {e1, . . . , en, s} is a ≈x
a-cover.

By Theo. D.2.17 the set {e1, . . . , en, s} is a CT. By Cor. D.2.14 we know that
we can drop elements for which the VC holds. It follows that {e1, . . . , en} is a
CT. As {e1, . . . , en} ⊆ Y , we also know that Y is a CT.
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Lemma D.2.21 (Transitivity of Completeness Thresholds for Fixed Variable).
Let X0, X1, X2 be sets with X0 ⊇ X1 ⊇ X2. Let ai = ∇x ∈ Xi. a be assertions.
Let X1 and X2 be completeness thresholds for x in a0 and a1, respectively. Then,
X2 is also a completeness threshold for x in a0.

Proof. Since X1 is a completeness threshold for x in a0 = ∇x ∈ X0. a, we get

⊨A ∇x ∈ X1. a ⇒ ⊨A ∇x ∈ X0. a.

Since X2 is a completeness threshold for x in a1 = ∇x ∈ X1. a, we get

⊨A ∇x ∈ X2. a ⇒ ⊨A ∇x ∈ X1. a.

That is,

⊨A ∇x ∈ X2. a ⇒ ⊨A ∇x ∈ X1. a ⇒ ⊨A ∇x ∈ X0. a

and hence X2 ⊆ X0 is a completeness threshold for x in a0 = ∇x ∈ X0. a

Corollary D.2.22 (CT Refinement). Let X be a set and let (Yi)i be a family
of sets with Q0 = X and Qi ⊇ Qi+1. Let (ai)i = (∇x ∈ Qi. a)i be a family of
assertions such that each Qi+1 is a completeness threshold for x in ai. Then,
each Qi is a completeness threshold for x in a0 = ∀x ∈ T. a.

Proof. Follows from the Transitivity Lem. D.2.21 by induction.

Lemma D.2.23 (Elimination). Let a, ax, a′ be assertions with ∇x ∈ X. a ≡
∇x ∈ X. ax ∗ a′. Suppose the choice of x does not affect the validity of a′, i.e.,

∀v ∈ X. (⊨A a
′ ⇔ ⊨A a

′[x 7→ v]).

Let Q ⊆ X be a completeness threshold for x in ∀x ∈ X. ax. Then, Q is also a
completeness threshold for x in ∀x ∈ X. a.

Proof. Since Q is a completeness threshold for x in ∇x ∈ X. ax, we get

⊨A ∇x ∈ Q. ax ∗ a′

⇒ ⊨A (∇x ∈ Q. ax) ∗ (∇x ∈ Q. a′)
⇒ ⊨A (∇x ∈ X. ax) ∗ (∇x ∈ Q. a′).

By using the assumption that the choice of x does not affect the validity of a′

we can conclude
⊨A (∇x ∈ X. ax) ∗ (∇x ∈ Q. a′)

⇒ ⊨A (∇x ∈ X. ax) ∗ (∇x ∈ X. a′)
⇒ ⊨A ∇x ∈ X. ax ∗ a′.
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Corollary D.2.24 (VC Slicing). Let a, ax, a′ be assertions with ∇x ∈ X. a ≡
∇x ∈ X. ax ∗ a′. Suppose x is not free in a′. Let Q ⊆ X be a completeness
threshold for x in ∇x ∈ X. ax. Then, Q is also a completeness threshold for x
in ∇x ∈ X. a.

Proof. Follows from the Elimination Lem. D.2.23.
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